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ISGS/USGS pilot study provides new L_POSITORY
information on minerals in Illinois Basin MOV”
Geochemical analysis of
insoluble residues proves to be
useful prospecting tool in
western and southern Illinois
Geochemical analysis of insoluble residues
of Subsurface carbonate rocks is a means
of assessing whether or not significant
potential for mineral deposits exists at
mineable depths. The ISGS and the U.S.
Geological Survey have been investigating
this analytical technique to determine how
effective a prospecting tool it can be in
western and Southern Illinois.
Not only has the technique proved
useful but data gathered in the pilot inves
tigation have provided more information on
zinc, lead, fluorite, and rare earth minerali
zation in and near the Illinois Basin.
For purposes of the analysis, samples
of Carbonate rocks are dissolved in acid.
The insoluble residue (the part of the
sample that is not dissolved, usually from
1% to 15%) is analyzed for 31 elements
by optical emission spectrography. This
method permits detection of very small
amounts of metals, which when carefully
extrapolated and compared to intrinsic
values for carbonate rock, may give clues
to where to explore formineral deposits as
much as 3000 feet below the surface.
The ISGS Mineral Resources Group,
headed by J. James Eidel, is carrying out
its part in this research with contributions
from the Industrial Minerals and Metals
Samples were
taken from
30 drillholes
along this line.
Section, the Coal Section, and the Geolog
ical Samples Library. James Baxter, head
of the Industrial Minerals and Metals
Section, leads the ISGS team that consists
of Jack Masters, Latif Khan, Donald Lowry,
Charles Zelinsky, John Klitzing, and Harris
McKinney. The USGS team includes
Ralph Erickson, Susan Erickson, Barbara
Chazin and others.
ISGS scientists selected and prepared
nearly 4000 samples from 30 drillholes.
The samples come from the extensive
collection in the Survey's Geological
Samples Library; most are from churn- or
rotary-drilled oi
l
test wells and water wells.
The USGS scientists analyzed these
samples in their mobile emission spectrog
raphy lab, which was brought to the ISGS.
Analysis revealed unusually high amounts
of zinc, lead, copper, molybdenum, nickel,
silver, barium, and strontium in residues
from rocks of varying geologic ages and
from different locations within the state.
“Our aim was not to draw conclusions
about potential subsurface mineral re
serves," Baxter says, “but our findings do
let us speculate about possible areas to
target for further exploration. They also
suggest new models of the origin and
migration of mineral-bearing fluids that
Should be tested further."
Results of the pilot study are being
published by the ISGS (see page 4).
The ISGS team has also prepared 3000
insoluble residue samples for similar
investigative work in the Paducah Quad
rangle. This 4-year cooperative project
between the USGS and the state surveys
of Illinois, Kentucky, Missouri, and Indiana
niversity Of ILLINQ1%
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Jack Masters and Jim
Baxter consult with Barb
Stiff graphic artist, about
an illustration for the report
on the insoluble residues
pilot study.
is a CUSMAP-sponsored assessment of
the mineral potential of the portion of
southern Illinois and adjoining states
covered by the Paducah 1° by 2° Quad
rangle. (CUSMAP stands for Conterminous
United States Mineral Assessment Prog
ram.) It was on a CUSMAP project on the
Rolla Quadrangle in southern Missourithat
Erickson and other USGS geologists first
used insoluble residue analysis.
“Our findings let us
speculate about possible
areas to target
for further exploration.”
The ISGS would like to increase its own
commitment to a geologic mapping and
mineral resource evaluation of Western
and southern Illinois, according to Eidel.
“The economy of these areas of Illinois
depends a great deal on development of
mineral resources," he points out, "as does
the economy of the United States. It is vital,
therefore, that the United States know
more precisely what amounts of various
minerals are available now and what
amounts are likely to be available in the
future."
Baxter adds, “It is important that we
begin looking for new deposits of minerals,
Such as zinc and lead, even with markets
as soft as they now are. It can take 10 to
15 years to develop an ore body, particu
larly large deep deposits like those we
could be talking about in western and
southern Illinois." — avp
|Ancient peat bog provides unique record of post-glacial
environment in central IllinoisRay Osterbur, a farmer who lives near
Royal, Illinois, considers the 3-acre depres
sion in one of his fields nothing but a
problem: it ponds with every heavy rain,
and he's long ago given up trying to grow.
Corn and beans there.
But ISGS geologists Ardith Hansel and
Leon Follmer believe this depression (the
geologic term for it is "kettle") may contain
a continuous sediment record that begins
about 17,000 to 18,000 years ago. Buried
in the peat bog that formed over thousands
of years in the kettle are well-preserved
remains of organic material, which may
provide important clues to climate and
vegetation history in central Illinois since
the last glacier retreated from the area.
While digging a trench in the field this
spring Osterbur encountered an unex
pected, thick layer of mucky black soil
about 5 feet down that contained more
grasses, wood fragments, and other debris
the deeper he got. Figuring he'd come
across something unusual, he took a
sample of it to Dennis Kolata, a Survey
geologist he'd become acquainted with.
Kolata turned it over to Hansel and Follmer,
who specialize in glacial geology and
buried soils. Excited about the sample,
they contacted Osterbur and easily per
Suaded him to extend the trench. “It's nice
to know that this field will be good for
something," he commented.
“We believe this is going to be a signif
icant geologic site," Hansel predicts. "Bogs
like this one are comparatively rare in
Illinois." She explains that the kettle was
probably formed when the last glacier
melted; the kettlemarks the site of a large,
detached block of ice that became buried
in glacial debris and slowly melted. The
walls of the kettle evidently remained
relatively stable for a long time, allowing
organic material to accumulate. Although
much of the material slowly decomposed,
some was preserved remarkably well in the
bog environment.
So far the geologists have found frag
ments of wood, mosses, grasses, mussel
and snail shells, beetles, spruce cones,
bones of small animals, and lots of seeds.
The next step in the investigation will be to
bring the Survey's drilling rig to the site,
get to the bottom of the peat layer (which
Osterbur's backhoe couldn't reach), and
take COntinuous COres.
"Radiocarbon dates on organic matter
we find at the bottom of the peat layer
should tell us when vegetation became
established at the site," Hansel says. "By
studying fossil plant and animal remains
Scientists should be able to reconstruct the
sequence of changes in climate from the
post-glacial period up to the present."
ISGS geologists will be assisted in their
study by paleontologists, paleobotanists,
and palynologists from the Illinois State
Museum in Springfield. The project should
provide new information about the geologic
history of the region. — mg
-***** *
Ray Osterbur (second from left) and geologists examine debris at thesite. Left to right: Dennis
Kolata, ISGS, Osterbur, Faith Stanke and Ardith Hansel, ISGS, and W. Hilton Johnson, geologist
from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
Shimp retires after
30 years at Survey
Neil F. Shimp, Principal Chemist and head
of the Chemistry and Minerals Engineering
Group, will retire in December after 30
years of service to the Survey. Agraduate
of Michigan State, he obtained his master's
degree from Michigan State and doctorate
from Rutgers University and joined the
ISGS as an analytical chemist.
He became head of the Analytical
Chemistry Section in 1963. Dr. Shimp
planned for and installed the first genera
tion of instrument-trained chemists and
their equipment; 10 years later he was
named head of the Chemistry and Minerals
Engineering Group. His firm conviction that
successful laboratory research often dies
for lack of adequate engineering and
process development led him to work
toward expanding the Survey's applied
research capabilities to enable the ISGS
to carry out small-scale demonstration
projects.
Shimp supervised the establishment of
the Survey's first environmental chemistry
laboratory, and has maintained a strong
interest in research On the accumulation
and distribution of potentially hazardous
trace elements. He has been actively
involved with Coal research at the ISGS,
and has played a lead role in the Survey's
cooperative efforts with the American
Society for Testing and Materials and the
International Standards Organization to
establish quality standards for coal. He
was instrumental in establishing the Center
for Research on Sulfur in Coal, a coopera
tive research Center, and served as its first
(acting) director in 1982.
Shimp's retirement plans include return
ing to Michigan, writing (“definitely not
technical reports"), and raising Himalayan
kittens.
| -
ISGS plays major
role in state’s new
groundwater program
|SGS scientists will be heavily involved
in planning and implementingspecific
provisions outlined in the new Illinois
Groundwater Protection Act, passed
overwhelmingly by the General As
sembly this summer and signed by
Governor Thompson in September.
The Act provides foracomprehen
sive, multi-year program to assess the
quality and quantity of groundwater
resources on a statewide basis,
monitor water quality, and design
strategies to prevent and remediate
groundwater contamination. Staff
members of the Geological and Water
Surveys, other state agencies, and
environmental groups worked with the
Department of Energy and Natural
Resources to develop the legislation.
Planningfor twomandated tasks (the
first to becompleted in February 1989,
the secondin January 1990) is already
underway at the two Surveys.
• The first taskistomapaquifer
recharge areas throughout the state
and identify areas most in need of
detailed study on the basis of their
overall sensitivity to contamination.
• The second task is to evaluate
the impact of pesticides on ground
water and determine the general
location and extent of the pesticide
contamination; identify agricultural
practices that may contribute to
contamination; and recommend ways
to preventfurtherpesticide contamina
tion.
Additional tasks will be undertaken
assoon as funding becomes available.
GEONEWS will report on further
developments as ISGSworkproceeds
on this important project.
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Michael Miller and Molly Hol
denofthe ISGS staff get ready
to take measurements of the
river bottom at the site of a
wetlands project along the
Des Plaines River in Lake
County. The Geological Survey
is one of several research
institutions monitoring the
long-term effects of construc
tion of the wetlands. A major
objective of the project is to
assess whether a simulated
wetlands can control flooding
and reduce sediments in
rivers. Survey researchers are
investigating changes in the
riverchannel and determining
groundwater flow paths be
tween constructed wetland
areas and the river.
Photo: Lauren D. Toalson
Survey Briefs
Lake Michigan research
At the request of the Illinois State Geolog
ical Survey, the USGS research vessel
Neechofrom Woods Hole, Massachusetts
spent 2 weeks in the Chicago area in
September measuring water depths,
geophysically sounding subbottoms, and
imaging underwater parts of shore protec
tion structures with a side-scan Sonar. The
data will provide federal, state, and local
agencies with valuable information for
estimating emergency and long-term
needs for rehabilitation of the Chicago
Shore. In 1988 the Neecho will return to
complete coverage of the entire Illinois
Shore.
SSC update
On September 2, Illinois submitted its
proposal to the U.S. Department of Energy
(DOE) to construct and operate a Super
conducting Super Collider (SSC) at a site
west of Batavia—but the ISGS and many
other state agencies that played critical
roles in preparing the proposal still have
much more work to do.
The most important aspect of the state's
current efforts, being coordinated by the
Illinois Department of Energy and Natural
Resources, is gathering the environmental
impact data the state must provide DOE
by March 1988 ifits site is selected as one
of the preferred sites from among the 43
proposed. Illinois expects to be on the
preferred site list to be announced in
January 1988.
In addition to their involvement in the
environmental impact assessment, ISGS
geologists are working on several reports
related to their investigations for the SSC
proposal: two drilling reports, a regional
summary, a geotechnical summary, and a
final feasibility report.
|SGS coal research funded
When the Center for Research on Sulfur
in Coal (CRSC) announced its FY88 Coal
Development Board Awards in August, the
ISGS learned it had captured about
$863,000.
Big winners among the nine projects
funded were ongoing research and de
velopment work on the ISGS aggregate
flotation method of advanced physical fine
coal cleaning (about $265,000), and on the
carbon monoxide-ethanol process for
desulfurization of high-sulfur coals (nearly
$180,000). The carbon monoxide-ethanol
project received additional funding
($94,000) from the Illinois Corn Marketing
Board and approximately $1 million allotted
from the Petroleum Violation Fund by the
Illinois General Assembly. Over the past 5
years (including FY83) the Coal Develop
ment Board has awarded more than $3
million to the Survey for coal research.
These funds have been significantly
augmented by contributions from nine of
the major Illinois coal mining companies.
unrue"
Illinois State Geological Survey Publications
Handbook of Illinois stratigraphy, 1975,
(reprinted 1987), by H. B. Willman and others
(Bulletin 95, 261 p., $4.75).
This handbook, a treasury of information for
stratigraphers, includes brief descriptions of 730
named stratigraphic units in Illinois, charts
showing the development of the stratigraphic
classifications, and many maps indicating the
distribution, thickness, and structure of Selected
units.
The future of Illinois Basin coal: 1994 and
beyond, 1987, by Subhash B. Bhagwat (Illinois
Mineral Notes 97, 26 p., $1.25).
This publication provides an analysis of the utility
and non-utility markets for Illinois Basin coal for
1975 through 1985 and a projection for Illinois
Coal production under two scenarios: (1)
continued enforcement of current legislation and
(2) enactment of acid rain legislation.
Hydrogeologic evaluation of the effects of
surface application of sewage sludge to
agricultural land near Rockton, Illinois, 1987,
by Richard C. Berg, Walter J. Morse, and
Thomas M. Johnson (Environmental Geology
Notes 119, 42 p., $1.25).
Monitoring wells and soil-water samplers were
installed at four sites (two had received repeated
applications of sludge; two were used as
background sites) to determine groundwater
flow and quality over a 2-year period. Nitrate
concentrations were higher at sludge application
sites than at background sites and higher in
downgradient wells than in upgradient wells.
Data from other analyses (for presence of
synthetic organic compounds, metals, chlorides,
ammonia, nitrogen and other constituents) were
not conclusive. There was no apparent contami
nation from metals or organic chemicals.
Order information
Publications and maps may be
purchased by mail from the Survey
offices at 615 East Peabody Drive,
Champaign, IL 61820. Orders are
shipped via 4th Class mail unless
otherwise requested. Please allow 2 to 4
weeks for delivery; add $3.00 to these
rates for first class mail/United Parcel
Service. Prepayment required.
Shipping and Handling Charges
Up to $3.00 — add $0.70
$ 3.01–$ 6.00 — add $0.95
$ 6.01–$ 9.00 — add $1.20
$ 9.01–$12.00 — add $1.45
$12.01–$15.00 — add $1.70
$15.01–$18.00 — add $1.95
$18.01–$22.00 — add $2.20
Over $22.00 — add 10% to
maximum of $15.00
Characteristics and potential uses of waste
from the Historic Longwall Coal Mining
District in north-central Illinois, 1987, Susan
Carol Bradford, Dwain Berggren, and Paul B.
DuMontelle (Environmental Geology Notes 118,
50 p., $1.25).
The first large-scale industrial coal mining
operation in Illinois (begun in the mid-1800s)
produced more than 100 piles of waste in north
central Illinois. Analysis of representative
wastes at Selected Sites indicated various uses
for mining gob, although considerable treatment
may be required for some uses. Problems
associated with the piles are outlined and
suggestions are made for minimizing waste site
problems.
Directory of Illinois mineral producers,
1986-1987, by Irma E. Samson and John M.
Masters (Illinois Mineral Notes 96, 151 p., $1.25).
This directory, organized by mineral product and
county, lists all companies (except oi
l
and gas
operators) involved in mining, processing, and
manufacturing mineral products in Illinois.
Subsurface geochemical investigation in
western and southern Illinois: a pilot study,
1987, by R. L. Erickson, M. S. Erickson, and
Barbara Chazin, of the U.S. Geological Survey,
and J. W. Baxter, J. M. Masters, and J. J. Eidel,
of the ISGS (Illinois Mineral Notes 98, 45 p.,
$1.25).
This report of a study of insoluble residues from
Subsurface Carbonate rocks includes maps and
bar graphs (based on spectrographic data) that
(1) show stratigraphic distribution and abun
dance of selected elements, (2) reveal regions
of anomalously high subsurface metal values
that could be possible target areas for mineral
prospecting, and (3) suggest four types of ore
deposit models that should be considered in
subsurface exploration in westernand southern
Illinois.
Geological-geotechnical studies for siting
the Superconducting Super Collider in
Illinois: results of the fall 1984 test drilling
program, 1987, by J. P. Kempton, R. A. Bauer,
B. B. Curry, W. G. Dixon, A. M. Graese, P. C.
Reed, M
.
S. Sargent, and R. C. Vaiden (Environ
mental Geology Notes 117, 102 p., $1.25).
Geological-geotechnical studies for siting
the Superconducting Super Collider in
Illinois: results of the spring 1985test drilling
program, 1987, by J. P. Kempton, R. A. Bauer,
B. B. Curry, W. G
.
Dixon, A. M. Graese, P. C.
Reed, M.S. Sargent, and R. C. Vaiden (Environ
mental Geology Notes 120, 88 p., $1.25).
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Databases give easy access to wide
range of information on Illinois coal
Back in 1936 when one of IBM's amazing
new computing machines first arrived on
the University of Illinois campus, Dr. G. H.
Cady, head of the Survey's Coal Section,
was much impressed with its capabilities.
So he made a bold decision: henceforth,
data geologists collected during their coal
resource studies would be encoded On
punch cards so data could be manipulated
and retrieved easily for future studies.
"At the time, some geologists didn't think
much of the idea," said Heinz Damberger,
Current head of the Coal Section. “It meant
spending extra time putting data onforms
for keypunching." But Cady's edict has
since paid handsome dividends.
“We—and the State of Illinois—are bene
fiting tremendously from his foresight,"
Damberger said. “Dr. Cady understood
how valuable it would be down the road to
have easy access to this material." The
original punch card data (on location,
elevation, and thickness of Illinois Coal
seams and adjacent rock layers and the
chemical composition of coal samples)
have been analyzed, reinterpreted, com
bined with newer data, and used in dozens
of subsequent coal studies. Coal Section
staff have continued to set the pace in
exploring ways to make the Survey's
Wealth of Coal data more accessible to
ISGS staff and the public. Six major (and
several minor) computerized databases
now provide a wide range of information
on the quality, quantity, and distribution of
Illinois COals.
Dial-up databases
Afew years ago Dick Harvey, with the help
of other ISGS staff, got the Survey's first
dial-up database up and running. Anyone
with a personal computer, telephone, and
modem can call up this database and
download information to his Or her COm
puter or request a search and printout from
the Survey. This Information System on
Chemistry of Illinois Coals (ISCIC) con
tains results of standard chemical analyses
of more than 2800 samples of Illinois coal
representing 25 different coal seams and
59 counties. Data can be retrieved by
location, coal seam, sample type, analyti
cal results (such as sulfur content, mois
ture, carbon, ash, heating value), and other
parameters.
“ISCIC was the first dial-up database in
the country to provide these kinds of data,"
Harvey said. He explained that a utility
plant engineer can check the database to
determine quickly which Illinois coals are
suitable for the type of boiler in his steam
plants. Or a coal company engineer can
quickly assess the quality of the coal
deposits underlying a certain region of
interest. Harvey reported that he had re
cently provided data for two out-of-state
companies considering the purchase of
more than a milliontons of Illinois coal per
year. He also furnished information on coal
quality for a brochure designed to attract
foreign buyers to Illinois coal.
Two dial-up databases linked to ISCIC
are the Illinois Basin Coal Sample Program
(IBCSP) and the Illinois Coal Bibliography
(ICBIB). More than 100 scientists working
on coal research use the Center for 9.
search on Sulfur in Coal (CRSC) sample
bank. (The bank provides uniform samples
to researchers across the county.) IBCSP
has chemical, mineralogical, and other
related information on the mines. This
database is continually upgraded and peri
odically updated, most recently in 1987.
A major use of this database has been
to produce the Illinois Coal Mine Map
Series. But it's increasingly being used to
generate maps tailored to the specialized
needs of individual clients.
“To produce these maps we use ourgeo
graphic information system," explained
Colin Treworgy, a pioneerin expanding the
capabilities of the system for the Coal
Section. “The GIS is a sophisticated com
puter program that allows ustomanipulate
and Combine information from Coal data
bases and other ISGS files with digitized
map data such as mine boundaries, coal
thickness C: topography, and land: re being generated for a- riety of£r& planning group from a
reain allllinois asked the(kçõ\# formats' otherinformation rele
vant£ anning in the region.£ ek the Coal Section was ableMemdata.onthesamples and information about \'oduce a color-coded map showing
all research projects involving the samples.
The third dial-up database, ICBIB, includes
information on CRSC-funded research on
coal and coal technologies.
Coal mine database
One of the most widely used databases
Contains Outlines of all known Surface and
underground coal mines in the state and
- . - - -- - -
Joe Devera, perched on a southwestern Illinois bluff, is one of the coal geologists who examine
coal resources that could be mined in the
future, areas that lay over abandoned un
derground mines, type of land cover, and
surface features. One unwelcome bit of
information also showed up on the map:
some of the land considered a prime target
for urban expansion was underlain by
abandoned mines and could be subject to
Subsidence. (continued on p. 2)
|-
rock outcrops and faults, identify and trace the continuity of coal seams and other rock strata,
and make detailed geologic maps. Their data eventually wind up in the databases.
A
• Coal mine map outlines were used to
identify areas unsuitable for siting the state's
mandated low-level radioactive waste dis
posal facility. Areas overlying economically
minable Coal resources Or abandoned mines
(where subsidence could be a problem) were
automatically excluded.
• Maps and tables showing urban areas
exposed to the risk of subsidence overmined
out areas in the state are being prepared for
the Illinois Mine Subsidence Insurance Fund
(IMSIF). The project will give IMSIF a more
realistic picture of its risk exposure.
• Illinois, Indiana, and Kentucky are col
Heinz Damberger examines the control panel that
generated printouts from Dr. Cady's punch cards.
field Coal seam, found in the coal-rich Illinois
Basin that extends into all three States. "We're
doing a basinwide analysis of the coal seam
and adjacent rockstrata and looking at chem
ical properties of coals, mined-out areas, and
effects of structure and depth on various
constituents of coal,” Damberger said.
Treworgy will compile the map, using the GIS
to combine Illinois data with information the
Indiana and Kentucky Surveys contribute on
floppy disks.
• Paul DuMontelle, assistant branch chief of
Environmental Geology and Geochemistry,
Treworgy, and the national Office of Charting
and Geodetic Services are using the coal
mine database in a cooperative effort to
identify benchmarks that may have been
disturbed by mine subsidence. (Benchmarks
are permanent markers that show precise ele
vations and locations. They are used as refer
ences for construction projects, property sur
veys, topographic surveys, and map-making.)
"When this was brought to the attention of
a USGS surveyor, it really blew his mind,"
DuMontelle said. "All land maps of Illinois—
and other states—are based on these survey
markers, and if markers sitting over mined-out
areas have moved, the maps could be inaccu
rate." Treworgy sent the Geodetic Services a
GIS-generated statewide map and a detailed
map of one county indicating where bench
marks may have been disturbed.
National coal resource database
In Illinois, as in other states, actual coal
reserves may be smaller than previous as
sessments indicated. Most earlier inventories
emphasized total reserves in the ground,
giving little consideration to factors that could
limit mining, such as competing land uses,
coal quality, environmental restrictions, and
proximity to areas densely drilled for oil, public
land, and highways. The USGS and several
state surveys are cooperating in a reassess
ment of the availability of coal resources for
development. In Illinois the studies will rely
heavily on information from ISGS databases
on coal resource distribution, coal quality, and
past mining, as well as other databases on
land use and competing mineral development
(such as oil and gas drilling).
Coal will make a comeback
Illinois coal resources are among the largest
in the nation. “It's important that we make the
best use we can of these assets," Damberger
Said, “because we'll need them in the future."
Admitting that the coal picture is currently
stagnant, he is convinced that coal will one
day again occupy a key place in the nation's
energy program. “When the price of oil goes
up again there'll be renewed interest in
improving technologies to convert coal to
hydrocarbon liquids and gases and investigate
underground coal gasification."
According to Damberger, such technologies
will demand detailed data on trace element
Concentrations in different Coal Seams
(particularly on toxic or corrosive elements
such as cadmium, zinc, or chlorine) and
variations in coal composition and properties
throughout the basin.
"We're now doing many types of analysis
that used to be completely out of reach,"
Damberger said. And we're continuing to add
to our databases, improve their accuracy, and
expand their scope. We'll be able to provide
what is needed."—mg
-
Colin Ireworgy (left), and Dick Harvey talk with".
data on outcrop lines of coal seams and faults:
Elwood Atherton ch
Onabright, summermorning in 1937, a #
:
Chicagoan began what was to become alie:
time career at the Illinois State Geological
Survey. A few days earlier the #:earned a Ph.D. from the University of Chgo, and now, at 27, he was beginning his firs/
job as an assistant geologist. |
Today, that geologist, Elwood Atherton
79 and officially retired from the Surveysin
1978. Yet he stillcomestowork at the ISGS
"It's a habit I don't want to break," said
Atherton. "I'd hate to have to give upworkin.
Besides, I like the people I work with." H-B.
admitted that "playing golf and gardening
would be different," but apparently they
not as appealing as the tiny haven he
pies at the Survey. His basement offices
home away from home. The walls are
with books on fine art, literature, history
New face behind camera
The Survey has a new photographer: Joel
Dexter. Dexter comes to the Survey from the
Mattoon Journal Gazette and the Charleston
Times Courier, where he was chief photographer.
His photographs have appeared in the Chicago
Tribune, Sports Illustrated, Newsweek, and Golf
Digest as well as in daily front-pagefeatures in
the Gazette and Courier. He recently won first
place in a national photography contest, "Big
Brothers/Big Sisters of America."
Dexter expects an easy transition from
newspaperwork to his workhere at the Survey.
“The Survey will give meachancetopolishmy
scientific photography. Field work is one of the
high points of the job."—is
#0, who is digitizing
#e-scale maps.
Coal mine map series updated
The ISGS recently updated its Illinois Coal Mine Map Series. The
new version of the 80-map series for 73 counties details the location
and extent of coal mining operations as of January 1987 and features
anew 1:100,000 scale for easy use with the USGS 1:100,000-scale,
30' x 60' quadrangle map series and Illinois county map series.
The maps show active and abandoned surface and underground
coal mines and include section, township, and range lines. Shaft,
slope, drift, and strip operations are differentiated. Some maps
containspecial large-scale insets of complex areas. Separate maps
showing mines in individual coal seams are available for four
counties:maps for the Springfield, the Herrin, and minor coal seams
are available for Williamson, Gallatin, and Saline Counties and maps
of the Danville and Herrin coal seams are available for Vermilion
County. A county directory of coal mines listing company names,
mine names, and index numbers, type of mine, years operated, coal
seam mined, and mine location comes with each map.
Available from the ISGS on either paperor polyester film, the maps
are useful to mine owners and operators, engineers, planning
agencies, real estate agencies, insurance companies, and property
Owners and developers. Maps can also be customized; clients can
specify geographic area, scale, map base, and mine data.—al
-
| break |SGS habit
£hitecture, math, and geology. Atherton also
£ps a candy bowl replenished with sour
*s and peppermints and carries on the
Adition of celebrating his birthday by sharing
*colates with staff members.
matherton volunteers 4 hours a morning to
| maps and scientific reports. “He is cher
£ed as one of the most particular and
grough reviewers of our manuscripts," said
Harles Collinson, head of the Lake Michigan
gast and Basin Studies Section, and
gerton's boss for more than 25 years. "For
wershe has been the final authority for ISGS
*tigraphic nomenclature."
*"uring the early years at the Survey,
£erton helped communities solve their
aundwater problems. "When atown wanted
grill a well for water supply, I'd tell them
eretolocate the well and how deep to drill
chieve maximum yield. I spent a lot of time
lefield conducting earth resistivity surveys
“earch of groundwater," he explained.
used to walk to the Survey back then," he
Galled. "The starting salary fo
r
geologists
between $125 and $150 a month, and Se
aries earned $90. A nice hotel room was
a bus ride was a nickel. You could get a
cut or buy a pound of chocolate for 40
s, and they even gave free samples.
# was an exciting time atthe ISGS because
oil boom in Illinois was just starting. The
s/ey was a strong organization and in a
# 3 position to undertake additional respon
ties resulting from the boom. We were
lved in the research indicating that the
* is Basin was a very promising area for
"...Yploration." When oi
l
was discovered in
leep basin in 1937, Atherton was among
stratigraphers who studied the drill cut
; from the Oil wells to determine the rock
"a penetrated by the wells. “Through the
s he became known as the expert's ex
," said Collinson. “Petroleum geologists
nationwide came to Consult with Atherton
about the subsurface characteristics of the
Illinois Basin.”
For more than 30 years Atherton was in
charge of the subsurface laboratory where
ISGS geologists examined records and sam
He made a major contribution to describing
the character and extent of the rock Strata in
the Illinois Basin. His 1948 publication with
D. H. Swann on Lower Chesterian Strata of
the Eastern Interior Basin is still a standard
reference for Illinois Basin geologists.
Away from the office, Dr. Atherton takes long
walks and reads books and magazines. His
favorite is The New Yorker “I enjoy the short
Stories, the Cartoons, and the articles On
national politics and sports. At this point in
life," he says, “I’m the oldest in my family, so
I do as I please."—al
ples from boreholes throughout the midwest. .
Our SSC site best:
Survey geologists
The official word from the U.S. Department of
Energy (DOE) came November 10:Texas, not
Illinois, Was to be the future home of the
proposed Superconducting Super Collider
(SSC). At the ISGS, the prevailing mood was
deep disappointment.
Particularly disheartened were the geolo
gists, hydrogeologists, chemists, engineering
geologists, laboratorytechnicians, and others
who had worked more than 5 years on exhaus
tive studies to determine the suitability of the
Illinois site for the SSC. They were still con
vinced that the Illinois site couldn't be topped,
and M. W. Leighton, chief of the Geological
Survey, agreed.
“I stand b
y
our data," he said. “Our site was
the best, geologically and environmentally. We
are very disappointed that this coveted scien
tific facility will not be built in Illinois."
Leighton commended the staff for their co
operation on the massive project: “I salute you
al
l
for your extraordinary achievements. Your
continuing efforts kept Illinois atop contender
until the very end."
Extensive studies
Survey participation in the SSC project began
in 1983. A Geological Task Force headed by
John P. Kempton evaluated geologic, hydro
geologic, and geotechnical characteristics of
bedrock and surficial materials in the region
proposed for the SSC site. An Environmental
Task Force headed b
y
David L. Gross (includ
ing staff from the other state scientific surveys,
the State Museum, other divisions of the
Illinois Department of Energy and Natural
Resources, and the ISGS) determined the en
vironmental suitability of the site.
The geological team compiled and re
viewed data already in the ISGS files on a
36-township area in northeastern Illinois, then
conducted test drilling and hydrogeological
studies in the area to fil
l
gaps in the regional
geologic framework. In the final phase of the
study, the team verified that predicted subsur
face and surficial conditions along the pro
posed corridor for the 53-mile accelerator ring
adjacent to Fermi National Laboratory were
suitable for construction of an underground
tunnel to house the accelerator.
Thirty-three test holes were drilled specifi
cally for the SSC project, and data from the
resulting cores, logs, samples, and cuttings
were carefully analyzed. Detailed studies
affirmed predictions that the bedrock in which
the tunnel would be excavated was strong,
uniform, and stable.
Studies of the hydrogeologic setting indi
cated that tunnel Construction should not
affect groundwater resources in the area and
that construction and operation of the facility
should not be adversely affected by groundwa
terseepage or inflow. Engineering tests con
ducted onsite and in the (continued on p
.
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laboratory to determine the geotechnical
properties of the bedrock and overlying
drift showed that tunneling and shaft con
struction should proceed at a fast rate and
that joints and fractures in the bedrock
should not be a problem. Seismic risk and
background radiation in the area were
found to be low.
Data compiled by the Environmental
team indicated that an underground tunnel
Constructed in bedrock would have minimal
impact on the natural and cultural environ
ments.
The bright side
Gross likes to accentuate the positive,
despite the state's loss of the SSC. “The
Survey had the good fortune to become in
volved in a project that fit in exactly with
the mission of the Survey," he said. “The
kinds of studies we did, the types of data
we collected and analyzed, and the study
methods we used for the SSC investigation
were just like those used in any of our
geology-for-planning projects.
"And then there's the unique advantage
that the SSC study area was in a region of
the state that's undergoing explosive de
velopment," Gross added. “What we've
learned about the geology and hydrogeol
ogy in this region from our SSC studies will
be invaluable to planners, county agen
cies, municipalities, builders, industries,
and farm groups in this area. We'll be work
ing with some of these groups on regional
planning issues and economic develop
ment projects, locating new groundwater
resources or sand and gravel deposits,
siting large industrial facilities, and
studying the effects of pesticides on
groundwater."
During the rest of this fiscal year, Gross
said, ISGSScientists and the Publications
Unit will complete and publish SSC re
search data in a form useful to planners,
public agencies, and private citizens in the
state.—mg
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Paul B. DuMontelle (left) and R. R. Ruch recently assumed newly created positions at
the ISGS: DuMontelle, former head of the Earth Hazards and Engineering Geology
Section, became assistant branch chief of Environmental Geology and Geochemistry,
and Ruch moved from head of the Minerals Engineering Section to assistant branch
chief of Mineral Resources and Engineering. The positions were created as part of a
major reorganization of the Survey in November. Other assignments announced:
Keros Cartwright, head of the Survey's new Hydrogeology Research Laboratory
J. James Eidel, branch chief of Mineral Resources and Engineering
Robert A. Griffin, branch chief of Environmental Geology and Geochemistry
Gerald E. Glogowski, branch chief of Technical and Administrative Services
Robert A. Bauer, acting head of the Earth Hazards and Engineering Geology Section
Richard C. Berg, acting head of the Groundwater Protection Section
Charles Collinson, head of the Lake Michigan Coast and Basin Studies Section
John P Kempton, head of the Quaternary Framework Studies Section
Dennis R. Kolata, head of the Basin and Crustal Analysis Section
John M. Lytle, acting head of the Minerals Engineering Section
Paul R. Seaber, head of the Groundwater Resources Section
Charles J. Zelinsky head of the Geological Records and Samples Library
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The Illinois Mine Subsidence Research
Program (IMSRP) is moving into its fourth
year. As the lead organization in this
cooperative program, the Illinois State
Geological Survey is working with state
universities, government agencies, coal
companies, and farmers to investigate
• how mine subsidence affects cropland,
• what causes mine subsidence,
• what can be done to reduce its effects.
“The Illinois Coal ASSOciation and the
Illinois Farm Bureau came up with the idea
for the program," explained Paul DuMon
telle, assistant branch chief of Environmen
tal Geology and Geochemistry and director
of IMSRP “Unlike eastern U.S. mining
areas and parts of Europe, no comprehen
sive research had ever been done On mine
subsidence in Illinois—and farmers were
asking questions about subsidence that no
one could answer." The ICA and the IFB
worked together to find ways to protect
farmland while maximizing coal productiv
ity. They asked the Survey to lead the mine
subsidence program and secured funding
through the Illinois Coal Development
Board and U.S. Bureau of Mines.
Coal companies are rapidly moving
toward high-extraction mining techniques
(longwall and high-extraction retreat), so
IMSRPresearchers are focusing on these
methods while monitoring the effects of the
more traditional mining method, room and
pillar. In longwall mining almost 100 percent
of the coal in a production area (panel) is
recovered, and in high-extraction retreat,
from 70 to 90 percent. Room-and-pillar
mining recovers about 50 percent of the
coal and leaves the rest in place to support
the ground above the mine (overburden).
Although room-and-pillar mines are de
signed for maximum stability, subsidence
is always possible and unplanned. By con
trast, high-extraction mining operations
plan for subsidence. Rapid sinking and
settling of the overburden occurs within a
few days to several weeks. “IMSRP re
searchers are developing ways to pinpoint
when and where subsidence will occur,"
said Robert Bauer, ISGS, technical mana
ger of IMSRP “Wereworking onevery sub
sidence-related problem that comes up,
GEONEWS
HOW can Illinois
protect farmland and
mine more coal?
Two of the state's major industries, agriculture
and coal, benefit from mine subsidence research
Brenda Mehnert (ISGS)
monitors damage in a
cable installed in Sub
siding overburden by
IMSRP researchers.
Spring 1989
and we want practical applications for the
mining industry and agriculture.”
Researchers from different universities
in Illinois are working on the following
projects related to mine subsidence.
Corn yields The effects of planned
subsidence on corn yields were the focus
of a first-of-its-kind study at the University
of Illinois. “We evaluated corn production
from land undermined b
y
longwall and high
extraction retreat methods, recording re
Micky Newell and James Dougherty (Southern
Illinois University) measure convergence be
tween floor and roofina Southern Illinois mine.
ductions in yield over three growing sea
sons," said Robert Darmody, Ulagronomist
who directed the 3-year study. “The overall
impact on crop yield was slight, even though
some individual farmers were greatly
affected." Longwall mining had a slightly
higher impact (4.7% average reduction)
than high-extraction retreat (1.8%).
Agronomists are continuing researchon
moisture content and temperature of soils
over longwall and high-extraction retreat
mines. Last fall, they began evaluating
mitigation techniques—topsoil replace
ment, new drainage procedures, and other
methods used to restore productivity to
subsided farmland. For 3 years, research
ers will measure corn yields from 13 re
stored areas and compare them with yields
from adjacent unsubsided land.
Mine floors. At Southern Illinois
University, Paul Chugh's team is monitoring
surface subsidence above an active room
and-pillar mine and correlating their data
with roof sag, floor heave, and other earth
movements observed underground. Floor
instability in a high-extraction retreat mine,
as well as in a room-and-pillar operation,
continues to receive Chugh's attention.
In-place strength and deformation char
acteristics of mine floors will be incor
porated into a computerized database.
Results are being used to develop and test
a model formining, which will be presented
at the Illinois Mining Institute this fall.
Coal strength Michael Hasek, ISGS,
and James Mahar, engineering geologist
at the University of Illinois, are running lab
and field tests of coal strength. “We'll be
monitoring the vertical and lateraldeforma
tions of coal in underground mines," said
Mahar. “Our aim is to help designstable pil
lars for room-and-pillar mines, and pillars
that giveway for high-extraction methods."
(continued on p
.
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Field survey In a new IMSRP project,
Heinz Damberger, head of the Survey's
Coal Section, and Paul Chugh, professor
of Mining Engineering at Southern Illinois
University, are conducting afield survey of
nine operating coal mines. “We're asking
coal companies what they're using to pre
dict subsidence—what kind of formulas,
raw data, and geologic information," said
Damberger. “We'll be going to the mines to
see if what they're predicting is true—to
see how mine plans are actually imple
mented."This survey is the first of its kind
in Illinois.
Overburden and groundwater
Robert Bauer, Brenda Mehnert, and David
Brutcher of the ISGS are monitoring the
effects of mine Subsidence On earth ma
terials overlying active mines at three sites
in southern Illinois. Monitoring begins
before the mines start to operate, contin
ues while mining is in progress, and follows
through afterwards. Work is complete at
one site and underway at the second.
Researchers are evaluating the amount
and location of fracturing. “We're examining
last Summer's data—measurements of
vertical and lateral movement and Subsi
dence on the groundsurface—and seeing
the initial effects of Subsidence," Said
Brutcher. Data Collected On the extent of
surface subsidence will be used by coal
companies to determine stresses that can
occuron houses and land, and to develop
plans in advance to repair damage.
How local groundwater hydrology re
sponds to longwall mine subsidence is
under investigation b
y
Colin Booth, a
Northern Illinois University researcher
collaborating with IMSRP agronomists and
*li "M" "I'll 'llIsl.E|- -|
At the request of the Governor's
Office, David Gross of Environ
mental Studies and Assessment
has taken a half-time assignment
as Special Assistant to Leon
Lederman (1988 Nobel Prize win
ner in physics), Science and
Technology Advisor Lederman
and Gross will advise the Gover
nor on state policies that affect
science and technology, projects
that should be funded through a
$20 million challenge fund, and
improvements in education aimed
at increasing math and science
literacy of elementary and sec
ondary students.
ISGS staff. “We're measuring aquifer
properties such as permeability before and
aftermine Subsidence. We're also monitor
ing groundwater levels, chemistry, and flow
directions. The study should reveal how
mine subsidence affects groundwater re
sources and well yields."
“In 1 or 2years, we'll be able to assess
the long-term effects on groundwater,"
Mehnert adds. "We've seen drops in water
levels—which we expected—and they're
recovering slowly."
Technology transfer "The IMSRP
serves as an information clearinghouse,"
said Billy Trent, the ISGS researcher who
directs technology transfer for the program.
Publications released this year include:
Crops and Coal: Illinois Mine Subsidence
Research Program (an overview); Bibliog
raphy of Subsidence-Related Literature
by Trent, Bauer, and DuMontelle, High-Ex
traction Coal Mining in Illinois: Effects on
Crop Production, 1985-1987 by Darmody
and co-workers, and two volumes b
y Chugh,
Laboratory Characterization of Immediate
Floor Strata Associated with Coal Seams
in Illinois and in Situ Strength Characteris
tics of Coal Mine Floor Strata in Illinois.
In August 1988, IMSRP investigators
presented papers at an industry briefing
attended by more than 100 representatives
of the coal industry, agriculture, Illinois
universities, and government. "We've
begun to analyze the data collected since
1985 and modify the program for today's
needs," said DuMontelle. "We're seeing
progress toward improving mine design
and restoring subsided farmland."—is
Recharge map targets
high-risk areas for
groundwater contamination
| | ||
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Don Keefer (left) and Dick Berg of the Groundwater Protection
Section look over their map of recharge areas of Illinois. The map
was recently submitted to the Illinois Environmental Protection
Agency (IEPA) and the Interagency Coordinating Committee on
Groundwater to comply with mandates of the 1987 Illinois
Groundwater Protection Act.
Groundwater recharge occurs in areas between streams when
precipitation infiltrates the soil and migrates to an aquifer. “To
produce the recharge map, we interpreted and combined digitized
information from two existing ISGS maps—one showing all
aquifers within 50 feet of land surface and the other al
l major
aquifers," Keefer explained. “Then we added information on
potential infiltration rates from the USDA Soil Conservation
Service's General soil map of Illinois.”
On the map, recharge areas are ranked in terms of the (1)
relative potential of their geologic materials to transmit water to
an aquifer, (2) importance of the underlying aquifers as groundwa
ter suppliers, and (3) potential of the water to infiltrate the soil.
The recharge map will be combined with information the State
Water Survey is compiling on the statewide distribution of potential
Sources of contaminants. The IEPA will use the combined data to
• identify areas with extremely high potential for groundwater
contamination (those containing major aquifers particularly sus
ceptible to contamination from surface waste sources), and
• set up groundwater-protection planning regions and target
those for which detailed studies are most urgent.—mg
:Why shore up Chicago lakefront?
Underwater Scan reveals
breaks in defenses
When Chicago's Lake Shore Drive flooded
during severe winter storms in late 1986
and early 1987, alarm broke out. Were the
50- to 80-year-old revetments that defend
the 23.6-km lakefront Still Sound? Could
Coastal geologist Michael Chrzastowski
measures the width of toe protection recorded
bysidescansonar along the Hollywood Avenue
groin on Chicago's northside lakefront.
these wood structures protect and hold the
fine-grained lakefill on which many parks,
beaches, and Small boat harbors are built?
Above water, deterioration showed in the
shifted, tilted, and settled quarrystones
that cap the revetments. But the city
needed to know the underwater Conditions
of the structures for a complete picture.
ISGS and USGS provided the data.
Using sidescansonar, a remote-sensing
instrument that produces sound-generated
images of underwater features, the two
Surveys examined lake-bottom conditions
in front of the revetments, identified below
water areas of deterioration, and modeled
the processes leading to deterioration. The
investigation indicated that more than half
of the revetments along Chicago's lakefront
need repair or rebuilding.
“We found breaks in the lakeward side
of many revetments and early stages of
erosion in the fine-grained lakefill behind
them," said Michael Chrzastowski, the
ISGS coastal geologist who participated
in the 1987-88 study. “The rubble and quar
rystone structures were well built and
performed as expected, but they've out
lived their usefulness. Now they're collaps
ing." The sidescan sonar recorded under
water images suggesting that the structural
integrity of the revetments was far worse
than could be concluded from the above
water examination. At select sites, divers
verified the sonar-record interpretations.
“This was the first extensive evaluation
of Chicago's revetments and the first
modeling of the physical process leading
to revetment collapse," Chrzastowski said,
also noting that the underwater scan dis
missed previous speculation that revet
ment failure was caused by lake-bottom
erosion.
There are 21 types of revetments along
Chicago's lakefront, but the basic design is
a rock-filled wooden crib that supports a
tiered superstructure of quarry-block cap
stones weighing several tons each. Boulders,
500 to 1600 pounds, lie in front of each crib
to protect the base (toe protection). A few
Cribs have a lakeward face of steel sheet
pile, but many have a wood-plank face.
“Overtime, breaks have developed in the
wood-plank wall because of age, natural
decay, and damage by waves and ice,"
Chrzastowskiexplained. “Wave surge and
ice ramming shifted and removed rock
through breaks in the crib wall. We can't
rely onwood structures to hold and protect
rockfill."
Revetments with steel sheetpile on the
lakeward Wall showed little deterioration.
"Steel sheetpile is clearly a superior ma
terial," said Chrzastowski. “It's long-lived
and provides an effective barrier against
wave surge, which shifts, abrades, and
removes fill.”
The Surveys' evaluation supports Chi
cago's rebuilding plan: old revetments will
be buried with new structures that have a
lakeward wall of steel sheetpile or a rubble
mound. Steel sheetpile will be driven just
beyond the edge of existing toe protection
and new toe protection will be installed.
"Sidescan sonar enabled us to map the
width of the existing toe protection, which
is crucial for proper sheetpile placement,"
Chrzastowski said.
Chicago concluded that 13.3km of revet
ment needs rebuilding, but redesign and
new construction proposed for sections of
the lakefront reduce this total to 5.4 km.
City officials designate 9.0 km of revetment
for repair, and the remaining 9.2 km is
structurally sound.—al
Revetment deterioration
along Burnham Park
Shoreline on the South
side of Chicago (photo,
M. Chrzastowski).
Keep it clean
Survey slide show promotes
groundwater protection
You provide the audience. The Survey will
provide the show—a new audio slide pre
sentation that'ssureto dispel some myths
about where our drinking water originates.
Half the people of Illinois drinkgroundwater
which comes from local Sources. It's not
buried as deep within the earth or as well
protected from pollution as you may think.
So what you and your neighbors doonyour
land has important and immediate impacts
on the quality of groundwater you drink.
You'll learn how groundwater moves in
the earth, why protecting groundwater is
less expensive than cleaning it up after it's
polluted, and how the provisions of Illinois'
1987 Groundwater Protection Act are de
signed to protect and preserve the quality
of groundwater. The slide show also sug
gests what each family can do to protect
community and private wells—use fewer
hazardous chemicals in the household,
support local ordinances or zoning laws to
protect recharge areas for community
wells, and maintain good practices in
disposal of toxic chemicals.
Dennis McKenna, ISGS Groundwater
Protection Section, and J. Maichle Bacon,
McHenry County Health Department, de
veloped an earlier version of the slide
show. Produced by the ISGS, the 25
minute slide presentation responds to
the education mandate in the 1987 Ground
water Protection Act to inform the general
public, water well operators, and public
officials about the importance of protecting
groundwater resources.
“We have 30 copies of the slide show to
distribute to government and private
agencies for use in educating the public
about groundwater," said Jon Goodwin,
Survey representative on the Interagency
Coordinating Committee on Groundwater.
“The groundwater protection speakers'
bureau of the Department of Energy and
Natural Resources can provide an expert
to lead discussion." For information, Write
or call Jon Goodwin at the Illinois State
Geological Survey (217)333-5855—al
From swamp
to Survey
300 million years later
Jim Jennings and Dave Cooley of the
ISGS Staff examine the fossil of a
lycopod tree stump that is now dis
played in the ISGS lobby Lycopod
trees grew abundantly in the great
swamps during the Pennsylvanian
Period (about 300million years ago).
The stump, measuring 3 feet wide at
the base and 10 inches high, was
found in rock associated with Herrin
Coal in an Old Ben Coal Company
mine at Christopher, Franklin County.
More than half of all Illinois coal and
considerable natural gas are thought
to come from the remains of tree
sized lycopods.
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Go back in time
Ice Age Geology—a poster-size color
brochure researched by Lisa Smith, written
by Ardith Hansel, and designed by Sandra
Stecyk of the Geological Survey for the
Illinois and Michigan Canal-National Heri
tage Corridor—is now available to the pub
lic. The Illinois and Michigan Canal became
the nation's first National Heritage Corridor
in 1984, and provides access to the scenic
northeastern Illinois landscape created by
glaciers and torrents of glacial meltwater.
The brochure is a guide to the location,
history, and geology of the Corridor, and
illustrates specific sites and features. Ice
Age Geology and further information on
the Illinois and Michigan Canal National
Heritage Corridor can be obtained by
writing: Executive Director, I & M Canal
NHC, 30 N. Bluff Street, Joliet, Illinois
60435. Ice Age Geology is also avail
able at the Geological Survey Informa
tion Office.
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ISGS research backs up proposed
regulations for siting landfills
Everyone generates trash, but no one
wants a garbage dump in the neighbor
hood. The potential for groundwater pol
lution understandably makes sanitary
landfills unwelcome. But new regulations
proposed by the Illinois Pollution Control
Board and based on ISGS research seek
to improve landfill practices and site
Selection and reduce the likelihood of
groundwater contamination.
The regulations are intended to restrict
Contaminant movement from a landfill to
no more than 100 feet in 100 years, and
require computer modeling of groundwater
at a site before a landfill is constructed to
demonstrate that COntamination will not
spread beyond the 100-foot compliance
distance. ISGS research evaluated the
appropriateness of these two rules.
"By using computer modeling to simulate
the movement of contaminants through
earth materials typical to Illinois," ex
plained Bruce Hensel, ISGS hydrogeolo
gist and principal investigator of the pro
ject, “we were able to determine hypotheti
cal geological sequences that might allow
contaminants to travel past the 100-foot
compliancemark and those that should not.
"A compliance distance too great would
increase the Chance that a landfill could be
sited in an area where subsurface contami
nations could pollute groundwater resour
Ces," he said, “and a distance too small
Would make it difficult to demonstrate that
contamination would not occur past the
compliance distance."
100-foot distance okay
The ISGS investigation confirmed that
the 100-foot compliance distance is work
able for landfill siting in Illinois. “Based on
our findings, Don Keefer, a geographicin
formation system expert at the Survey, de
termined that about 50 percent of the state
should be geologically feasible for landfill
siting if the compliance distance for con
taminant migration is 50 to 100 feet," noted
Hensel, who presented the results at an
IPCB public hearing in June, “and 55 per
cent of the state should be geologically suit
able if the compliance distance was 150 to
500 feet."
Hensel mathematically simulated con
taminant movement in three dimensions by
using two computer modeling programs
coupled to create one groundwater flow/
contaminant transport model. The model
predicted the path and travel time of six
contaminants through 16 hypothetical se
quences of geologic materials found in
Illinois.
For these mathematical simulations,
Hensel used a set of numerical equations
that described the hydrogeology of each
sequence. The mathematical data he put
into the computer program included hy
draulic head to indicatewater level, hydrau
lic gradient to indicate flow magnitude and
direction, and hydraulic conductivity to
describe the capacity of the earth material
to transmit Water.
“The predictive capability of a model can
only be as good as the data put into it,"
said Hensel, who noted that Bob Griffin,
ISGS soil science expert, provided the geo
Chemical data for each COntaminant simu
lated. Survey geologist Dick Berg devel
oped the geologic sequences that are char
acteristic of Illinois.
Six toxicants simulated
“l ran 192 simulations, because for each
sequence, the six contaminants were simu
lated through two landfills with different
types of liners," said Hensel. The contami
nants simulated—Chloride, cadmium,
chemical oxygen demand (COD), methy
lene chloride, trichloroethylene, and xy
lene—are commonly found in leachate, a
mixture of contaminants produced as water
filters through a landfill. Each simulation
ran for several hours, so Hensel pro
grammed the computer to run simulations
overnight and during weekends. “This
WOrked Well and Saved time."
Summer 1989---
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The model predicted that contaminants
would migrate less than 100 feet in 100
years for five geological sequences. These
sequences consisted of layers of fine
grained low-permeability material such as
silt, clay-till, shale, limestone, dolomite, or
crystalline bedrock.
Three sequences representing low-yield
aquifers (including cemented sandstone or
a sand lens in clay till) had contaminant
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One geologic sequence modeled
in Hensel's study. At landfill sites
with hydrogeologic conditions simi
lar to this sequence, contaminants
may migrate great distances. The
contaminant plume (below) pre
dicted by the computer model for
the sand layer in this sequence
indicates the extent and concentra
tion of chloride.
THE LIBRARY OF THE
movement less than 500 feet in 100 years.
The model predicted that migration for the
remaining 8 scenarios would be more than
1000 feet in 100 years. These sequences
represented areasin Illinois where moder
ate-to high-yield aquifers occur. They con
sist of water-bearing sediments and rocks
such as sand, sandstone, and highly
fractured bedrock.—al
Af
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Amateur geologists take to Mississippi River Palisade
Candid clips from a Saturday in the field
Follow us on ISGS second geological science field trip this year—one of four
free annual all-day excursions to acquaint science educators and the public with
the geology, landscape, and mineral resources of Illinois. Saturday, May 20,
belonged to adventuresome geology buffs and fossil hunters from around the
state. In a guided car caravan they descended on the Savanna area of Carroll
County, where they visited the precipitous Mississippi River Palisades, a high,
majestic cliff of Ordovician and Silurian bedrock that extends northward several
miles along the valley. Later they viewed the scenic, postglacial oxbow lakes that
support the Mississippi flyway for migrating ducks and geese.
Guided by the Survey's Dave Reinertsen, who has been planning and conduct
ing the trips for 25 years, they studied the history of the development of the Plum
River Fault Zone, correlated various bedrock units from place to place, admired
the imposing "Twin Sisters" cliff formation, and unearthed hidden treasures, includ
ing a variety of fossils, a live turtle, and morel mushrooms.
Our 120 guests picnicked on bring-your-own
lunches and motored home 4 hours later with
spirits lifted, skills sharpened, minds enlightened,
and the promise of two more field trips this fall.
The first, October 14, leaving from Woodstock,
McHenry County, will highlight the surface fea
tures of northeastern Illinois formed by massive
glaciers during the Pleistocene Epoch. Good rock
and mineral specimens carried by the glaciers
from the north can be collected at some sites.
Several peat bogs are in the area, and an aban
doned stone quarry provides a look at area bed
rock—fossiliferous Ordovician dolomite, depos
ited about 440 million years ago, overlain by Silur
ian dolomite. Meeting place: Woodstock High
School, 501 W. South St., Woodstock.
Field trip participants examine
loess (windblownsit and clay) on
a partially buried sand dune in a
roadcut.
Dave Reine
overlooking
Plum River F.
Sabula Brido.r------
a high bluff
6SCribes the
Savanna
9Mississippi
The second, November 4, beginning
at Mt. Vernon, Jefferson County, will ex
plore this leading coal- and oil-produc
ing region in Illinois. The topography re
flects the ancient eroded bedrock Sur
face, which is covered by a thin layer of
glacial drift deposited during the Illinoian
Age more than 250,000 years ago. At
Some sites, road construction and
stream erosion have exposed the bed
rock, which was deposited nearly 300
million years ago when the area was
covered by shallow seas. Meeting place:
Mt. Vernon High School, 320 S. 7th St.,
Mt. Vernon.
Registration for the trips is at the as
sembly point prior to the 8:15 a.m. start.
For more information, contact the ISGS,
615 E. Peabody Drive, Champaign, IL
61820: (217) 333-7372—al & ra
ISGS Chief
Morris Leighton
explains a
geological point.
Workshop explores sequence stratigraphy
In the 1960s, a Small team of Exxon re
searchers pioneered a technique—se
quence stratigraphy—for studying sedi
mentary rocks. It was a new way of looking
at how sedimentary rocks were deposited,
integrating a range of geological and
geophysical concepts. One of the Exxon
team, Robert Mitchum, Jr., now a private
consultant, came to the ISGS June 5 to
give a week-long workshop on this method.
Organized by Dennis Kolata and Paul
Heigold (Basin and Crustal Analysis Sec
tion) and Donald Oltz (Oil and Gas Sec
tion), the sequencestratigraphy workshop
was attended by scientists from the ISGS,
U.S. Geological Survey, Kentucky Geologi
cal Survey, and the University of Illinois
Department of Geology.
“Our approach to analyzing stratigra
phy—the layering of rocks—is tied to sea
level changes," said Mitchum. “This meth
odenables us to predict the types of rocks
that might occur within certainstrata. This
is pretty powerful stuff because it can help
us predict source rocks and reservoirs for
oil and gas."
With the sequencestratigraphy method,
scientists look at the stratigraphic record of
an area by means of seismic reflection
lines (profiles of the earth's crust showing
thickness and internal structure of deeply
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buried rocks) and wireline logs (graphic
displays of physical properties measured
in a drillhole). They identify major se
quence boundaries, which are related to
major changes in sea level. Identification
of these relationships can help reveal how
sedimentary rocks were deposited, and the
sequence boundaries can show the magni
tude and timing of coastal rises in sea level.
Formation of Strata that control the
distribution of minerals, like oi
l
and gas, is
directly related to the depth of water. Know
ing where the sequence boundaries are
helps researchers determine where there
may be mineral resources. Sequencestra
tigraphy is particularly important to oi
l
and
gas studies because it can help predict the
reservoir positionin a sequence, reservoir
trends based on the geologic setting, and
to a limited extent the reservoir quality
when combined with lithology (rock type).
During the workshop, scientists looked
at Seismic reflection lines from various
places in the world. Then they applied tech
niques learned during the workshoptospe
cific examples from Illinois—seismic lines
gathered for siting facilities in Illinois and
other lines donated by industry, and wire
line logs from the Illinois Basin.
“The workshop stressed interpretation of
seismic data, and we talked about our spe
cial problems with seismic reflection data
here at the Survey," said Paul Heigold.
Robert Mitchum, Jr
. (work
shop leader), Dennis
Kolata (ISGS), and Steve
Altaner (U of I) examine a
Seismic reflection line.
"Ultimately we want a better understand
ingofthe structure and stratigraphy of the
Illinois Basin,” said Dennis Kolata, “and the
methods and concepts we learned in the
workshop should help us unravel its archi
tectural details."—is
State surveys
tell their stories
The State Geological Surveys—A History
details the development and activities of
each of the 50 state surveys and highlights
the major role they have played ingeologic
mapping and research in the United States
during the past 150 years.
Edited b
y
retired Pennsylvania State
Geologist Arthur A. Socolow and published
by the Association of American Geologists,
this comprehensive, hard-covered, 500
page volume tells the history in 50 indi
vidual chapters prepared b
y
each of the
surveys.
The State Geological Surveys—A
History can be ordered from the Geological
Survey of Alabama, P.O. Box0, Tuscaloosa,
AL35486. The price is $20 postpaid. Make
check payable to Association of American
State Geologists.
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:Ancient stumps indicate
level of Lake Michigan
about 8,000 years ago
Eighty feet deep in the waters of southern
Lake Michigan, 15 miles off the Chicago
shoreline, divers looking for the remains of
sunken ships came upon an unusual find
last summer. Sixteen tree stumps, 4 feet
high and 24 inches in diameter, were rooted
in the lake bottom in an area about the size
of a city block.
The divers collected a detached wood
sample and brought it up for analysis.
Radiocarbon dating indicated that the wood
was more than 8,000 years old and com
posed of well-preserved oak. This dis
covery of what geologists believe are
remnants of an ancient forest has turned
out to be a geologic treasure.
“These stumps provide the first bench
mark Of Where the lake level was about
8,000 years ago," said Michael J. Chrza
stowski, ISGS coastal geologist. He noted
that the ISGS radiocarbon laboratory
determined an age of 8,120 years, plus or
minus 100 years. Alaboratory in southern
Florida put the age at 8,380 years, plus or
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out tree Stump 30 inches in
diameter, the largest yet
found. The cobble in the Cen
ter of the stump possibly
formed the cavity when it
was moved around by
underwater currents. Photo
by Keith Pearson.
minus 10 years. Early this year the ISGS
radiocarbon dated two more stumps (of an
ash tree and a member of the White Oak
group) and pinpointed both ages at 8,320,
plus or minus 70 years. “These dates
strongly confirm that we're dealing with an
8,000-year-old forest.
“I
t was during this period that an ancient
lake rose high enough to drown and kill the
trees. So the location of the trees approxi
mates where the Shoreline was at that time.
The excellent preservation of the stumps
suggests a history of continuous sub
mergence."
Scientists have reconstructed the history
of levels of Lake Michigan primarily from
detailed stratigraphic studies of above
water features (such as former beaches
and nearshore deposits) and radiocarbon
dating of wood and peat that accumulated
on the margins of these ancient lake
Shorelines. (continued on p
.
2)
Survey-IDOT collaboration
targets environmental hazards
Michael Summers, geologist,
uses a magnetometer to measure
the magnetic field of an IDOTsite.
A new state law has made detectives of
|SGSScientists. Under a contract with the
Illinois Department of Transportation
(IDOT), 18 researchers are piecing together
histories and geologic settings of hundreds
of sites that IDOT may acquire for highway
construction and expansion.
The 1989 Responsible Property Transfer
Act requires that parties in certain real
estate transactions disclose the property's
environmental status. The buyer is liable
under federal law for preexisting and future
problems with the property. In this buyer
beware market, IDOT wants assurances
that it will not have to pay for cleaning up
property it acquires or face construction
delays.
"IDOT turned to the Survey for help in
site assessment because of ur expertise
(continued on p
.
4)
FOrest (cont.)
Aboard a research vessel,
ISGS coastal geologist
Michael Chrzastowski (cen
ter), and colleagues monitor
the sidescan sonar display
during recentnapping of the
bottom features at the under
water tree Site.
“We know a lot about the history of lake
levels that were higher than levels are at
present, but until this find we could only
speculate about much of the history of lower
lake levels," Chrzastowski said.
“Since the last ice age, lake levels have
fluctuated widely," he explained. "About 10,000
years ago, southern Lake Michigan was 200
to possibly 334 feet below it
s present level.
And about 4,500 years ago, the lake was as
much as 26 feet higher than it is today."
When the level was extremely low, the
ancestral Lake Chippewa occupied the central
basin of present-day Lake Michigan. During
the next several thousand years, as glaciers
melted and the tremendous weight of ice was
reduced, the land rebounded, continually
raising the elevation of the water outlets. The
level of Lake Chippewarose correspondingly
and drowned the surrounding landscape. In
the process amuch larger body of water was
formed, and many scientists believe acres of
vegetation disappeared beneath the surface.
"For years we've speculated that there
should be forest remains and other vegeta
tion on the lake bottom, but before this dis
covery, none had been found in southern Lake
Michigan," said Chrzastowski. “I
f we can find,
sample, and date more stumps at varied
depths, we can reconstructadetailed history
of the rate of lake-levelchange and the coastal
geography at different times during lake-level
rise."
Research teams from ISGS, Indiana
Geological Survey, and Northeastern Illinois
University have already begun reconnais
sance surveys for other sites on the lake
bottom where preserved stumps may be. In
May, researchers cooperated with the USGS
in an expedition to develop detailed maps of
the lake bottom at the stump site.
“We'll try to determine the ancient coastal
geography, the characteristics of the lake-level
rise at the time of tree drowning, and the
factors leading to preservation of the stumps,"
said Chrzastowski.
Besides providing new information on the
geologic history of the lake, findings from the
spring expedition also may indirectly aid in
predicting future water levels. Some research
ersestimate that Lake Michiganisrising about
6inches each century. Any change in that rate
could change what people build along the
shoreline.—al
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Evergreen Lake looked more like a field
than a reservoir following the drought of
1988-89. Bloomington relies on Evergreen
Lake and Lake Bloomington for its water
Searching for
Helping Illinoisans to locate new waters:
plies is a service ISGS scientists have:
performing for more than half acentury Lash
year Survey staff responded to about 15
requests for assistance in water-related
ters—assistanceranging from answering:
ple questions on the telephone to condu.
ing complex geophysical tests in the fe:
Many of those requests could probab
summarized as simply, "Where can Ifn.
water?" The question comes from farmes
rural homeowners, well drillers, business
owners, and government officials. Manyh.
already tried and failed to locate water
spending thousands of dollars in the attem
Some have experimented with unscient
discovery methods, such as dowsing
Formany the answer won't be assimple.
they expect, or would like.
"Groundwater is present everywhere
Illinois, but large quantities are foundt
certain areas," said Phil Reed, staff geolo.
with the Groundwater Resources Sect.
“Finding it can sometimes be a problem
People build on property and just assum
water is available. But there's no guaran
thatwater will befoundatasite, eveninae.
where water is plentiful." .
Lookingfor groundwaterneed notbeh
miss, however. For example, certain type
subsurface materials, such as sand and
gravel, are more apt than others to cont
usable water reserves.
"By studying the geology we canide"
water-bearing materials and their distribu"
and from that we can give property owne's
good approximation of where to drilla's
well," Reed said. |
The first step indeterminingasitesge…"
is areview of records and otherpertinent:
If requested to do so, the Survey staff".
prepare a groundwater possibilities repo"
which summarizes what ISGS records*
cate about the geology and drilling hi
s of
the locationinvolved. Thereports areno"
prepared by Ross Brower, associatesta".
ogist, and also b
y
Reed. How detailed" |
report is depends on past drilling in the
: ISGS can help
whether any studies have been conducted
he area's geology.
We know a lot about some areas and less
*It others," Reed said. “We can at least tell
-
|
|
|
:S technician Phil Orozco lays geophone line
seismic reflection test in McLean County
ine connects buried geophones, which are
Il recording devices.
#ple generally about the geology of the area
# what to expect in the subsurface as far
groundwater is concerned."
gecords of past drilling and other geologic
(a can be found in an extensive database
'ntained by the ISGS and available to the
lic. Nearly 350,000 water well records and
,000 oil well records, including thousands
seports on geophysical tests, are filed in
*logical Records.
'id Assistance
operty owner who has drilled at leastone
it hole to bedrock and failed to find suffi
#twater can request ISGS field assistance.
e is no charge for this service.
*/ith assistance from the property owner,
*d or other ISGS geologists conduct geo
"Sical tests at the site. The most common
~ is an electrical earth resistivity (EER)
/ey, which measures the resistance of sub
ace materials to electrical currents.
erent materials have different resistances,
king possible an interpretation of the distri
£on and character of subsurface materials.
it is an interpretation," Reed said. “But we
k we can identify water-bearing materials
y accurately. An EER survey gives us the
t answer available." Since 1935, the ISGS
conducted more than 2,500 EER surveys.
|he geologist may also make a downhole
"physical probe of adrill hole on the prop
* Asensing device is lowered into the hole,
* a graph is made as the probe passes
...)ugh the earth materials. New logging
%ipment purchased this year with Build
ois funds has greatly improved the Survey's£ for this kind of testing.ther geophysical tests, such as seismicre
|tion Studies, can be used to locate water
bearing materials. With a seismic reflection
study, geologists interpret the subsurface by
plotting the behavior of seismic waves, which
are usually generated by small explosive
charges on the surface. These tests are con
ducted only with larger projects.
Helping Local Governments
The ISGS regularly provides cities and
Counties with technical assistance in the
Search for new water Sources.
For example, the City of Bloomington in
central Illinois recently contracted with the
ISGS to locate and map buried bedrock valleys
north of the city. Bedrock valleys commonly
contain thick deposits of sand and gravel,
which often hold prolific water reserves.
Bloomington officials began searching for
supplemental water supplies in 1989 after the
city's above-ground reservoirs were severely
depleted during the drought.
Another recent project involving extensive
|SGS assistance was undertaken in Kane
County. The county, several miles west of
Chicago, is experiencing rapid population
growth, and new water sources are being
sought. Survey geologists located and
mapped the area's shallow groundwater re
sources, which may provide the needed water.
For projects involving extensive testing and
research, such as the Bloomington and Kane
County projects, the city or county provides
funding for ISGS services.
In addition to assisting individuals and
governmental agencies, the ISGS also under
takes general research projects designed to
update and improve current information on
groundwater resources. For example, a major
project is underway to better define bedrock
valleys and aquifers throughout Illinois.
"We're aware of al
l
the major valleys now
but not of al
l
the tributaries," said Beverly
Herzog, acting head of the Groundwater
Resources Section. “We know the basics, and
we're trying to fil
l
in the details."
Another general study involves shallow bed
rock aquifers in northern Illinois. This study
examines how these aquifers function, which
should permit researchers to more accurately
predict where water may be present.
Water Resource Reports
The results of these studies and others Will
eventually be published in a series of reports
on the geology of aquifers throughout the
state. The reports should facilitate searches
for new supplies and better define aquifers
that may be vulnerable to contamination. The
value of such information promises to increase
incoming years as the focus on water resour
Ces intensifies in Illinois and elsewhere in the
country.
“I
f we want to manage our groundwater
resources, we have to know what they are and
where they are," Herzog said. “That's what we
Want to find Out With these Studies."—rd
Do your geology first Ata meeting of the Illinois Association of County Officials in Springfield,
|SGS geologist Nicholas Schneider (left) sets up the hands-on map presentation he and
colleague Paul DuMontelle (right) use to demonstrate the importance of assessing geologic
conditions before making county land-use decisions. Schneider is acting head, Environmental
Studies and Assessment Section, and DuMontelle is assistant branch chief, Environmental
Geology and Geochemistry. Looking on is ISGS public liaison officer Suzanne Muckensturm.
The base map is a hypothetical county map containing elements such as cities, towns, a water
system, railroads, and highways. As ISGS staff and officials discuss typical county problems,
they use acetate overlays (representing a landfill, sand and gravel deposits, water wells, coal
deposits and mined out areas, and other resources) to illustrate geologic relationships. "It's a
graphic way of showing howeverything is interconnected and why county planning for resource
development, economic expansion, and environmental management must be integrated,"
Schneider says.
(continued from p. 1) in predicting how con
taminants move in the subsurface environ
ment and how natural hazards, like earth
quakes, could affect a given site," said
Nicholas Schneider, acting head of the
Environmental Studies and Assessment
Section, who codirects the IDOT program
with Robert Bauer, head of the Earth
Hazards/Engineering Geology Section.
“We're particularly excited about this
project because we'll be producing an
environmental database for Illinois at a
rapid pace—100 to 200 sites per year," said
“We’ve come across areas
with high levels of chemical
compounds, like arsenic, that
occur naturally and are above
the levels set for cleanup
standards by the EPA.”
Bauer. The database will be available to
agronomists, soil scientists, and others.
About 175 sites, from city intersections
to 20-mile stretches along rural highways,
have been assessed since April 1989. Re
searchers comb through libraries and ar
chives to pin down the history of a site, as
others focus on the geology, sampling soil
and groundwater and checking for buried
objects.
"We've got to know the geology of each
site and how it's likely to be affected by
what people and nature may do to it," said
Schneider. “For example, during construc
tion, workers could actually create a path
way for hazardous materials withoutrealiz
ing it. And southern Illinois regularly gets
earth tremors that can impact structures."
An area's susceptibility to flooding, land
Slides, and mine Subsidence is taken into
account, as is the potential for soils when
saturated to liquefy during an earthquake.
“Aworry for IDOT is underground storage
tanks, especially leaking tanks," said
Schneider. "The potential for groundwater
contamination is enormous. We look for
tanks in old sections of towns, where gas
Stations used to be, Or where a road has
been widened and a gas station has been
moved back. Tanks were often left where
they were, and not always pumped out."
“I
f an underground storage tank is found
during construction, everything has to stop
for the removal," said Bauer. “This can re
sult in months of delay."
Among archival sources used to assess
sites are plat maps, aerial photographs,
Sanbornfire insurance maps from 1850 to
1970, directories—predecessors to the
telephone book—starting from the mid
1800s, topographic maps, land ownership
maps, and census information.
Historical records yield information on
where industries were shifted in a given
region over time, what the businesses
were, and what hazardous materials they
may have used: a pottery maker probably
used large quantities of lead, a plastics
company phenols and cyanide, and a dry
cleanertrichloroethylene and naphtha. Re
searchers try to find out where and how
businesses disposed of these materials.
For the field work, Scientists use metal
detectors or magnetometers to locate bur
ied pipes or tanks. At some sites, ISGS
geologists explore the subsurface environ
ment by punching holes into it. Organic
vapor analyzers are used to detect leaking
material and portable gas chromatographs
to identify it. Augers are used to sample
Soil and intersect the local water table.
Miniature well points are typically driven 9
feet into the subsurface to collect soil gas
and groundwater samples.
Evolving Techniques
"An important part of the Survey's work this
past year was to setup procedures and to
evaluate equipment," said Schneider. “The
thorough environmental assessments
we're doing are a pretty recent develop
ment, and our techniques are just evolving.
Take soil gas sampling. What we're actually
doing is testing the air trapped in the soil
for contaminants.
“We need to characterize with reason
able confidence the type and amount of
Contamination and the risk associated with
it," said Schneider. "And we need to develop
cost-effective procedures for doing this."
"There's little baseline environmental
data for Illinois, or for the U.S.," said Bauer.
“The natural levels of chemical compounds
in Soils are not known. In Our Work, we've
come across areas with high levels of
Trading Places Richard B. Berg, Mon
tana Bureau of Mines and Geology, com
pletes a year-long exchange program at
the ISGS in August, while Ulpu Väisänen,
Geological Survey of Finland, began a 6
month stint in June. Berg, who is complet
ing research on tripolideposits in southern
Illinois, traded with ISGS geologist John
Nelson. Väisänen, a specialist in Quater
nary geology, exchanged jobs with ISGS
geologist Ardith Hansel. Väisänen will
develop information on the Quaternary
stratigraphy and groundwater resources of
a segment of the buried bedrock valley of
the Mississippi River.
chemical compounds, like arsenic, that
occur naturally and are above the levels
set for cleanup standards by the EPA.”
“What we're after here is to establish
baseline data on environmental hazards in
the state," said Schneider. “When we finally
beginto bring together the data on geology
and environmental hazards, we'll have a
handle on the hazards out there and their
potential impact on Illinois."—js
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High-Performance Hydrated Lime
Not all the best products
are brand new
The high-surface-area (HSA) hydrated
lime, developed by Massoud Rostam
Abadi and David Moran in the ISGS
Minerals Engineering lab, is simply a big
improvement over the commercial hy
drates used to remove sulfur dioxide (SO2)
from stackgases escaping into the atmos
phere.
“Latest tests at state-of-the-art, pilot
scale facilities demonstrated up to 70-per
cent increase in SO2 capture over the
best-performing commercial hydrate
tested," Moran said.
"When you burncoal, you produce SO2
in the combustion chamber," explained
Rostam-Abadi. “As the gases leave the
chamber, you can inject dry sorbent to
catch the SO2 on its way out. But the
commercial hydrates available for dry
sorbent injection can't cut SO2 emissions
to acceptable levels—notifyou're burning
high-sulfur Illinois coal.
"The HSA hydrates we've produced from
some Illinois limestones are very reactive
because they have much greater surface
area and porosity and smaller particle
diameter and crystallite size than the
commercial hydrated limes now used."
Increasing the reactivity of the sorbent
increases its capacity to remove SO2.
The ISGS hydrate was tested under
conditions typical of burning high-sulfur
coals at Consolidation Coal's Coolside pilot
unit (Library, PA), U.S. EPA's furnace
sorbent injector reactor (Research Triangle
Park, NC), and Research-Cottrell's boiler
economizer furnace (Irvine, CA). Under
most conditions, the Survey's HSA hy
drates removed more SO2 and utilized
calcium better than the best-performing
hydrated lime now on the market.
Working against time Federal clean
air legislation has given targeted utilities a
deadline of 1995 to substantially cut SO2
emissions to 2.5lb SO2 per million British
thermal units (Btu). By 2000, the restric
tions tighten to 1.2 lb SO2 permillion Btu.
Large-capacity power plants will
probably be fitted with wet scrubbers that
use a lime-water slurry to adsorb or with
draw SO2 from stackgases. But plants with
a capacity of 150 megawatts or less cannot
install and use wet scrubbers efficiently and
cost effectively. Dry scrubbers (sorbent
injection technology) that inject hydrated
lime are easier and cheaper to install and
operate than wet scrubbers. They also take
up less space.
“This product is really good for older and
smaller plants," said Rostam-Abadi. “But
we're not targeting every utility plant or
boiler in the country."
“Nine plants are targeted in Illinois for
SO2 reduction by 1995. Six could use our
process," explained John Lytle, head of
A demonstration video, shot by ISGS
photographer Joel Dexter, is helping Ros
tam-Abadi and Moran work with potential
vendors on designs for a continuous
reactor. The right reactor will make it easier
to scale up to commercial production.
Perfecting the process A $677,000
award to design, build, and operate a
process optimization unit was recently
- || ||
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Moran and Rostam-Abadi,
|SGS chemical engineers,
check the hydrator before
preparing a batch of their
new and improved high-sur
face-area hydrated lime.
ISGS Minerals Engineering. “Several of the
21 targeted plants that lie outside Illinois
but use Illinois Coal could also use the ISGS
hydrate. These 30 plants use one-half of
the state's total coal production." In the long
run, the utilities will decide whether or not
to continue using Illinois coal at specific
power plants.
"Right now, we're negotiating with
several lime producers that have signed
confidentiality agreements so they can
learn more about our process and assess
its potential for commercialization," said
Rostam-Abadi.
Proceed with caution, advises ISGS
Chief Morris Leighton, a strong supporter
of this research. “We must focus efforts on
optimizing the conditions and operations
for commercial production and on scaling
up those operations in a continuous
reactor," he said. “A Commercial venture is
not a foregone conclusion."
made to the ISGS by the Illinois Depart
ment of Commerce and Community Affairs.
To house the unit, which will continuously
process 10 to 50 pounds of hydrated lime
per hour, the ISGS is modifying a Minerals
Engineering laboratory. A mechanical
engineer, Merdad Lordgooei, and two
engineering consultants, Frank Anderson
and Walker Bowman, have also joined the
team recently.
“When our hydrated lime process began
to look interesting, an independent consul
tant evaluated it," Rostam-Abadi Con
cluded. “They confirmed that the process
is technologically feasible and likely to be
economically attractive."
The cost of producing the HSA hy
drated lime is marginally higher than the
cost of producing its commercial com
petitors. But hopes are high that the big
gain in SO2 capture will more than make
up for the difference in cost.—ew
ISGS Study Alerts Planners
to Undermining Near Built-up Areas
First came cracks in the concrete driveway,
then popping noises inside the house.
Cracks began to spread over floors and
walls. A water main burst. Within hours, two
houses in the southern Illinois town of
Herrin had sunk 3 feet, and a nearby house
had dropped several inches.
These events occurred last December
when pillars supporting part of an aban
doned coal mine under the houses failed
and the ground began to sink. Although no
one was hurt, considerable damage was
done to a few houses.
A study by geologist Colin Treworgy and
former Staff member Carol Hindman of the
|SGS Coal Section indicates that in Illinois
about 178,000 acres of residential and
other built-up land lie over or close to
underground mines. About 878,000 acres
of undermined land are within 1 mile of
urban areas, and an estimated 320,000
housing units in Illinois are over or close
to underground mines.
New information resulting from the
state-wide study can alert planners and
developers to the extent of undermining
near built-up areas in their counties.
Industrial mineral mines as well as coal
mines were included in the study. Results
and methods are reported in The Proximity
of Underground Mines to Residential and
Other Built-up Areas in Illinois (ISGS
Environmental Geology 138, 18 p., $1.50)
to be published this spring.
Why Subsidence Occurs
“The presence of underground mines in an
area doesn't mean that subsidence will
occurthere,"Treworgy said. "But proximity
to mines is certainly a key factor in deter
mining subsidence potential."
Other factors include the strength of the
rocklayers forming the roof and floor of the
mine, the size and placement of mine
pillars, the depth of the mine, and the
mining methods used.
-
In some places undermined areas pose
no threat at all. For example, parts of the
city of Decatur were undermined, using a
longwall method. In this method workers
removed almost all the Coal in an area,
then backfilled the void with rock or allowed
the roof to collapse behind the supported
working face. Any subsidence associated
with these mines occurred years ago during
or shortly after an area was mined.
In room-and-pillar methods, which have
been used in most Illinois mines, pillars of
coal were left in place to support the roof,
subsidence may occur if the roof, floor, or
pillars fail over time—perhaps decades
after a mine is abandoned. Currently it is
impossible to predict when, where, and
even if Subsidence Could OCCur Over
abandoned room-and-pillar mines.
More than 2,660 underground coal
mines and 356 industrial mineral mines
have been operated in Illinois since the
early 1800s. All but 40 of these mines have
been abandoned.
“The mines tend to be concentrated in
or near urban areas,"Treworgy said. "Even
if a county has very little mining, chances
are the mines lie under or adjacent to urban
areas." Less than 1 percent of Macon
County is undermined, for instance, but
very little urban area in your county is
undermined, you probably don't have to
anticipate subsidence," Treworgy said. "If
the data indicate considerable undermining
around built-up areas, then your next step
might be to obtain a county mine map from
the ISGS showing the general locations of
mined-out areas in the county." A paper
map of a county showingmine boundaries
and section and township lines costs $2.00.
The bestway to locate mines relative to
roads and towns is to lay a transparent
version of the county mine map ($5.00)
over a planimetric map (abasemap of the
county, at the same scale, showing cultural
features ($4.00).
# residential| other urban
transportation
— — urban buffer |
mined-Out area– extent of zone 1- extent of zone 2
mine shaft
most of the mines are directly under or
adjacent to developed areas, including the
city of Decatur. Treworgy explained that
many mines were intentionally located near
towns to ensure a SOurce of labor and a
market for the coal. Other mines were
developed along railroad lines to supply
passing trains, and towns then grew up
around the mines.
Much less than 1 percent of the city of
Peoria is close to mines. But in the three
townships south and west of Peoria, almost
32 percent of the land lies over or close to
underground mines. Alert developers
should be planning for the potential subsi
dence event.
Acreage Undermined
Information on the number of acres (by
county) over or near underground mines is
reported in the ISGS publication, along with
the number and percentage of undermined
acres used for various purposes—residen
tial; industrial, Commercial, and mixed
urban; urban buffer (a 1-mile zone sur
rounding al
l
undermined residential and
urban areas); and non-urban.
“I
f you're a developer evaluating a
potential site, and the tables tell you that
Detailed maps of mine boundaries must
be made to evaluate the proximity of mines
to specific sites in urban areas. The
boundaries can then be combined with
standard basemaps showing roads, water
bodies, other urban features, and section
lines. (This process requires special care
to match and orient the maps properly.).
According to Treworgy, a few detailed
mined-out maps of urban areas are being
Constructed at the ISGS at a Scale of
1:24,000 (1 inch=2,000 ft). At this scale,
maps can show the relationship of the mine
boundaries not only to urban features but
even to individual properties.
"We hope we can eventually compile
maps for al
l
urban areas in the state,"
Treworgy said, "and we're currently seek
ing funding to support this project."
“Local or regional government agencies
should contact us if they're interested in a
map of aparticular urban area," he recom
mended.
Original maps of Illinois mines are
available from the Illinois Department of
Mines and Minerals. Engineers and plan
ners find these maps useful because they
provide details about internal features of
the mines, such as width of pillars.—mg
Future of Earth Sciences Looks Bright
Conversation with Chief
Leighton
How does the Survey contribute to
the State of Illinois?
Our mandate as a scientific institution is to
study and report on the state's geology and
mineral resOurces. We are a Service and
information agency as well, which means
werespond to the questions and needs of
the people of the state. We undertake basic
and applied research on behalf of com
munities, industry, agriculture, and govern
ment agencies, then we report the results
of our investigations.
New technology, important discoveries
that result from Our research have an
impact on the Illinois economy. We share
our findings with business and industry,
including agriculture, construction, mining,
and petroleum exploration. For instance, in
recent years we have passed along critical
information about what works and does not
work for coal mine design and planned
mine subsidence and about what works
and does not work for the recovery of
hydrocarbons from the state's oi
l
and gas
fields, as well as information On the Sources
of energy fuels (coal and oil) and of metallic
and nonmetallic minerals, including sands
and gravels and stone for construction
purposes.
What are some of the Survey's
major successes of the 1980s?
We can be proud of our help to the state
in attracting the Chrysler-Mitsubishi
Diamond Star automobile plant. The
Survey provided significant geotechnical
information on foundation conditions, water
supplies, and mined-out areas. The $4.9
million Oil Recovery Project, awarded to
us by the U.S. Department of Energy, is a
major endeavor for the Survey. This
program has positioned us nationally as
one of the leaders in liquid hydrocarbon
recovery research.
We have also made great strides in
pollution prevention. The clay liner project
documented the effectiveness of the clay
liners in controlling the rate of leaching of
harmful materials into groundwater. A
groundwater modeling study that tracked
Contaminant movement in the Subsurface
helped the Illinois Pollution Control Board
establish regulations for hazardous waste
facilities.
Our efforts on low-level radioactive
waste siting have resulted in criteria for
siting and monitoring the waste and in
ensuring that we understand the flow paths
for groundwater movement in areas where
such facilities might be developed.
New methods of mapping surficial
deposits that aid in county and municipal
planning for landfills, water resources, and
other resources required for future de
velopment and decision-making on land
use have also been introduced. These
include the Survey's development of the
stack-unitmapping concept and the use of
GIS in map presentations.
We have made remarkable advances in
coal desulfurization technology. A one-step
ethanol process for removing sulfur from
coal is already patented, and the patent for
a high-surface-area hydrated-lime process
is pending. Finally, I think our major
accomplishments include locating water
resources for Communities and farms.
What is the Survey's program for
the 1990s?
Competing needs for Illinois's natural re
Sources leads us to the issue of what is the
proper balance between economic de
velopment and environmental protection.
Groundwater protection will be one of
our major efforts during the next decade.
We will work jointly with the State Water
Survey to locate and protect supplies of
clean groundwater in Illinois.
Detailed geologic mapping of surface
and near-surface materials and bedrock
will be a priority. Detailed maps are needed
for identifying mineral and water resources
and for developing their economic poten
tial. The environmental potential of detailed
geologic mapping is also significant. For
example, we use them for detecting and
dealing with earth hazards—landslides,
Morris W
. Leighton
erosion, flooding, undermined land, and
other unstable conditions that pose a threat
to humans.
We will continue our active involvement
in research for pollution prevention and
better waste management, resource
availability and accessibility, and geologic
mapping so that we really know the distribu
tion of earth materials three dimensionally.
Without doubt, we are going to be active
in assessment of environmental risks, their
relative values and relative costs.
Locating economically viablesources of
fossil fuels (coal, oil, and gas) and construc
tion aggregate (sand and gravel) will be
tackled, and we will concentrate on finding
ways to improve oil recovery from
Illinois reservoirs. So increasing the na
tion's domestic supply of liquid hydrocar
bons is a major concern, particularly now.
The enormity of the problem we face in
domestic transportation fuels is readily
apparent, if for example, we consider that
even if all the corn produced in the United
States were converted to ethanol it would
yield only a 47-day fuel supply for the
nation's transportation needs.
What can the Survey do to lessen
the nation's reliance on foreign oil?
Illinois's mature oil-producing areas war
rant additional exploration, but the main
emphasis is getting more of the oi
l
out of
existing fields. The Survey is already 2
years into the 4-year Oil Recovery Project
to find better ways of extracting oi
l
from
Illinois fields. The U.S. Department of
Energy estimates that about 1.5 billion
barrels of by-passed oil remain “locked" in
Illinois reservoirs because of natural
Subsurface conditions. If we could extract
10 percent of this mobile oil, that would
yield 150 million barrels, worth approxi
mately $3 billion. That would certainly
lessen our reliance on foreign oil, and boost
the state economy as well.
How would you characterize the
future?
The research we are doing now at the
Survey will help the state and the nation
find answers to a series of complex issues
that relate to energy sources and availabil
ity, groundwater resources and protection,
waste management and pollution preven
tion, risk management and hazard mitiga
tion, infrastructure and resources needed
in building and rebuilding, and decisions
on land use, land planning, and siting of
facilities. We live in challenging times. The
future of earth sciences and related discip
lines is bright. We have much hard work
ahead of us.—al
McKenna, Michael Dodd (Technical Design, Operations,
and Maintenance), and Risatti seal cores. Researchers
try to keep the cores in as natural a state as possible
until laboratory testing. Risatti will select some of these
cores for microbial Studies.
The B-30s Mobil drill rig was used to install eight 13-foot-deep nests, six
nests in the field and two in the Stream. The Six field nests included a
water-table monitoring well and three piezometers (one to measure depth
of water table, and the other two to measure water pressure within the til
l
and the sand).
Pesticides in Illinois Stream
Groundwater may be a
SOUIrCe
Atrazine, a widely used pesticide, is found
year-round in some streams. "Not just after
rainfall like we'd expect, if it were just in surface
water runoff," said Dennis McKenna, director
of a 2-year ISGS project funded by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture/Cooperative State
Research Service through Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale. “We think that
atrazine may have seeped into groundwater,
which is carrying it to streams."
In 1989, the Illinois Environmental Protec
tion Agency documented contamination of
streams by agricultural chemicals: atrazine
was detected at each of the 30 sites sampled
and in 77 percent of the 580 samples collected
over a 3-year period.
What Scientists do not know is how much
of the pesticides found in streams comes from
surface water runoff and how much from
shallow groundwater flow. Investigating this
question are McKenna and a team of ISGS
researchers— geohydrologist Edward
Mehnert and geochemists James Risatti and
William Roy.
During the first year of this 2-year study,
researchers are sampling saturated earth
materials below the root Zone, Stream Water
during periods of normal sustained flow and
periods of heavy surface water runoff, water
discharging from field tiles, and groundwater
flowing into streams.
In the laboratory, Roy is determining the
ability of sand and glacial til
l
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McKenna, Mehnert, and Roy go over plans for the next day's
field work. On this November day, half of the nests were
installed. The researchers had to install the rest quickly, since
the forecast called forrain and much colder temperatures. With
muddy conditions, drilling can be difficult or impossible and
heavy trucks and machinery can damage fields. The weather
held long enough for the geologists to finish putting in the nests.
McKenna receives unwanted,
if well-intentioned, help from a
farmer's dog. Animals fre
quently create problems for
geologists in the field. In this
study, a few days after seep
age meters were installed,
dogs were caught ripping two
of them out. No Serious
damage was done.
On a cold December day, McKenna lowers himself by rope down the
bank to measure the water leveland to collect water samples from the
stream. Water samples were also collected from the monitoring wells
and tile drain outlets. Pesticide concentrations in the samples will be
A continuous soil core was collected to a depth of
4 meters at each nest Site when the wells and
piezometers were installed. To retrieve the core
samples, researchers used the ISGS truck
mounted Giddings soil probe. Samples from these
cores will be used by Roy for adsorption studies.
Geological / Geophysical Research
Vital to Assessing Seismic Risk in the Midwest
no damage
minor damage
moderate damage
major damage
These seismic risk maps of the conterminous United States and Illinois (S.T. Algermissen
1969) are based on known zones of weakness in the earth's crust and historical seismicity.
December 3, 1990, came and went quietly.
The powerful earthquake that microbiol
ogist (and self-styled climatologist) ben
Browning had confidently predicted for the
New Madrid Seismic Zone never
materialized.
The fear and the flurry of activity gener
ated by the prediction subsided. ISGS
geophysicist Paul Heigold and other staff
members—who for more than 3 months
had handled an astounding number of
queries about earthquakes—returned to
their normal work routines.
Most earthquake experts, who early on
dismissed Browning's prediction as scien
tifically unsound, do agree that a strong
earthquake could occur in the New Madrid
Seismic Zone region in the not-too-distant
future. And most agree that it is impossible
to predict when it might occur.
The Threat Is Real
Although there are several active seismic
zones in the central Mississippi Valley, it
is the New Madrid Seismic Zone (NMSZ)
that presents the most serious threat to the
region. This zone extends from the south
ern tip of Illinois southwestward into
northeastern Arkansas. Our knowledge of
the seismicity of the central Mississippi
Valley has increased significantly in recent
years. But according to Heigold, the re
sponse of earth materials in the region
to seismic waves cannot be properly as
sessed until the following basic geological
and geophysical research is conducted.
• Define the seismic source zones. It
is important to know the boundaries of the
Seismic Source Zones and discover how
rock failure OCCurs under Stress in each
Seismic zone. The limited focal mechanism
data available (explaining how the rocks
break) indicate that there is no simple
pattern to the faulting in this region. And to
add to the problem, recent earthquake foci
(sites where the first ruptures occur in
earthquakes) have been deep within the
earth's crust. Unlike the San Andreas Fault,
which is visible at the Surface, these
deep-seated faults have no documented
surface expression.
• Investigate the stress and strain
distributions in the rocks. “Earthquakes
are the result of Stresses that Strain or
stretch the rocks to ultimate failure,"
Heigold said. "We need to increase our
understanding of the source of these
stresses and the way in which they are
being applied to the rocks. We also must
discoverwhere the rocks in the region are
under maximum Stress."
“This kind of information is essential for
meaningful earthquake predictions. It may
be more difficult to obtain data on stress
and strain distribution in the Central Missis
sippi Valley than in other seismically active
areas, but it could be well worth the effort."
• Investigate and map areas in which
local geological conditions can en
hance seismic intensities. Amplitudes of
seismic waves can increase in areas where
loose, Surficial materials reston more Solid
rock. In places where water tables are close
to the Surface, these loose materials can
liquefy, thereby losing their capacity to
support vertical load. These conditions are
obviously present in river valleys and flood
plains, and perhaps in lake deposits in
Southern Illinois.
Conducting the Research
According to Heigold, the first type of
research should be conducted primarily by
institutions with an established record of
monitoring and analyzing seismic events
in the central Mississippi valley. But it
should be combined with crustal framework
information provided by federal and state
government agencies (including the ISGS),
academic institutions, and industry.
The second area of research may be the
most difficult because of the complex
nature of the seismic sources. Offering
hope for success are technological ad
vances in hydrofracturing (pumping water
under pressure into boreholes and measur
ing the orientations of the resulting frac
tures) and the use of global positioning
satellites to measure rock displacement.
Where ISGS Fits. In
The third type of research—examining the
relationship of local geological conditions
and seismic risk—has been in progress for
Some time at the ISGS and elsewhere.
Mapping of the types and spatial distribu
tions of surficial deposits can indicate
places where seismic wave amplitudes are
likely to be enhanced and liquefaction is
likely to occur. This area of research is
aimed at identifying specific rock paramet
ers (such as rigidity) that account for the
damaging effects of an earthquake.
Earth hazard/engineering geologists and
others at the ISGS are conducting studies
aimed at identifying landslide-prone areas
that could be activated during an earth
quake. Current investigations (partially
supported by the U.S. Geological Survey)
of slopes along parts of the Ohio and
Mississippi Rivers have identified a number
of ancient landslides. Analysis of the
stability of these slopes will help determine
when and if failure could OCCur.
In addition to conducting earthquake
related research, the ISGS also provides
technical information in understandable
language to state and federal agencies
such as the Illinois Emergency Services
and Disaster Agency (IESDA) and the
Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA), and to builders, insurance com
panies, and others.This service is essential
to the success of efforts to prepare for and
reduce the damage of destructive earth
quakes.—mg
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Ancient River Channels Discovered on
Floor of Southwestern Lake Michigan
Last year's discovery of 8,300-year-old tree stumps
rooted on the floor of southwestern Lake Michigan
led to this year's equally significant discovery—
ancient river channels. ISGS scientists expect the
channels to be a key element in reconstructing the
history of lake-level changes.
“During our investigation of the tree stump site,
seismic mapping indicated buriedriver channels on
the lake bottom," said Michael Chrzastowski, ISGS
coastal geologist. "These channels were eroded to
about 15 feet below the lake bottom, but are now
filled with sediment. This is the first documentation
of ancient river channels on the floor of Southwestern
Lake Michigan."
The buried river channels suggest that the trees
grew along the flood plain of an ancient river that
flowed to ancestral Lake Michigan when it was about
100 feet lower than it is now. The setting along an
ancient river valley may have played an important
role in preserving the stumps. Chrzastowski and
colleagues think that the trees may have drowned
in river water that backed up before the ancient lake
shoreline reached the site, and thus avoided being
destroyed by lakeshore waves.
The ISGS, USGS, and Northeastern Illinois Uni
versity discovered the river channels last summer
while processing data from a May 1990 research
cruise conducted at the tree-stump site—now called
the Olson site after the diver who discovered it.
"The Olson site is a starting point from which we
can trace this river valley upstream and down
stream," said Chrzastowski. “We might also find
other submerged tree stumps, which when radiocar
bondated will provide greater detail in reconstructing
lake-level history."—is
120
100-I.
60
paleochannel
Although the river channels are not visible on the surface of the lake floor, they are clear from seismic records. This
buried channel is identified by the seismic signal reflecting off a hard surface that forms a broad depression below
the presentlake bottom. Scientists interpreted this as a riverchannel because it can betraced laterally as a continuous
depression, meandering across an extensive area.
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Seismicity of Illinois, 1990, P. C. Heigold and
T. H. Larson (Environmental Geology 133, 20
p., $1.25).
The historical record of earthquakes with
epicenters in Illinois extends over 193 years and
includes 180 earthquakes. Most historical
earthquakes originating in Illinois have caused
only moderate damage. The greatest seismic
riskin Illinois, especially in the southern part of
the state, is from large earthquakes that may
originate in the New Madrid Seismic Zone
immediately south of Illinois.
Numerical Estimates of Potential for Ground
water Contamination from Land Burial of
Municipal Wastes in Illinois, 1990, B. R.
Hensel, R. C. Berg, and R. A. Griffin (Environ
mental Geology 134, 84 p., $1.25).
This research quantitatively assesses the
potential for groundwater contamination from
land burial of municipal wastes in hydrogeologic
situations common to Illinois. It is an outgrowth
of research by Berg, Kempton, and Cartwright
(1984), who ranked the potential for groundwater
contamination by qualitatively evaluating
geologic materials within 50feet of land surface.
This evaluation quantitatively rates the
geologic sequences mapped in the 1984 report.
The results will help in examining a regulation
proposed by the Illinois Pollution Control Board:
that waste disposal facilities at specific sites
must not degrade groundwater beyond a
compliance distance of 100 feet for a minimum
of 100 years.
Seismic Reflection and Seismic Reftraction
Surveying in Northeastern Illinois, 1991, P.
C. Heigold (Environmental Geology 136, 52 p.,
$1.25).
Approximately 17 miles of high resolution
seismic reflection profiling and approximately 30
miles of seismic refraction profiling were per
formed near Batavia, Illinois, as part of the
Survey's investigation to locate the most suitable
site for construction of the proposed Supercon
ducting Super Collider. Seismic reflection
profiling was used to define the stratigraphy and
structural geology, and seismic refraction
profiling was used to examine the geologic
framework of near-surface deposits at the
proposed site.
Geochemical Interactions of Two Deep-Well
Injected Wastes with Geological Formations:
Long-Term Laboratory Studies, 1991, W. R.
Roy, B. Seyler, J. D. Steele, D. M. Moore, and
I.G. Krapac (Environmental Geology 137, 17 p.,
$1.25).
In underground injection, a waste manage
ment technique, liquid wastes are placed into
geologic formations through specially designed
and monitored wells. Geochemical reactions
between the wastes and the formations may
determine whether injection at a specific site can
be considered waste storage or treatment.
In this long-term study, an alkaline brinelike
Solution and a dilute acidic waste were mixed
with finely ground samples of sandstone,
dolomite, and siltstone. The liquid phases were
then modeled using a thermodynamic equilib
rium model to predict potential reaction products.
The pH and inorganic chemical composition
of the alkaline waste were not significantly
altered after 230 days of mixing. The acidic
waste was neutralized by carbonate dissolution
and transformed into a nonhazardous waste.
Cross Section of the Paleozoic Rocks of
Northeastern Illinois: Implications for Sub
surface Aggregate Mining, 1990, D. G. Mikulic
(Illinois Minerals 106, 14p., $1.25).
Securing the continuous supply of aggregate
critical to the Chicago metropolitan construction
industry may require expansion of existing
quarries by underground mining.
This report combines new data from two major
geologic investigations in the Chicago area: the
Superconducting Super Collider project and the
Tunnel and Reservoir Plan of the Metropolitan
Sanitary district of Greater Chicago. Data
indicate that underground mining can be
considered in several situations. In sharp
Contrast to the resources available for Surface
mining, suitable resources for underground
mining appear to be evenly distributed through
out the study area.
You may order publications and maps
by mail (address below) or phone (217)
333-4747.
Potential for Aquifer Recharge in Illinois
(full-color map), 1991, D. A. Keefer and R. C.
Berg (scale 1:1,000,000, $5.50, laminated $9).
Water that moves into the Saturated zone and
flows downward, away from the water table, is
recharge. The probability of precipitation
reaching the uppermost aquifer is the potential
for aquifer recharge.
This map combines information regarding the
distribution, thickness, texture, and hydraulic
conductivity of mapped sequences of shallow
geologic materials; the distribution of major sand
and gravel aquifers; the distribution of major
bedrock aquifers within 91.2 meters (300 feet)
of ground surface; and the regional variability of
the potential for infiltration throughout the state.
This information for evaluating aquifer recharge
is also used for evaluating the potential for
aquifer contamination.
Guide to Pennsylvanian Fossil Plants of
Illinois, 1991, James R. Jennings (Educational
Series 13, 75 p., $2.75).
Illinois is one of the best regions in the world
for collecting fossils of plants that flourished
more than 280 million years ago. This pocket
sized field guide contains more than 100
illustrated specimens of what the amateur will
discover in the field and lists 50 localities where
fossil flora from the Pennsylvanian can be found.
Also helpful are the glossary and general
information on fossil collecting, tools and
equipment, and handling and storing specimens.
Bibliography and Index of Illinois Geology,
1989, American Geophysical Institute (Open File
Series 1989-4, 44 p., $4.40).
Application of Old Electric Logs in the
Analysis of Aux Vases Sandstone (Mississip
pian) Reservoirs in Illinois, 1990, H. E. Leetaru
(Illinois Petroleum 134, 21 p., $1.25).
Old electric logs (pre-1960) are a valuable
source of information for the oi
l industry to use
for improved and enhanced oi
l recovery. In this
study, old electric logs were used to estimate
porosity and water saturation. The empirical
methods described in this report are quick and
easy to use. Results from analyzing old electric
logs can be used to identify passed-over pay in
older wells and as input into reservoir models.
Printed by authority of the State of Illinois 1991/5000
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Improved Oil Recovery
Second time around
"We're providing basic information on
ways to get more oil out of the Illinois
Basin," says Don Oltz, head of the ISGS
Oil and Gas Section. He's talking about
both the active and abandoned oil fields
of southern Illinois, and he's fully aware
that it's easier said than done.
"In mature basins, like the Illinois
Basin, about two-thirds of the original oi
l
is still in the ground. Primary production
only gets between 18 and 30 percent of
it," Oltz explains. "The two-thirds left
amounts to almost 6 billion barrels of oil."
(About 4.4 billion barrels is immobile oil;
1.5 billion barrels is unproduced mobile
oil.) That's why secondary and tertiary
recovery methods are important — not
only to improve production, but to avoid
wasting the resource. With so much oi
l
left in the ground, it makes sense to go
after it again.
The measure of success Oil pro
ducers, looking over the prospects and
economics of operating in Illinois, have
been wary. The independents, especially,
have turned to the ISGS for help in get
ting the facts to make the right decisions.
Faced with their need, the ISGS inten
sified its research in petroleum geology,
chemistry, mineralogy, and engineering.
With support from a U.S. Department of
Energy grant that was matched b
y
the
State of Illinois, Oltz added equipment
and put together a seasoned team of
geologists, geochemists, and engineers.
They set an ambitious goal: get to
know everything there is to know about
oil-bearing reservoirs in two key strata,
the Cypress and the Aux Vases Sand
stones, lying roughly between 1,000 and
3,000 feet deep in the Illinois Basin. The
team's geologists are studying 15 oi
l
fields, each representing a distinct set of
conditions, and concentrating on produc
tion from either the Cypress or Aux
Vases. Reservoir characterization, as
they call it
,
covers
• mapping the structure and thickness of
subsurface rocks or strata, particularly oil
bearing reservoirs
• interpreting what the environment was
like when sediments that became oil-bear
ing rocks (sandstone) or oi
l
barriers
(shale) were deposited
• studying the effects of reservoir hetero
geneity — how the geometry (shape) and
distribution of sandstone units relates to
reservoir continuity and quality, and how
the variability of microscopic to submicro
scopic grains of sand and clay affect fluid
movement in the reservoir
• analyzing drill-core samples for poros
ity and permeability
• integrating data on rock/fluid systems
• putting it together with the history of oi
l
exploration and production
• modeling the geology and simulating
reservoir dimensions and dynamics
through time.
"When operators adopt our interpreta
tions of the data and use the technologies
we suggest in their development strate
gies," Oltz says, "then we'll know we're
succeeding."
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nected reservoirs. It's a matter of produc
tion strategy as well as know-how.
"Where there are stacked reservoirs,
you can drill through three different pay
zones – hit the fringe of one, the crest of
another, and completely bypass the third.
Well spacing based on a geometric grid
defined at the surface doesn't take into
account any subsurface variations."
The ISGS may recommend the Illinois
Department of Mines and Minerals relax
its regulations on spacing. "I
f
we propose
changes based on sound engineering
and geologic interpretations," Oltz says,
"they're willing to listen."
High tech They'll look and listen
when petroleum geologist Hannes
Leetaru and petroleum engineer Em
manuel Udegbunam take the oil-field
results into the next research phase:
modeling reservoir characteristics and
producing
reservoir
depleted
compartments
>bypassed reservoir/compartment
>depleted reservoir
Courtesy of theBureau of Economic Geology,
The University of Texas at Austin, 1991.
Hit Or miss Now, well into their third
year of research, the Oil and Gas team
has many of the answers to such ques
tions as, Where is the oi
l
and why? How
did it get there? is enough oi
l
left to be
worth going after?
Every study indicates that recoverable
oil is still down there.
"King Field, for example, still has 1 to 2
million barrels in one stratigraphic reser
voir," Oltz says, referring to Hannes Lee
taru's study (story on p
.
6). Leetaru's
findings show there are effective barriers
in the oil-bearing sandstone. So injecting
water into one well won't necessarily
force oi
l
out of nearby wells, if they're not
tapping the same reservoir or intercon
deeper pool reservoirper p \
>untapped reservoir
production data via better-than-living
color, three-dimensional graphics.
The ISGS was one of the first state
surveys to take the concept of integrating
geology and petroleum engineering in a
research effort and apply it to computer
software. On a Silicon Graphics worksta
tion, Leetaru and Udegbunam are using
Stratamodel for geologic modeling and
VIP for reservoir simulation — sophisti
cated software that makes it easier to
interpret what goes on at depth. The geo
logic model, based on reservoir dimen
sions and rock properties, was developed
by Leetaru, then exported to the reservoir
simulator, giving Udegbunam the recov
ery framework to work with.
Ilinois Coal Used in Coal Gasification
More Power, Less Waste
The high-sulfur content of Illinois coal is
normally considered a liability, but ISGS
minerals engineers John Lytle and Hank
Ehrlinger say it can be an asset in coal
gasification. Ehrlinger recently en
couraged Destec Energy to test Illinois
coal at it
s Louisiana power plant, the
world's largest plant using the integrated
gasification combined cycle (IGCC).
The results show that Illinois coal works
more efficiently than the low-sulfur west
ern coal the plant currently uses. As a
bonus, the elemental sulfur recovered in
the process can be sold for about $115 a
ton.
People at Destec, a subsidiary of Dow
Chemical, were impressed and now plan
to use high-sulfur coal at their facility. "A
plant of Destec's size would use about
500,000 tons of coal per year," said Lytle,
head of the Minerals Engineering Section
of the ISGS.
Clean energy
Application of IGCC technology, using Il
linois coal, has two main benefits accord
ing to John Lytle. It is efficient and clean.
"Western coal contains about 9,000 Btu
per pound, but Illinois coal has about
11,000 — a significant difference," said
Lytle. "I
t
means a power plant generating
162 net megawatts using western coal
can generate about 200 megawatts using
the same amount o
f Illinois coal, or use
less coal to produce the same amount o
f
power." This process is also more energy
efficient than standard coal scrubbing
technology, an alternative method o
f
removing sulfur from coal.
The IGCC technology is also a clean
method of using coal to generate electri
cal power. Gasification is an efficient
process for removing ash, sulfur, and
other impurities from coal. In Destec's
gasifier, a mixture of finely ground coal
and water (a slurry) is pumped into a
chamber, along with oxygen. The mixture
is pressurized and burned, creating
methane, carbon monoxide, hydrogen,
and other gases. Ash and other materials
are removed during this process in the
form of a hardened slag. The gas is then
cleansed of sulfur and other impurities.
Because the sulfur and other materials
are removed in the IGCC process, the
amount of pollution created when the gas
is burned is greatly reduced.
An added benefit is that both the sulfur
and the slag, normally waste products,
can be used commercially. "The high
quality sulfur recovered can be sold for
$115 a ton to be used as feed stock for
sulfuric acid and fertilizer," said Ehrlinger.
"Usually, the slag or ash created when
generating power must be put in a landfill.
With IGCC, you get a hard slag that Des
tec has used for road fill a
t their Louisiana
plant."
The Illinois Department o
f Energy and
Natural Resources (ENR) and the ISGS
have been instrumental in initiating this
test of Illinois coal. Contacts with Destec
began in late 1989. With Ehrlinger's en
couragement, the Center for Research on
Sulfur in Coal (CRSC), the Illinois Coal
Development Board (ICDB), the Illinois
Coal Association (ICA), and Williams
Technology (a pipeline company from
Tulsa) also became involved and as
sisted in funding this and related research
(see sidebar). Ehrlinger stressed, "We
have had nothing but cooperation from
everyone involved in this project."
Success in Plaquemine
Testing of 400 tons of Illinois Basin coal,
donated by Arch Mineral Corporation o
f
Illinois, was conducted a
t Destec's plant
in Plaquemine, Louisiana, in July 1990.
"The test was a complete success. The
people at Destec were originally con
cerned with reactivity and plugging prob
Column Flotation
How to make a good
thing even better
Minerals engineer Hank Ehrlinger has
to step up to monitor the 12-foot-tall
Deister flotation column at the ISGS
Applied Laboratory
Use column flotation cells to pro
cess coal for gasification, say two
|SGS scientists. With column flota
tion, waste material from coal mining
can be made into a high-quality coal
ideal for use in coal gasification.
"More than 10 million tons of
waste are generated each year from
coal mining in Illinois," said Hank
Ehrlinger, "about 20% of the state's
total production."
Ehrlinger and John Lytle, with help
from Deister and Kerr-McGee, are
testing methods of extracting a fine
grained coal from this waste mate
rial. According to Lytle, coal waste is
fed in slurry form into a column. A
mixture of tiny air bubbles, chemical
reagents, and water is also added.
The fine coal particles adhere to the
air bubbles and rise to the top o
f the
column, where they are removed a
s
a COnCentrate.
The ISGS has a column flotation
cell supplied by Deister that is a
much smaller version of the column
currently operated at Kerr-McGee's
Galatia plant. The full-scale column
can process up to 1 ton o
f coal per
hour. The lab unit, which treats
about 10 pounds per hour, is being
used to establish parameters for
plant testing.
"This method generates coal that
contains over 13,000 Btu per pound,
which increases the advantage o
f
using Illinois coal in Destec's coal
gasifier," Lytle said. Also, the coal is
easier to use with coal gasification
systems, as Ehrlinger explained, be
cause the recovered coal is ready to
be made into a gasifier feed slurry
with little additional processing. —bw
Tl Z -\- Z ~\ z <\
lems, but there were no operational prob
lems using the Illinois coal. The only sig
nificant difference, besides the increased
efficiency, was the additional sulfur re
covered," Ehrlinger said.
—-product gas
coal slurry.
oxygen |-oxygen
y
Coal —- - Coal
slurry slurry
;
slag water slurry
A simplified model of the gasifier used at
Destec.
Because of these results and the lower
cost of coal from Illinois, Destec plans to
switch to high-sulfur coal at their
Louisiana plant. The results also drew the
attention of Public Service of Indiana,
Energy (PSI), Indiana's largest producer
of power. PSI, with Destec, has pro
posed to build a power plant in Terre
Haute to use Destec's IGCC technology
and coal from the Illinois Basin. In Sep
tember, the U.S. Department of Energy
approved this proposal and agreed to pro
vide half of the estimated $590 million
cost of the project.
"The use of coal from the Illinois Basin
at Destec and PSI is crucial," said John
Lytle, "because the coal that is tried and
tested in these early systems will be the
preferred coal in the future. Coal gasifica
tion is the kind of system that will be put
into power plants after the year 2000,
maybe before. This technology not only
meets, but exceeds al
l
existing clean air
standards and, using Illinois coal, is more
efficient."
Both scientists agree that this success
fu
l
test of IGCC technology with Illinois
coal is important for the future develop
ment of coal resources in Illinois. –bw
Earth Tremors in Wabash Valley
No cause for alarm
At 3:21 a.m. on November 11, 1991,
light sleepers and night owls in Richland
and Lawrence Counties felt a mild tremor
registering 3.8 on the Richter magnitude
scale. Paul Heigold, ISGS geophysicist,
was notified shortly afterward b
y
the Na
tional Earthquake Information Center in
Golden, Colorado. Heigold's used to calm
ing anxieties and defusing alarms over
earthquakes in Illinois. "Just another typi
cal southeastern Illinois earthquake. After
all, the residents of this area are earth
quake veterans."
In the last 24 years, they've experi
enced three much larger earthquakes. On
November 9
, 1968, Illinois' largest record
ed earthquake occurred near Broughton
in Hamilton County; it was 5.5 on the
Richter scale (a measure of the energy
released in an earthquake). On April 3
,
1974, a quake of 4.7 magnitude occurred
to the northeast near Parkersburg in
Richland County. Then on June 10, 1987,
a 5.0-magnitude quake was felt near
Claremont, also in Richland County.
None was large enough to cause serious
damage to well-made structures.
"Just another typical south
eastern Illinois earthquake.
After all, the residents of this
area are earthquake veterans."
So what is the seismic risk for people
living in this area within the Wabash Val
ley Seismic Zone? What does this recent
burst of activity mean?
"We can't give a definite answer, but it
does represent the release of consider
able strain energy in a relatively small
area over a relatively short span of time,"
Heigold explained. "We know that the
Wabash Valley, like the rest of the Mid
continent, is being subjected to an east
west compressive stress. From time to
time, the strain energy stored in the
earth's crust is released – not in a
regular pattern, but usually in quantities
no larger than that of the November 1968
quake, which was 5.5 Richter mag
nitude." Yet it's conceivable that the
strain energy accumulating in the crustal
rocks, usually about 10 kilometers below
the earth's surface, could be released in
quantities larger than any recorded in his
torical times.
The late Otto Nuttli, who was a pro
fessor at St. Louis University and the
region's foremost authority on earthquake
seismology assigned a Richter magni
tude of 6.2 to the design earthquake for
the Wabash Valley Seismic Zone.
("Design" simply means the largest earth
quake that could reasonably be expected
in an area.) A design earthquake of 6.2
would be capable of causing serious
damage to well-made structures within a
radius of about 50 kilometers (30 miles)
or greater, depending on local soil condi
tions. But anything more than 6.2 on the
*
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Epicenters of recent earthquakes in the
Wabash Valley Seismic Zone.
Richter Scale appears unlikely. All obser
vations to date indicate this is the upper
limit on the amount of strain energy that
can be stored in the rocks of the earth's
crust underlying the Wabash Valley.
The recent increase in seismic activity
in the Wabash Valley is a curiosity to
laymen and seismologists. Heigold con
cluded, "The bottom line is that this ac
tivity has not deviated from the currently
accepted seismic scenario for this region."
Women Geologists Encourage
Girls to Stick With Math and Scie
Trying to reach girls before they dismiss science
as a career are four ISGS scientists: Myrna Killey,
Beverly Herzog, Brenda Mehnert, and Ardith Han
sel. Through the national program, Expanding
Your Horizons Through Math and Science (EYH),
and other educational outreach programs, geol
ogists are giving teenagers a taste of what it's
really like to be a scientist.
While hiking up a mountain to study a modem
glacier in Norway, Ardith Hansel, geologist in
Quaternary Framework Studies, pauses be
fore a glacier meltwater channel in the fore
ground to look for a footbridge.
Beverly Herzog, senior
hydrogeologist and head of
the Hydrogeology Section,
measures infiltration of
water to test the design of
an ISGS experimental clay
liner. Liners are used be
neath landfills and hazard
ous waste sites to prevent
harmful materials from
- -
Myrna Killey, who works in
ogy programs, was one of 27
and mathematicians conducting:
shops for 6th- to 10th-grade gir's
State University in March 1991.
Killey put students in the role of:
"What would you do if city pl
you and said, 'Our population is
need to find more water and mor
fills. As a geologist, how wouldy!
asked Killey. "Your job would be
terials that yield groundwater and
keep waste from seeping out."S
dents samples of glacial materia's
sand, and gravel.
"They wet down the materials.1
coffee filter in a sieve, then poured
They could see for themselvesha
acted, whether it allowed the watt
through and how quickly. They
decide which material would be
supply and which would be besti
groundwater." Killey added, "What
across was that geology is impot
career, but also as a way to be at
Ardith Hansel, glacial geologist
shops at Sangamon State in Apr
"The students have a poor idea
fession is
,
what a geologist does."
a hands-on approach, they get ab
what a geologist does on the job."
did was pass out a list of ten thing:
the last 2 or 3 years to show them.
job is
,
and especially how muchtt
doors."
Hansel, who was an elemental
before becoming a geologist, mat
interest in education. In the works
guided the students through the g
for a landfill siting and helped then
and go" map for landfill sitinginal
county. Geologists use this typed
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Beverly Herzog, head of the S.
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Illinois State University in Marchi
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i
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the Survey's role in protecting it.
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Myrna Killey, geologistin Quaternary Framework
Studies, uses a hand auger to locate drill holes left
open at the Argonne National Laboratory.
Brenda Mehnert, a geological engineer, brought
the ISGS poster to the EYH conference at Sanga
mon State in April 1991. "Students and their
mothers came by and wondered about the photos,
asking what geologists do and what I do. One thing
that surprised them was how many women work at
the Geological Survey. One mom asked me about
mine subsidence. She wanted to know how she
could tell if her house was undermined. I told her
to call the Survey, that we have maps of where
In the rock mechanics laboratory,
Brenda Mehnert, assistant engi
neer, Engineering Geology Sec
tion, measures the thickness of a
rock sample using a micrometer.
mines are, and we could tell her whether her house
was at risk. The kids seemed impressed."
Programs like the EYH fil
l aspecial need, Killey
said. "There aren't enough women science teach
ers and scientists. Girls need role models. The stu
dents at this conference were excited about what
they were seeing. One girl ran up to me at lunch
and said, 'Guess what I'm going to be when I grow
up? A geologist! Maybe she'll change her mind,
but at least she's thinking about it." —js
Future scientists get
hands-on experience
in a science lab at
Sangamon State
University.
Petroleum geologist Han
nes Leetaru and petroleum
engineer Emmanuel Udeg
bunam take the results of
oil-field studies into the next
research phase: modeling
reservoir characteristics
and production data via
better-than-living color,
3-D graphics.
Pilot Model
When Hannes Leetaru adjusts the con
trols of the new Silicon Graphics worksta
tion and fine-tunes the program, Strata
model, a brilliant grid of cross sections
rotates on the monitor so the perspective
of the subsurface rock formation chan
ges. He zooms in for a close-up of the
contacts, creating the effect of flying
through the formation.
Leetaru is not playing games. He's
working on a three-dimensional model of
King Field, an oi
l
field near the center of
the Illinois Basin in Jefferson County,
southern Illinois. Almost all the oil comes
from one horizon at King Field, and that's
the Aux Vases, a porous sandstone reser
voir about 2,700 feet below ground sur
face.
"We want to see what's going on," ex
plains Leetaru, petroleum geologist in the
Oil and Gas Section. He already has a
working knowledge of how the Aux Vases
was deposited, where the oi
l
is concen
trated, and about how much remains after
about 40 years of production by conven
tional recovery methods. Data on the
lithology and porosity of these rocks
comes from drillers' logs, downhole elec
tric logs, drill cores, and samples, al
l
filed
or stored at the ISGS. He feeds the inter
preted data into Stratamodel, then uses
the program to graphically represent the
subsurface.
Barriers "Stratamodel superimposes
fence diagrams," Leetaru indicates the
grid of cross sections representing sub
surface strata, "on a 3-D projection of
wells drilled into the Aux Vases. Blue
stands for carbonate rocks, brown for
shale, light brown for shaley sand, and
yellow for sandstone." The yellow sand
stone is the oil reservoir; the other three
strata have lower permeabilities, so oi
l
does not move through them. Leetaru
clicks the computer mouse and nothing
shows on screen but the yellow layers.
The grid has gaps where good reservoir
rock is missing. Some other type of rock
fills those gaps and forms a barrier to
fluid movement.
"Take a look at the compartmentaliza
tion," he says. "That's why waterflood
projects haven't always been successful
here. You can pump fluids into one well,
but because of the barriers, it won't al
ways go where you planned. As our
model suggests, the well next to it may
be in a separate compartment." In fact, if
you don't know the correct configuration
of the reservoir, you may use the wrong
well for fluid injection and improve the
recovery of oil on someone else's lease.
Overall, this is a well-controlled model,
according to Leetaru's boss, Don Oltz.
The total area of King Field involves 163
wells, but the model is based on a 3 by 2
mile study area that encloses 103 wells.
"We're reasonably confident that extrapo
lations from these data are correct for this
reservoir and this number of well logs."
The King Field study is complete. Re
sults will be integrated with results from
the other field studies. The long-term goal
is regional understanding.
Which Recovery Strategy for
the Best Yield?
"What if you've come to the end of pri
mary production in your oi
l
lease and
you're just about to start secondary re
covery? Before you put money into the
water-flood operation," says petroleum en
gineer Emmanuel Udegbunam, taking his
turn at the Silicon Graphics workstation,
"you can test your options through reser
voir simulation."
"What if you've discovered a new field?
Reservoir simulation helps you compare
operating strategies. For example, where
should you place your wells? Is standard,
10- or 20-acre spacing optimal? Or would
- .
* *
Steve Sim, petroleum engineer, demonstrates a new state-of-the-art PVT apparatus that is
used to duplicate oil-production conditions in the laboratory. When oi
l
is brought to the sur
face, a change in pressure, volume, and temperature (PVT) causes some oil loss in the form
of gas. The ISGS can help oil producers calculate this loss with PVT equipment, which
measures the decrease in the volume of oi
l
as it comes to the surface and the amount ofgas
released at the surface.
The PVT cell, constructed from a Pyrex cylinder, permits full view of its contents under
high pressures up to 10,000 pounds per square inch and temperatures up to 350 F.
Sim said that carbon dioxide injection into the reservoir may become important in Illinois to
aid production. "With the PVT, we can measure oi
l swelling and viscosity reduction at reser
voir temperature and pressure, and calculate the potential production increase." He also
pointed out that "fluid analysis data are useful for estimating oi
l
and gas reserves in the reser.
voir, designing surface oi
l
and gas separation equipment, planning production strategy, and
for enhanced oi
l recovery." —eal
In the geologic model, a 3-D grid of cross sections (fence diagrams)
is superimposed on a projection of wells drilled into the Aux Vases
Sandstone, an oil-bearing reservoir. By rotating the grid, Leetaru
changes the perspective of the subsurface rock formations. When
he zooms in for a close-up of contacts, he creates the effect of flying
through the formations. processes.
3-D color-coded visualization showing spatial distribution of water
saturation in McCreery and McCollum pools. Such 3-D animated
displays enhance understanding and interpretation of reservoir
more wells and tighter spacing be worth
the extra cost?" Udegbunam, who's
taught as well as researched his topic, is
enthusiastic about its practical applica
tions. "You'll want to compare possible
production rates and water/oil ratios. For
every 10 barrels of oil, how much water
are you also getting?" he shrugs. "No
body pays for water. In fact, it costs to dis
pose of it.
"Suppose you just want to understand
the flow dynamics around one well. A sin
gle well simulation will test your assump
tions of reservoir and fluid properties. It
takes some risk out of the enterprise."
Udegbunam's "what ifs" are not exactly
hypothetical situations. They are as real
as the geologic data he extracts from the
oil-field studies in Stratamodel — reser
voir depths and dimensions from well
logs, porosity and permeability data from
core analyses, pressure/volume/tempera
ture (PVT) data from fluid analyses, and
field records such as initial pressure in
the reservoir and daily production rates.
Reservoir dimensions and rock properties
are input via Geolink to VIP, which simu
lates a reservoir's production history and
plots the results in two or three dimen
sions.
Starting his demonstration with VIP,
Udegbunam runs a tabular file with his
torical data on primary production and es
timates of the original oi
l
in place as well
as the oi
l
in place right now. This remain
ing oi
l
consists of bypassed or unpro
duced mobile oi
l
(UMO) and immobile oil.
The UMO is the target of waterflood pro
jects and improved oi
l recovery tech
niques, such as infill well drilling and en
hanced oi
l recovery (EOR).
A map of SW Dale Consolidated Field
with McCreery pool to the left and Mc
Collum pool to the right comes up on the
screen. Are the two pools connected?
"We don't know yet because there isn't
sufficient well control in the area between
the two reservoirs," says Udegbunam.
"We can build different models to assess
the effects of their connectivity and
reduce the uncertainty."
What's the forecast? The simula
tion runs in two sequences. First, the his
tory match. Does the simulation repeat
history? Pressures, gas/oil and water/oil
ratios – all must match past production
data so they can be used to predict field
performance under different recovery
strategies.
Once he's got a good fit
,
he runs the
second sequence, extrapolating into the
future and predicting which recovery
strategy will give the best yield. How well
the simulation model works depends on
how well the reservoir has been charac
terized, which in turn depends on the
quantity and quality of available data.
But what's so special about the 3-D
graphics?"To show results," Udegbunam
says. Numbers get overwhelming. People
want to see the results and colors make it
easier. "3-D modeling is one of the best
ways to look at different options." —ew
Kenneth McGee, petroleum geologist, points out a Cypress Sandstone reservoir to an inde
pendent oi
l producer during the Survey's first technology transfer workshop in November.
More than 150 oi
l producers from southern Illinois gathered in Mount Vernon to view the in
termediate results of field studies on the Cypress and Aux Vases formations in the Illinois
Basin. Reservoir characterization, geologic modeling, and integration of geology and engi
neering are the key components of the joint ISGS/USDOE Improved Oil Recovery Program.
The ISGS Isotope Geochemistry Labora
tory is exceptionally accurate in radiocar
bon ("C) dating, and lab supervisor Jack
Liu recently got the results to prove it.
Last year, the lab was one of more than
100 radiocarbon-dating laboratories
worldwide invited to participate in deter
mining the "Cage fo
r
five samples sup
plied by the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA) in Vienna, Austria. Re
sults were compared and announced at
the 14th Annual International Radiocar
bon Conference in May 1991.
"Two of the "Canalyses we per
formed agreed almost identically with the
corresponding IAEA's consensus val
ues," said Liu. "The other three of our
analyses were within one standard devia
tion of the IAEA's values. Overall, our
analytical results are in excellent agree
ment with the accepted values. Statistical
ly
,
they are indistinguishable."
Only two other laboratories had al
l
of
their results within one standard deviation
for al
l
five samples. Sixteen labs came
within three standard deviations.
The ISGS laboratory staff eagerly par
ticipated in the radiocarbon dating project
"to test how good our system is," said Liu,
who routinely scheduled the IAEA sam
ples into the laboratory's regular workload
during a 6-month period. The five sam
ples supplied by IAEA to each lab were
marble, freshwater shell, paper, and two
fossil woods. —eal
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Here When You Neeu Us
SOS A deluge of water, fish, silt, and
debris from the Chicago River gushed
into freight tunnels and basements of the
Board of Trade, Merchandise Mart, Trib
une Tower, and nearly 200 other build
ings in downtown Chicago on April 13.
The river had burst through a 20-foot
hole in the tunnel wall beneath the Mer
chandise Mart.
Charged with helping with the clean
up, Harza Engineering sent the ISGS an
SOS.
"They called us for geologic and hydro
geologic information so they could devise
a plan to dewater the tunnels," recalls
Paul DuMontelle, head of Environmental
Geology and Geochemistry at the ISGS.
A team of geologists went to work im
mediately. They reviewed cross sections
and other data from a 1954 report on the
geologic materials underlying the Chi
cago area, and gathered more up-to-date
information from ISGS borehole records.
Harza Engineering needed to know in a
hurry what kind of earth surrounded the
tunnel walls. The firm was concerned that
the 40-foot head of water pressure inside
the tunnels would cause a build-up of
pressure on sediments behind the tunnel
walls and basement floors and walls in
buildings in the flooded area. The rapid
release of al
l
this pressure during dewa
tering could cause the buildings and tun
nel walls to collapse.
"Within 24 hours we faxed a prelimi
nary report to Harza," says DuMontelle.
Two geologists went to Chicago the next
day to present the findings and answer
questions. "We assured them that our
records indicated the materials adjacent
to the buildings and tunnel walls were pre
dominantly clay. This greatly reduced the
likelihood that these materials would be
significantly affected by the pressure
build-up. With the information provided
by us, Harza was even more confident in
going ahead with the plan to dewater the
tunnels as rapidly as possible."
Earthquake expert State Farm Insur
ance also came to the ISGS for expertise
it would probably have trouble getting
elsewhere. The company's production
crew recently set up video cameras in the
office of Paul Heigold, an ISGS geophysi
cist and authority on earthquakes.
"The insurance company is assessing
seismicity and seismic risk in various
featured in the film, which will Cover earth
quake preparedness and damage mitiga
tion. Segments will be also used for
public service announcements.
"We're generally ignorant about what
to expect when an earthquake strikes
and how to prepare for such a event,"
says Heigold. "State Farm is trying to be
responsible when people come to them
for earthquake insurance and ask 'do I
need it?' They can say 'here are the
facts." —eal
parts of the country for an educational
film on earthquakes," explains Heigold.
"So they came to pick my brain. They
wanted to find out what I know about seis
mic risk in the midcontinent." While the
cameras rolled, Heigold discussed the
historic earthquakes in the central Missis
sippi Valley and areas where earth
quakes are likely to occur again.
California, the St. Lawrence Seaway,
and Charleston, South Carolina—other
areas prone to earthquakes—will also be
Siting New Landfills
ISGS computer mappers speed countywide screening
Don McKay (left) and Rob Krumm examine slides of slice maps for Lake County.
No time to waste Counties need help and they need it now," says Don McKay,
head of the Geological Mapping and Digital Cartography Section of the Illinois State
Geological Survey (ISGS).
"We can provide valuable geologic information for counties, and do it faster with
modern computer techniques than by traditional means," says McKay. "And time is
important. Champaign County's landfill closed during the course of our study."
The County Landfill Screening Assistance Program, a joint effort by the Illinois
Department of Energy and Natural Resources (ENR) and the ISGS, provides this
needed help by pointing out areas suitable for landfill development.
"We're not siting landfills," says McKay's colleague Rob Krumm, "but using a coun
tywide screening approach. We guide counties into better areas and try to keep them
from making a mistake. Counties need to avoid areas that have a higher potential for
groundwater contamination." continued on p
.
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Coal Ball Discovery
From a miner's point of view, it's just red
rock, the kind that gets in the way of min
ing coal and cuts productivity. But to Phil
DeMaris, ISGS geologist, it's a museum
quality sample of the raw material of
coal—a coal ball.
When the owners of a White County
mine thought they might have run into a
"A coal ball is just peat that didn't make it all
the way to coal,” says ISGS coal geologist
Phil DeMaris.
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large field of coal balls, which could inter
fere with mining operations, they called
the ISGS. Heinz Damberger, head of the
Coal Section, and DeMaris went to the
site to investigate.
On a tour of the mine with a company
engineer, DeMaris was mapping and
describing the concentration of coal balls
within the Herrin Coal seam, about 900
feet below ground surface.
"The guide had just started looking
around, when we found two coal balls
containing recognizable plant material.
Each shows a sample of plant life from
300 million years ago—give or take a few
million years," says DeMaris.
One coal ball is 41 centimeters long
and contains a fossilized branch of a ly
copod (Lepidophloios) tree characteristic
of the Pennsylvanian Period. The other,
nearly 18 centimeters on a side, holds an
acorn-sized seed identified as
Pachytesta from a Medullosan seed fern.
The branch was apparently sandwiched
between two other layers of peat. For
Some reason, it became mineralized
rather than turning into coal.
The best of coals, the worst
of coals A coal ball is carbonate rock,
usually limestone, that preserves the cell
structure of the original plant material.
Coal balls are useful for studying the geol
ogy of a region, but they are not desir
able in a mine.
Cutting through coal balls, which are
much harder than the surrounding coal,
slows production and wears out machin
ery. Coal balls can be hazardous in the
roof or walls of mines, and they just
become more debris that has to be
hauled from the mine and dumped.
For geologist DeMaris and his col
league, Tom Phillips, a paleobotanist with
the University of Illinois, the benefits of
these discoveries far outweigh the draw
backs. By patient study of peels from cut
surfaces of coal balls and other plant fos
sils, they can tell what the environment
was like during the Pennsylvanian Pe
riod, how vast peat deposits accumu
lated, and which plants made up most of
the Coal.
Fossil Peat from the Illinois Basin: A
Guide to the Study of Coal Balls of Penn
sylvanian Age (ISGS Educational Series
11), coauthored by Phillips and ISGS
geologist, Dwain Berggren, is a good
place to start reading about coal balls.
For a copy, use the publications order
form enclosed with this issue or call
217/333-4747. —ww.
Each of these coal balls is about 300 million years old. At the left, you can see a fossilized
seed from a Medullosan seed fem, and at the right, a branch of a lycopod tree.
(Landfills, cont) Champaign County, the
first county studied, used this program to
narrow the search for a county landfill
from 1,000 to 200 square miles.
The county assistance program is a
two-stage process administered by the
Office of Recycling and Waste Reduction
at the ENR. Phase I is conducted by
ENR's Office of Research and Planning.
of types, depths, and thicknesses of
materials encountered, as well as the
location of the well head, Owner, and Who
drilled the well. Our staff can digitize this
information into a computerized data
base." Once the database is created,
they use Geographic Information System
(GIS) techniques to create a variety of
maps."
3-D computer image showing the materials
between the bedrock and the surface in
southern Will County.
They look at "suitability" criteria, accord
ing to Krumm. These include surface fea
tures, both physical and cultural, such as
floodplains and wetlands as well as cit
ies, roads, and airports.
The ISGS steps in for phase II. "We
do the phase ll mapping for subsurface
features after phase I is completed," says
Krumm. "We look at 'capability criteria—
thicknesses, depths, and make-up of Sub
surface features. Our aim is to show
many of these features at once—on a
composite criteria map. We overlay our
information with phase I information on a
single map. County officials can then look
at the suitability and capability data at the
Same time."
|SGS database "Our approach uses
the resources already existing right next
door in the ISGS Geological Records
Unit," says McKay. These resources in
clude information from well logs that are
recorded by drillers, field notes by geolo
gists, and published reports. "We think
the data available are a fabulous re
Source. There are 3,400 Wells On record
for Champaign County alone."
"Information on wells drilled through
out the state is filed in Geological Rec
ords," adds Krumm. "They have records
Making the maps "We developed
GIS computer tools that show us where
the sand and gravel areas are," says
McKay. "Because thicker sand deposits
supply municipal water, you need to
avoid siting landfills in those areas."
Two methods are used to map the
subsurface, "slice mapping" and "volume
modeling."
For slice mapping, they use a "data
dictionary" to convert the hundreds of
driller's descriptions into a few basic cate
gories: fine drift (clay and silt), coarse
drift (sand and gravel), mixed, indetermi
nate, and bedrock, explains Krumm.
"Then we produce the maps and look for
thick coarse-grained materials, areas to
avoid because they may bear ground
water. Areas with thick layers of fine
grained materials are better because
they do not transport water as well. Any
leakage from a landfill would move much
slower through fine-grained materials, re
ducing the chances of polluting the
groundwater."
Volume modeling is similar, except the
original well information is encoded as
numbers. The computer software can
then generate a 3-D model and contour
areas with similar values in this 3-D
framework.
"We use two other maps in the 3-D
model—the surface topography and bed
rock topography. Surface topography is
easily determined from existing maps.
Lake County, the second county studied,
gave us this information in the form of dig
itized 7%-minute USGS topographic .
maps. Then, using the well data, we can
determine the elevation of bedrock and
develop a bedrock topography map,"
says Krumm. "By comparing these topog
raphy maps, we can determine the thick
ness of the glacial materials. We are
interested in these materials because it is
in this layer between the surface and the
bedrock where a landfill will be located."
Using the computer, the geologists
"slice" the maps into sections that repre
sent about 25 feet of thickness. The COm
puter generates "zones of influence," or
areas around wells with materials of
known type. "We use red, meaning stop
or not good, for sand, and green, mean
ing go or good, for finer materials. Then
we overlay the slices and patterns start
showing up. Red in every slice is a strong
indication of thick sand and gravel. We
sum al
l
the individual layers and deter
mine the total thickness of coarse materi
als throughout the glacial material.
"Once all of this is complete," says
Krumm, "we can overlay the suitable
areas from phase I with the capable
areas from phase ll and look for areas
where al
l
factors for siting are good."
A public process "We don't just cre
ate the maps," adds McKay. "We also
present the information at public meet
ings. That's a real interesting process to
be involved in. We show cross sections
and slice maps to people who aren't geol
ogists, but who need to understand this
information. We have been able to show
that there is enough information to make
a decision. We have also been able to
communicate our findings in a more effec
tive manner."
Phase I mapping has been completed
for Champaign, Crawford, Kankakee,
Lake, Whiteside, and Will Counties.
Phase Il maps have been produced for
Champaign, Lake, and Will Counties and
are underway for McLean. Many other
counties have expressed interest in the
program, and the ISGS presented a work
shop last year to acquaint county officials
with this program. More than 25 counties
were represented.
"No county has yet sited a landfill
through this program," says McKay, "but
Champaign and other counties have
been investigating sites selected using
Our information." —bw
Column Flotation Recovers Waste Coal
Carl Kruse, Morris Leighton, and Jim Eidel watch Bob Sterner, Man
ager of Operations and Engineering, demonstrate the computer sys
tem that monitors production in the plant. Most processes in the
plant are automated and controlled from here.
Hank Ehrlinger checks the
column at Kerr-McGee's
Galatia coal processing
plant. The column, a small
commercial model provided
by Deister, is 35 feet tall,
2.5 feet in diameter, and
processes 1 ton of fine coal
per hour. A full-sized coal
production model would be
more than 40 feet tall, 12
feet in diameter, and proc
ess about 23 tons of coal an
hour.
Real world production tests
confirm lab results
Miles of conveyor belts move tons of coal into
the massive Kerr-McGee coal processing plant
in Galatia, Illinois. The steady stream of coal is
then pounded, sorted, washed, floated, and the
cleaned coal moved back out again for storage
and shipment.
Inside the plant, Bob Sterner, manager of
operations and engineering at Kerr-McGee, and
Hank Ehrlinger, minerals engineer at the Illinois
State Geological Survey (ISGS), greet Chief
Morris Leighton, geologist Jim Eidel, and chemist
Carl Kruse of the ISGS. Today, they will don hard
hats, safety glasses, and ear plugs to witness the
successful final test run of a production-scale flo
tation column, a device that recovers "waste"
Coal.
Each hour, 1,000 tons of coal is treated to
remove sulfur, ash, pyrite, and other impurities at
the Galatia plant. Most of the coal is processed
as relatively large (about 2 inches by 1/16 inch)
pieces. About 20% of it is "fine" coal, so small
that it must be processed separately.
"Some plants throw it out. They consider it
waste," says Ehrlinger. Ten million tons of this
fine waste is generated each year in Illinois. Kerr
McGee and some other producers treat their
"waste" to produce a high-quality coal using open
(froth) flotation cells. "We want to determine
whether column flotation is better."
Ehrlinger has been running tests at the ISGS
Applied Laboratory on a 12-foot-tall test column.
(See Geonews, December 1991, for more on col
umn flotation.) Almost 2 years ago, with help from
Kerr-McGee, Deister Concentrator Company
(the column manufacturer), and the Center for
Research on Sulfur in Coal, Ehrlinger started
these full-scale tests in Galatia.
Flotation methods reduce the waste (pictured above) pro
duced from processing coal considerably. About 60 tons
(per hour) of coal concentrate can be recovered from 100
tons of coal slurry that might otherwise be wasted.
-
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"Real world production tests would reinforce
Our earlier lab results. Since Kerr-McGee recov
ers fine coal, it was an ideal setting to conduct the
tests," says Ehrlinger. "This is the first side-by
side production test of the two methods.
"Getting this experiment out of the test tube
was great," an enthusiastic Ehrlinger tells his col
leagues before taking them into the plant.
Leading the visitors through a series of sound
insulating doors, Sterner and Ehrlinger guide the
group past the machines that crush, sort, and
clean the larger coal. Already they are several sto
ries above the ground, but must still climb a lad
der to reach the top of the 35-foot-tall Deister
column. Because of the noise and the ear plugs,
Ehrlinger points and shouts to show where the
coal slurry, air bubbles, chemical reagents, and
Water enter the Column and where the Coal and
waste leave.
Open flotation cells (500 cu
bic feet) are currently used
to recover fine coal at Kerr
McGee. The two banks of
cells are capable of process
ing almost 100 tons of fine
coal per hour.
"The fine coal particles adhere to the bubbles,"
he explains later in a quiet office, "and are re
moved at the top as a concentrate. Waste falls to
the bottom and is removed."
"Is Column flotation a viable substitute for froth
flotation?" asks Chief Leighton.
"The column recovers more coal than open
flotation," Ehrlinger says, pointing to a chart of
results. "We're recovering almost 96% of the
energy, and the coal we recover contains about
13,000 Btu per pound versus about 11,000 in the
open cells. The column uses less power, but it
does use more chemical reagents. I've been
babying it a little, but this same type of system
could easily be run from the computerized con
trol board."
Bob Sterner adds, "We'll definitely consider
these results when planning or expanding exist
ing facilities." —bw
As they leave the
plant, Morris
Leighton and Jim
Eidel discuss Ehr
linger's promising
research.
Isotope Lab Solves Mystery of Microbial Methane
New statistical method for
dating groundwater
The ISGS Isotope Geochemistry Labora
tory rates as high in creativity as it does
in accuracy (see December 1991 Geo
news). They've solved a geologic enigma
that has been frustrating researchers for
Some time.
"Years ago people gave up on radio
carbon or carbon-14 dating of groundwa
ter with microbial methane in it because
the analytical age was very unrealistic,"
says Jack Liu, head of the ISGS Isotope
Lab. "We have now worked out a statisti
cal method that corrects for the influence
of carbon produced by the microbial for
mation of methane. We can determine a
more realistic radiocarbon age for ground
water samples collected in central Illinois.
"The glacial terrain in this part of the
state has an abundance of old organic
materials, which generate microbial meth
ane," explains Liu. The formation of
microbial methane alters an important
parameter used in conventional carbon
14 age correction models—the ratio of
carbon-13 to carbon-12 in groundwater. It
also changes the carbon-14 content in
mixing between different groundwater
bodies. This information is necessary for
many purposes, particularly for selecting
a low level nuclear waste repository site.
"Studying groundwater is essential for
verifying geological protection," cautions
Keith Hackley, who supervised the iso
topic characterization of groundwater in
the Martinsville area of Clark County,
where a site has been proposed for dis
posing of low level nuclear wastes. "You
don't want to locate a waste facility in an
area where groundwater recharges fast,"
he says, noting that samples with similar
ages from different depths indicate hydro
communication between aquifers. "The
ideal is to have the least communication
so that contaminants will not travel from
one aquifer to another."
The technique of carbon dating relies
on the fact that living organic matter con
tains a fixed amount of Carbon-14, which
is equal to the amount of carbon-14 in
atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2). When
a living organism dies, the amount of car
bon-14 in the tissue gradually decays.
Carbon-14 decays at a known rate, so by
measuring the remaining carbon-14 rela
tive to the carbon-14 concentration in a
Jack Liu gets excited as he tells a group of visitors about the Isotope Lab's new
method for dating groundwater containing microbial methane.
groundwater. Overall, this process totally
changes the carbon signature in ground
water. The carbon-14 age calculated for
groundwater samples containing micro
bial methane usually becomes meaning
less if the correction factor for methane
influence is not applied.
Age makes a difference
Dating groundwater can be useful in
determining the rate of groundwater flow
and recharge, as well as the rate of
modern standard, you can determine the
age of the sample.
Groundwater age is the amount of
time elapsed between the time rainwater
enters the geologic system and the time
it is sampled in the aquifer. This age is
determined by measuring the extent of
carbon-14 decay in a sample. But meas
uring the amount of carbon-14 in ground
water is complicated by the fact the
groundwater contains carbon from two
primary sources.
Carbon sources
"One source is soil CO2. What we con
sider 'modern carbon is produced from
the decomposition of natural organic mat
ter in the soil zone. As rainwater filters
through the soil zone, it dissolves modern
C02," Liu explains. "This modern carbon
has almost the same carbon-14 Concen
tration as that of CO2 in the atmosphere."
Another source of carbon in ground
water is carbonate rocks, such as lime
stone and dolomite. As groundwater
laden with modern Carbon Continues to
flow downward, it dissolves carbonates in
the rock formation. This inorganic carbon,
essentially "dead carbon," contains no
carbon-14.
"Initially the groundwater is dominated
by modern carbon in the soil zone, but as
it moves down through rock formations,
modern carbon is no longer added into
the system," says Liu. "Only dead carbon
is added, diluting the concentration of
modern carbon-14 in the groundwater
and making the calculated age much
older than the real age.
"The conventional way to adjust the
groundwater age is to use the ratio of
carbon-13 to carbon-12 in the soil CO2
and carbonate rocks to calculate the per
centages of modern and dead carbon in
groundwater," says Liu. Carbon-12 and
carbon-13, the two most abundant iso
topes of carbon, are nonradioactive.
Their ratio generally reflects the propor
tion of modern carbon to dead carbon in
a groundwater sample and provides a fac
tor for correcting the measured carbon
14 to determine the true age.
Unfortunately, the formation of micro
bial methane in glacial deposits adds a
third source of carbon to the ground
water. This source of organic carbon alters
the ratio of carbon-13 to Carbon-12 and
carbon-14 content, rendering useless the
conventional method of age correction.
The ISGS isotope lab has now discov
ered a way to adjust the age correction
model for dating groundwater containing
methane.
"We have discovered that the amount
of methane in groundwater has a positive
Correlation with the Carbon-13 to Carbon
12 ratio of dissolved inorganic carbon in
groundwater," says Liu. "With this correla
tion, we can plot the amount of methane
Concentration Versus the Carbon-13 to
carbon-12 ratio of the total dissolved car
bon in groundwater and extrapolate to
find the value of the ratio Without the influ
ence of methane.
"Before this, groundwater containing
methane could not be dated accurately.
Now we have found a way to do it." —eal
Fall 1992 Geological Science Field Trip
A boy looks for fossils and the mineral galena (lead) while
on the Galena field trip held last May. On the right, the
group examines dolomite in a roadcut near the Galena
River.
The Morris area in Grundy County and the Sparta area
in Randolph County are scheduled for the fall field trips.
The free, all-day excursions will be led by Dave Reinert
Sen, head of the ISGS Educational Extension Unit.
The Morris tour on September 18 will begin at Ger
hard Woods State Park. The route will cross prominent
morainal ridges left by glaciers and relatively level
stretches of old lake bottoms that formed behind the
moraines. In this area, the Illinois River owes its course
to glaciation. Meltwater from waning Wisconsinan gla
ciers cut through glacial deposits and established the
course of the upper (eastern) part of the river. A man
made waterway, the Illinois-Michigan Canal, also
passes through the area. Underlying bedrock ranges
from Ordovician to Pennsylvanian in age. Pennsylva
nian Strata Contain the famous Mazon Creek fossils.
The Sparta tour on October 31 will begin at Sparta
High School. The terrain along the route is formed from
Illinoian glacial deposits overlain by windblown silt
(loess) of Wisconsinan age. The western part of the
area is underlain by Mississippian-age bedrock, older
than Pennsylvanian. Mississippian rocks are quite fossil
iferous, and in places, contain sinkholes and caves. Tour
discussions will cover the history of the Mississippi River.
Four ISGS field trips are offered to the public each
year. A brochure with full information is published during
the summer. To get your name on the mailing list, call
217/333-7372.
Quaternary Show and Tell
That's the modus operandi of an associa
tion of scientists that convenes annually
to share their ongoing research of the
earth's surface. Known as the Illinois
Quaternary Association (ILQUA), the
group of scientists from across the state
gathered for an all-day session at the
ISGS. Their primary interest is the study
of interactions of physical, biological, and
human phenomena that affect surface
and near-surface materials deposited
from about 2 to 3 million years ago to the
present.
About 40 professionals and graduate
students attended the 10th annual gather
ing to discuss a variety of Quaternary
studies that have in common the geologic
time that marks the appearance and
development of man. They represented
a broad range of disciplines—anthropol
ogy, archeology, zoology, geology, and
geography.
"We have a lot in common," says
|LQUA founder Leon Follmer, geologist in
the ISGS Quaternary Framework Stud
ies, "but we don't often have the time or
opportunity to get together. So we use
the group as a sounding board for new
plans, ideas, or problems." —eal
Leon Follmer and Jack Masters, geologist in the Industrial Minerals and Met
als Section, show the group a quartzfeldspar biotite gneiss found by an Illi
noian while vacationing in the Appalachian Mountains in North Carolina.
Thought to be an Indian artifact, the rock was brought to the Survey to be
identified.
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Drilling is the only way to find out
what really lies under the ground
The drill rig bored deeper into the ground,
going through layers of sand, gravel, silt,
and clay deposited ("stacked") by glacial
ice, wind, and water on top of the bedrock.
"Drilling is essential to mapping the
geology we can't see-materials beneath
the earth's surface." Myrna Killey, ISGS
field mapper, had to raise her voice so it
Carried over the noise. "We refer to this
as a sequence or succession of strati
graphic units," she shrugged, "which sim
ply means layers of rocks."
Last summer, ISGS scientists spent
several days drilling and pulling core from
a test hole near Monticello in Piatt
County. To finish up geologic mapping of
the Champaign 30x60-minute quadran
gle, the ISGS team needed more data.
The site was on the northern edge of the
buried Mahomet Valley, carved into bed
rock by glacial meltwater and filled with
more than 200 feet of glacial materials.
They planned to drill through 270 feet of
these materials and into bedrock.
"We base our expections of what we'll
find on data from nearby wells and core
samples, but it's a judgment call," said
Killey. "Drilling is the only way to find out
how close our best judgment is to what
really lies here."
John Kempton, principal investigator
• for the project, arrived in time to watch
the drillers pull a 10-foot core, about 2%
inches in diameter, from an interval 38 to
48 feet deep. He also got a chance to
watch Randy Locke, his intern from the
University of lowa, go into action.
"We'll describe the core and test it for
texture, moisture, and density right here
in the field. Then we'll Send it back to the
lab for more tests," Locke said, as he
helped lay it out on plastic wrap and
scrape off the drilling mud. If the core
breaks apart, it's likely to be sand and
gravel. Core that holds together is largely
clay and silt.
"Fresh, undisturbed samples tell us
precisely what the materials are like in
place—a certain grain size, clay mineral
Content, carbonates, structure, Color...."
Kempton tapped the core. "Here's a real
change in color. Green to gray-definite
Avidence of weathering. Probably an
ancient soil, part of the old landscape of
|linois about 20,000 years ago. I thought
his material might be a little deeper. But
that's why we drill—because we're not
sure."
When geologists start to assemble
data, for example, to map the boundaries
of a sand and gravel aquifer (such as the
water-yielding Mahomet Sand at this
site), it's almost impossible to be sure
that the sand and gravel found in one drill
hole is the same deposit found in another
hole several miles away. So they try to
get the information indirectly by tracing
glacial tills, the fine grained silts and clays
(mixed with some sand and gravel) that
melting ice deposited long ago. Tills are
best for tracing (technically called "correla
tion') because they retain distinctive char
acteristics Over wide areas.
"A certain til
l keeps popping up in
different places." Kempton spread his
fingers, then locked them together like
gears meshing. "Then it's just a matter of
matching sequences—bundles of similar
sequences with similar units. In the end,
we get a picture of how the tills and the
sands and gravels are related throughout
the region." continued on p
.
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If you were to journey
to the center of Illinois,
where would you be?
M
-
. . .34 • el.
######
Chestnut. . . . . . . . .
Not surprisingly, in a corn field. The field
is located 1 mile southwest of the village
of Chestnut and 400 yards south of Illi
nois highway 54, in Logan County.
To be exact, the state's geographic
Center is latitude 40° 2' 38.4" north and
longitude 89° 11'45.6° west. These coord
inates identify the center of the land mass
of Illinois, excluding Lake Michigan. The
computer-based Geographic Information
System (GIS) at the ISGS pinpointed the
center of Illinois within about 50 feet, as
indicated by the latitude and longitude to
the nearest tenth of a Second.
To locate the center, the ISGS Com
puter Research and Service Section, re
trieved a digital outline of the state (called
a polygon) from the GIS and calculated
the centroid longitude and latitude of the
state b
y giving a weighted value to al
l
parts of Illinois.
Chestnut residents are delighted their
hamlet is the closest community to the
geographic center of the state. They plan
to mark the site with a monument. —eal

National Geologic Mapping Act
Gets top billing
with State Geological
Surveys
When the Act became law in May 1992,
the federal government officially recog
nized what the states have known all
along: cooperative geologic mapping
rates top priority.
The Act authorizes federal matching
funds for State Geological Surveys that
participate in cooperative programs for
mapping the geology within their borders.
To help meet the requirements, states
need to set up advisory committees to
work with their geological surveys to de
velop orderly, comprehensive plans.
"Illinois was one of the first states to
get organized, making sure that the inter
ests of al
l parties with mapping needs
were taken into account," says Don
ISGS Geologic Mapping Priorities
FY 93
1 Champaign 30x60-minute quadrangle
2 Memet, Reevesville, and Brownfield
7.5-minute quadrangles
FY 94
3 Kane Co. 7 Peoria CO.
4 St. Clair Co. 8 Madison Co.
5 Union CO. 9 Alexander Co.
6 McHenry Co. 10 Lake Co.
McKay, head of ISGS Geologic Mapping
and Framework Studies. Back in July
1989, the Illinois Geologic Mapping Advi
sory Committee (IGMAC) formed to as
sist the ISGS. Volunteers from industry,
universities, professional societies, trade
associations, consultants, and State and
federal agencies have been meeting, as
the Act now specifies, to weigh needs
and set priorities.
30x60-minute quad, where we're develop
ing methods for mapping the thick glacial
deposits that cover much of the state."
(See page 1
,
this issue.)
Counties are the next targets. For field
mapping and recording data, the ISGS
will still use the 7.5-minute quadrangles
(1:24,000 scale, or 1 inch on the map
equals about 2,000 feet on the ground).
But publishing will be geared to the
What earthly use is a geologic map?
A road map shows you where to go and what to avoid—if it's got
enough details and covers the territory. The principle is the same
for a geologic map, only it will show you what sort of ground
you're covering, and what materials lie beneath the surface and
deeper. It doesn't matter whether you're installing a septic system
or siting a landfill, excavating a basement or the Chicago deep
tunnel, digging a gravel pit 50 feet thick or quarrying limestone
blocks at 300 feet deep, building a house or planning an
industrial complex, reclaiming a strip mine or dealing with subsi
dence over a deep coal mine—or just worrying about pesticides
getting into your water supply. You'll find good uses for an up-to
date geologic map.
McKay has boiled down the 23 factors
used in Illinois' needs assessment to his
top ten reasons for geologic mapping:
1 identify and protect groundwater
reSOUrces
2 locate coal, oil, gas and other
minerals
3 assess the risk of natural hazards,
ranging from earthquakes and land
slides to Coastal erosion
analyze suitability of land for various
USes
evaluate sites for waste disposal
Select sites for industrial
development
assess pollution potential
add to knowledge of Earth's history
understand environmental inter
actions and impacts
10 educate!
Geologic Mapping for the Future of Illi
nois (ISGS Special Report 1), published
in the spring of 1992, presents the full
program proposed by Illinois. According
to McKay, the U.S. Geological Survey
recognizes our program as a model.
"Our first priority is to follow through
on the cooperative USGS-SGS program
that began in 1985 and has been continu
ously funded since then," says McKay.
"Mapping will continue in the southern Illi
nois quadrangles. We'll also wrap up the
last year of mapping in the Champaign
4
::
county level, at a scale of 1:100,000,
which means that 1 inch on the printed
sheet stands for slightly more than 1.5
miles on the landscape.
According to ISGS geologist, Dick
Berg, who specializes in mapping method
ology, "Once we've done our mapping at
the 7.5-minute quadrangle scale, which
captures a lo
t
of detail, then we can publish
maps at the smaller 1:100,000 scale with
very little or no loss of information. We
can show something very small, for exam
ple, a 20 to 40 acre area."
The big picture
People responsible for regional land-use
planning and development have been
well supplied over the years with maps
produced by the Illinois State Geological
Survey. The geologic framework of the
state has been completely mapped at a
scale of 1:500,000 (1 inch = about 8
miles).
"We've done enough regional work to
give us insight into setting priorities for
the state, according to McKay's top ten
factors," Berg says. "That's the advan
tage for Illinois in putting together a pro
posal."
The ISGS proposal has already been
submitted for review by the USGS and a
panel that will include five of the State
Geologists. Competition will be keen.

The appropriated $1.34 million for FY93
Comes nowhere near the authorized fund
ing of $15 million.
Public good
Last but not least, as McKay points out,
the benefits of geologic mapping are ex
pected to outweigh the costs by at least
1O to 1.
He has the facts to back him up. The
benefit-cost ratio of geologic mapping
was documented by ISGS economist,
Subhash Bhagwat, and Berg in a study of
Boone and Winnebago Counties (ISGS
Circular 549). In these northern Illinois
counties, geologic maps are now avail
able for environmental planning and
remedial action, zoning decisions in land
use planning, geological consulting, water
well drilling, mineral resource exploration,
and education. But only a few of the bene
fits of using maps in these ways can be
readily estimated.
Bhagwat and Berg confined their
study to the known and estimated costs
for clean-up of waste disposal and con
taminated industrial sites-Costs that
could have been avoided. The more-than
reasonable assumption is that consulting
geologic maps before making land-use
decisions could help prevent costly mis
takes.
"Best of all," Berg says, "was what
happened after we published all the infor
mation on geology-for-planning in Boone
and Winnebago Counties. When we went
back, we found teachers using our maps
and Circular 531 in class. Kids were
learning about geology and groundwater
in their own backyards—geology that
directly applies to their lives."
There's no better reason for geologic
mapping. —ew
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One stratigraphic test hole won't give
Kempton and his researchers the data to
fit together the whole regional geologic
framework. They'll drill other test holes in
the Champaign Quadrangle, then com
pare what they find with drillers' logs and
sample cuttings from wells throughout the
region. Drafting cross sections (like road
cuts, only below the ground surface) and
constructing geologic maps comes only
after they're sure of their facts—and their
interpretation of the facts.
Geologists wrap core in plas
tic for transport to the lab.
Back at the drilling site, the work day
ended. Converting the hole to an observa
tion well was not considered because
monitoring of ongoing conditions, such as
groundwater flow, was not needed. Dril
lers mixed mud and cement, then filled
the hole to within a few feet of the Sur
face. At the top, they packed in top soil
and cuttings from the hole.
When ISGS field geologists leave a
site, you can hardly tell they've been there.-bw & ew
Randy Locke, ISGS geologic mapping
intern, made a good impression on John
Kempton, his mentor for the summer of
1992. As a graduate student in geology
at the University of lowa, Locke needed
some practical experience. Kempton
signed him on for cooperative USGS/
ISGS mapping of the Champaign Quad
rangle, extending from Paxton in the
northeast to Bloomington in the north
west, Maroa in the southwest, and Sidney
in the SOutheast.
Locke, helping with the advance work,
showed sensitivity in dealing with land
owners. Out in the field, his first job was
getting to the site before the drillers, so
there would be no question about where
to locate the test hole. When drilling got
underway, he described, measured, and
tested the cores for moisture content as
well as other field parameters. Lab tests
were performed back at the ISGS. Finally,
after compiling the field and lab data with
well logs on file at the ISGS, Locke
crafted cross sections for the quadrangle.
Last summer's opportunity was made
possible through a program supported by
the USGS, the Association of American
State Geologists, the National Association
of Geology Teachers (NAGT), and the
|SGS and other State Geological Sur
veys. Interns are mostly, although not
exclusively, graduate students. Instead
of college credit, participants get training,
experience, and insight into a field of
geology that interests them. Candidates
for these internships are selected from
among the top-ranked students in geo
logic field mapping courses. Field course
directors Send their nominations to the
NAGT, which matches the nominees with
positions offered by the USGS and some
State Geological Surveys.
It's a good deal for everyone involved,
as Kempton will testify. He found Locke's
enthusiasm and confidence reassuring
for the future of the geologic profession.
"Randy's willingness to assume respon
siblities was more than helpful to me and
the project. It was critical to accomplish
ing several of our goals." —mjh & ew

Outcrops – good analogs
for the subsurface
If oil lies 1,000–3,000 feet deep in the Illinois Basin,
why are ISGS petroleum geologists studying outcrops?
"Outcrops are good analogs for the sub
surface," says Robert Cole, sedimentary
geologist in the ISGS Improved Oil Recov
ery Program. He and petroleum engineer,
Dennis Haggerty, have been studying the
300-million-year old Cypress Sandstone. At
depth, it's a major producer of oi
l
in the Illi
nois Basin. At the surface, exposed in four
parallel roadcuts along Interstate 57 in
Union County, it's a great opportunity for
a detailed, hands-on investigation.
"An outcrop study is not just a cheap
alternative to acquiring oi
l
reservoir data by
drilling," according to Cole, who's an old
hand at this. For his Ph.D., he studied out
crops of the Aux Vases Sandstone (another
oi
l producer, when it's deep below the sur
face) in Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, and Mis
Souri. "Outcrops show us how rocks are
distributed horizontally in the subsurface.
You can't see that with just drilling, even
with wells spaced 660 feet apart—which is
oi
l
well spacing in this state."
Case in point: in the late 1980s, a major
oi
l company planned to recover the oi
l
remaining in the Cypress sandstones of a
Lawrence County field. They set up an
elaborate waterflood operation and injected
water down some wells in hopes of forcing
oi
l
out of others. It failed. Despite all the core
taken during drilling, they didn't understand
that the reservoir sandstones were not con
nected. What's Called "COmmunication"
between oil wells did not exist.
The problem would be obvious to anyone
observing the I-57 outcrops, where no sand
Stone bed extends as far as 660 feet and
some pinch out in less than 50 feet. Why
does the character of the Cypress sand
stone change so dramatically over short
distances?
The working hypothesis is "depositional
heterogeneity." In other words, about 300
million years ago in the area now called the
Illinois Basin, sand, clay, and other sedi
ments were laid down in complex patterns
by complex processes. If |SGS researchers
can figure out what happened so long ago,
they can offer sound reasons for the variable
productivity of some oi
l
reservoirs in the
Cypress Sandstone. The whole idea is to
develop a model of how sediments were
deposited and pass it on to people drilling
for oil.
Analogs and the ancient landscape
The I-57 Cypress outcrops, lying near the
present rim of the Illinois Basin, were left
high and dry as layers of younger rocks on
top of them weathered away over the years.
The rocks contain fossils and other sedimen
tary features, which to the practiced eye,
reveal useful information about oil reservoir
development. In fact, interpreting sedimen
tary features on the outcrop has led to many
a discovery of oil.
What was happening in the basin environ
ment before Sand, mud, and other sedi
ments compacted and cemented into sand
Stone, Shale, and limestone is "recorded" in
these sedimentary features. Cole can point
Out where Ocean tides Once Scoured out a
channel then filled it again with sand (tidal
channels, scour-and-fill intervals), where
fingers of clay were deposited after a storm,
where one sheet of sand swept across
another (crossbeds), and where water left
ripple and ril
l
marks.
"Go to the beach today and you can see
sedimentary features forming," Cole says,
getting back to the topic of analogs. Geol
ogists study how sediments accumulate and
how separate layers develop in the rivers,
lakes, and oceans of today. Then they apply
what they've learned to determine the rate,

Dennis Haggerty, taking a
core plug, gets help from
another ISGS petroleum
engineer, Steve Sim, who
uses water to cool the bit.
(nght) Bob Cole uses his
hammer to expose a fresh
surface on the roadcut lying
east of the northbound lane
of I-57.
Supply, and direction of sedimentation in
similar settings of the past.
"We relate the products we see to the
processes that formed them," Cole says.
'Let's assume, for example, that the Illinois
Basin was once a delta with a big river mi
grating back and forth, dumping sediment
into the embayment. We'd expect to find al
l
kinds and Sizes of Sediments—Sand, silt,
clay, maybe even gravels. But what we actu
ally see are clean sandstones with little
trace of mud or clay. The type and distribu
tion of sediments seem to indicate a long,
slowly prograding, sandy shelf in a shallow
Sea.
"We work out depositional environments
So we can logically plan the exploration and
development of oi
l fields," Cole explains,
"and not just drill holes at random."
From July 1991 to March 1992, a team of
SGS petroleum geologists and engineers
Now that the "easy" oil has been
found, outcrop studies are even
more critical for future discover
ies and the recovery of "hard to
get" oil still in the reservoirs
Climbed, cored, and tested the rocks ex
posed along the interstate in Union County.
Each roadcut is about 1,000 feet long and
grades from 27 feet high in the middle to
about 6 feet at either end. To be consistent
with the state regulation that oi
l
wells be 660
feet apart in the Illinois Basin, they marked
off 700 feet on each roadcut and surveyed
in a grid every 50 feet. That gave them 60
Sections.
Cole and Haggerty have to know their
stratigraphy—the names and ages of differ
ent types of rocks (strata) laid down through
millions of years. After identifying and meas
uring each stratigraphic interval, they went
over the section inch by inch, breaking it
down into details of lithology: the composi
tion, Color, and texture of rocks. Cole has
more than 250 pages of descriptions, most
made on site and some made from samples
taken back to the lab.
At the earth's Surface, a 1,000-foot
stretch of sandstone has nothing more valu
able than rainwater flowing through its
cracks and pores. But if it were 1,000 to
3,000 feet underground or deeper, the fluid
Could be oil. Then it would be Critical how
porous the sandstone is (think of a hard
sponge) and how much oi
l
it could hold. Just
as critical is permeability. As Cole explains,
"You can't have oi
l migration, or any fluid
flowing through the rocks, unless the pores
are COnnected."
Haggerty rigged up ladders so they could
move up and down the rocks with ease and
keep their balance while working with the
instruments.
"We expose a fresh surface with a ham
mer, then hold a gamma-ray spectrometer
against the rock to get a reading of how
'clean or clay-free the sandstone is," he
says. "We repeat this every 6 inches up the
rock face." In the same spots, they take
Outcrops show how rocks
are distributed horizontally
in the Subsurface. In the I-57
roadcuts, none of the sand
stone beds (outlined in red)
extend as far as 660 feet –
which is oil well spacing in
this state. Some beds pinch
out in less than 50 feet.
Recognizing this fact
about the Cypress Sand
stone is important for devis
ing strategies to recover
more oi
l
from the Cypress
reservoirs.

readings with a minipermeameter. About
1,800 readings on permeability were
made during more than 15 week-long
trips to the site. Using a rotary hammer,
they cut 106 core plugs, each 4 inches
long and 2 inches in diameter, and took
them back to the ISGS to analyze and
compare their properties with data re
Corded on site.
How good is the connection?
"We can't tell how permeable rock is by
just looking at it," says Haggerty, who
calls himself the "lab aspect," even
though he's shared the field work with
Cole. "Two rocks, both Cypress, can look
the same. One is permeable. The other
seems the same, but it won't produce oil."
In the lab, Haggerty tested for poros
ity, the volume of spaces between sand
grains that make up the rock. Almost
every plug showed the porosity to be
between 15% (okay) and 20% (good).
But even if the rock is porous, the key is
permeability: how well are the pores con
nected?
The minipermeameter used in the field
only gives point readings. Haggerty got
Haggerty in the lab.
more representative data back in the lab,
where he used a gas permeameter with
a special cell called a Hassler Holder to
analyze cylindrical core plugs. His lab
work verified the site readings: "Porosity
is good, but permeability is highly variable
in the Cypress."
Main control
Permeability depends greatly on what
happens to sediments after they are
deposited. Water, temperature, and pres
sure change the character of sedimentary
rocks in some places more than in others.
Salts and chemicals precipitate out of
water that is trapped during deposition or
moves in later (seawater, rainwater, even
waterflood water). Porosity and permeabil
ity decrease as quartz, clay, or calcium
carbonate precipitate, filling in the pore
spaces and passages connecting sand
grains.
The variable oi
l productivity of the
Cypress is only partly explained by the
complex distribution ("geometry," as Cole
puts it) of its sand bodies. The rest of the
explanation is unpredictable permeability.
But it takes more than a few test holes to
show what's controlling oi
l production
from the Cypress.
That's the beauty of an outcrop study.-ew
Cores and more cores bring
Chicago geology to surface
One of the best—if not the best-collec
tion of geologic samples for any major
metropolitan region in the country is now
at the ISGS. So declares Donald Mikulic,
|SGS Industrial Minerals and Mineral Eco
nomics Section, of the more than 161,000
feet of cores donated to the ISGS Sam
ples library by the Metropolitan Water
Reclamation District of Greater Chicago.
"The cores give us an unparalleled
opportunity to study the bedrock geology
of the Chicago metropolitan area," ex
plains Mikulic. "They will enable us to
learn more about the origin, composition,
distribution, and Succession of rock Strata
beneath the city and outlying areas."
Geologists, he points out, have only
two ways of seeing rock buried under
metropolitan infrastructure—the rare ex
posures in quarries or deep excavations,
and cuttings or cores from borings.
"Core samples provide the best way for
examining rock that is completely cov
ered in metropolitan areas like Chicago,"
he says.
Mikulic expects that state geologists
will spend about 3 years conducting strati
graphic studies of the cores and the prop
erties of each stratigraphic unit.
"This research will complement our
studies of other cores and quarries from
the metropolitan area, including cores
After the long haul from Skokie,
a 48-foot trailer truck queues
up at the ISGS to have about
28,000 pounds of core un
loaded. About 35 truckloads
were delivered, amounting to
9,350 crates of core.
obtained from the Superconducting
Super Collider studies."
The COres were drilled in the 1960s
and 1970s to aid in planning sewer sys
tem improvements for Chicago and sur
rounding suburbs.
"They have been studied from an engi
neering standpoint, but not for general
geology," says Mikulic, noting that the
Greater Chicago water reclamation pro
gram concentrated on the intervals that
would be tunneled.
"Not only do the cores provide the
|SGS with an extensive database on the
geology of the entire Chicago metropoli
tan area," concludes Mikulic, "they also
provide an excellent foundation for future
environmental, engineering, and mineral
reSOUrCeS Studies. -eal

Coastal conservation along Lake Michigan
guided by ISGS monitoring
Sand is deposited and carried away
continuously along the shore of Lake
Michigan. Natural dynamics maintain a
delicate balance of erosion and accretion.
But coastal development, such as har
bors, can throw this balance out of kilter.
Sand can get trapped, building up where
it is undesirable, and washing away
where it is critically needed.
"Sand is gradually being depleted
along the Illinois shore of Lake Michigan,"
warns Michael Chrzastowski, an ISGS
coastal geologist. "The causes include
shore-defense structures like revetments
"Conservation and manage
ment of our lakeshore sand
resources will certainly be a
major issue as we enter the
next century."
or bulkheads that prevent bluff erosion,
which contributes Sand to beaches. Also,
large developments such as the North
Point Marina block Southward Sand flow."
Chrzastowski and a team of ISGS
geologists are monitoring the coastal
impacts of two large engineering projects
along the Lake Michigan shoreline
North Point Marina near the Illinois-Wis
Consin State line and Forest Park Beach
at Lake Forest. Large construction pro
jects like these can alter the transporta
tion and deposition of sand near the
shore and the configuration of the shore
line.
"We've been monitoring the effects of
these structures—how they diminish the
lake's sand resources and deprive down
drift property of sand supply," Chrzastow
ski explains. "It might be necessary to
dredge harbor entrances or move sedi
ments around Structures."
Recently, the ISGS team completed
5 years of documenting changes in the
coastal zone at North Point Marina. They
constructed annual maps of the lake-bot
tom configuration and maps showing
yearly trends in sand accretion and ero
sion. Although the U.S. Geological Sur
vey funded the coastal surveys, the
Illinois Department of Conservation is
using the maps and data to decide where
to build new revetments, groins, and jet
ties to protect the shore against erosion,
where to supply sand for beach nourish
ment, and what shoal areas may need to
be dredged.
North Point Marina, the largest on the
Great Lakes, is one of the largest coastal
engineering projects completed on the
Illinois lakeshore in the last several dec
ades. Historically, the shore where the
marina is located has been one of the
most active erosion areas along the
-Illinois coast. Although the marina is a
potential barrier to the southward move
ment of Sand, it has halted recession
along this reach of shore. Coastal wet
lands landward of the facility are also get
ting some protection.
Protecting the beach along Illinois
Beach State Park, which lies directly
South of North Point Marina, is another
reason for monitoring.
"This is the most heavily used of our
state parks," says Chrzastowski, "and the
last remaining natural lakeshore along
the Illinois coast." Data from monitoring
are used to plan for beach nourishment.
This ensures efficient management of
Sand resources at the beach.
The team is into the third year of moni
toring at Forest Park Beach. Sponsored
by the Illinois Department of Transporta
tion (IDOT), Division of Water Resources,
the coastal monitoring program at this
site is primarily a quality assurance/qual
ity control review of the monitoring acitivi
ties conducted the city of Lake Forest.
"Because the entire Illinois Coast
can be affected by what happens locally,"
explains Chrzastowski, "we interpret the
data for potential regional impact. Our
expertise at the ISGS is used to interpret
the coastal processes and to project
future trends of accretion and erosion."
Coastal monitoring is primarily con
ducted on the lake during the summer,
but some monitoring of beach changes
require data collection through al
l
four
seasons. Scientists go out in small boats
equipped with fathometers to measure
water depth and electronic navigation
devices to determine the offshore position
of the boat. They use ground and aerial
photography to help identify erosion and
accretion, and document where beaches
have become narrower or wider through
time. The ISGS also maintains an inven
tory of new shore-defense structures
(revetments, groins, and jetties) built
along the Illinois coast.
Four more years of coastal monitoring
at the North Point Marina is tentatively
planned to begin this summer or fall. The
ISGS will assist the Illinois Department of
Conservation (IDOC) in beach nourish
ment programs and construction of shore
defenses. The two state agencies in
volved in the management of the Illinois
coast, IDOC and IDOT's Division of
Water Resources, recognize the impor
tance of monitoring the shore at large
coastal engineering projects.
"Monitoring helps in planning and
implementing mitigation to offset any
adverse coastal impacts, such as beach
erosion or harbor shoaling," says Chrzas
towski. "Understanding how the coast re
sponds to engineering projects is another
benefit of monitoring." —eal
'
-10- depth (ft) low water datum (LWD)-- June 1991 Shoreline + 2.3 ft LWD-- preconstruction (3/87) shoreline*D erosionC- accretion 1500 ft
500 m
Map of North Point Marina coastal area
shows nearshore changes in erosion and
accretion from June 1990 to June 1991.

Illinois State Geological Survey Publications
Mine Subsidence in Illinois: Facts for
Homeowners, 1993, R.A. Bauer, B.A. Trent,
and P.B. DuMontelle (ISGS Environmental
Geology 144, 16 p., no charge)
Cracks suddenly appear in the foundation,
walls, or ceilings of your home. The ground
around the house also starts to crack. Popping
and snapping can be heard as parts of the
house shift and tilt. Doors and windows jam.
The chimney, porch, or steps pull away from
the house. Water mains break. Gas and Sewer
lines may leak. What's happening?
Your home may be located over an aban
doned coal mine and experiencing some subsi
dence or "sinking" of the land surface. Mine
SubsidenCe is not COmmOn, but homeOwnerS
should be aware of any nearby mines as well
as the causes and consequences of subsi
dence. Then they can decide whether to insure
their homes against possible damage.
Reservoir Heterogeneity and Potential for
Improved Oil Recovery within the Cypress
Formation at Bartelso Field, Clinton
County, Illinois, 1992, S.T. Whitaker and A.K.
Finley (ISGS Illinois Petroleum 137, 40 p., $5)
At Bartelso, the Cypress is a 100-foot-thick
Section of Shales and Sandstones that have
yielded about 2.5 million barrels of oi
l
from 76
wells since 1936. Porosity ranges from 16% to
25% and permeabilities range from 100 to
about 500 millidarcies. Production practices at
Bartelso led to an overall recovery efficiency of
more than 49% for the Cypress.
Secondary recovery methods should be
based on the type of reservoir being exploited.
Each reservoir may need its own waterflood
project. Sweep efficiencies will be affected by
the geometries and internal architecture of the
individual reservoir. As a result, uniformly
Spaced wells on a secondary recovery project
may not efficiently drain multiple reservoirs.
This was probably the case at Bartelso.
Reservoir Characterization and Improved
Oil Recovery from Multiple Bar Sand
stones, Cypress Formation, Tamaroa and
Tamaroa South Fields, Perry County, Illi
nois, 1992, J.P. Grube (ISGS Illinois Petro
leum 138, 49 p., $5)
Understanding compartmentalized reser
voirs and recognizing the potential for forma
tion damage are essential for optimizing hydro
carbon recovery from the multiple Tamaroa
fields. Recovery efficiencies relate to the de
sign and implementation of drilling and devel
opment programs, which in turn, relate to how
well the geology of the reservoirs has been
understood. Also, precautions taken during
drilling, completion, and stimulation should pre
vent formation damage due to diagenetic clay
minerals such as iron Chloritie and kaolinite.
Cumulative production of 768,000 barrels of
oil from all Cypress reservoirs in the Tamaroa
area amounts to about 24% of the 3.2 million
barrels of original oi
l
in place. Recovery effi
ciencies (RE) among the pools range from 5%
to 43%. Given an RE of 43%, recoverable
reserves in the reservoirs are estimated to be
608,000 barrels.
Simple Bouguer Gravity Anomaly Map of
Illinois, 1993, P.C. Heigold, L.D. McGinnis,
C.P. Erwin, and R.P. Kucks (ISGS Illinois Map
1, scale 1:500,000, $3.50)
The map reflects minute variations in the
pull of gravity. The variations result from the
fact that different types of rocks have different
densities, and dense rocks have greater gravi
tational attraction. Uses for the map are many.
At a regional scale, it gives information about
the formation and Character of the earth's
Crust. At the local level, it exhibits anomalies
associated with oil-bearing structures or buried
bedrock valleys filled with water-yielding sand
and gravel.
For a close-up of your part of the state, order
a blueline print of the gravity anomaly map at a
Scale of 1:250,000:
Northwestern Illinois, Latitude 41° to
North Border, Longitude 89°30' to West Bor
der (Open File Series 1993-1a, $2)
Northeastern Illinois, Latitude 41° to
North Border, Longitude 89°30' to East Bor
der (Open File Series 1993-1b, $2)
Northwest-Central Illinois, Latitude 40° to
41°, Longitude 89° to West Border (Open
File Series 1993-1c, $2)
Northeast-Central Illinois, Latitude 40° to
41°, Longitude 89° to East Border (Open File
Series 1993-1d, $2)
Southwest-Central Illinois, Latitude 39°
to 40°, Longitude 89°30' to West Border
(Open File Series 1993-1e, $2)
Southeast-Central Illinois, Latitude 39° to
40°, Longitude 89°30' to East Border (Open
File Series 1993-1f, $2)
Southwestern Illinois, Latitude 38° to 39°,
Longitude 89° to West Border (Open File
Series 1993-19, $2)
Southeastern Illinois, Latitude 38° to 39°,
Longitude 89° to East Border (Open File
Series 1993-1h, $2)
Extreme Southern Illinois, South of Lati
tude 38°(Open File Series 1993-1i, $2)
Total Intensity Magnetic Anomaly Map of
Illinois, 1993, T.G. Hildenbrand, R.P. Kucks,
and P.C. Heigold (ISGS Illinois Map 2
,
scale
1:500,000, $3.50)
Past and present magnetic fields of the
earth are recorded by the polarization or align
ment of magnetic grains in different types of
rocks. Because sedimentary rocks are usually
less susceptible to magnetization than igneous
or metamorphic rocks, a magnetic anomaly
map can be used to "see through" the sedi
mentary rock cover and reveal information on
the thickneSS, Structure, and mineral Content of
crystalline "basement" rocks.
In petroleum exploration, magnetic methods
have been useful for calculating the thickness
of sediments in basins, and also for mapping
features at the top or the "Surface" of the base
ment—features that control structures in overly
ing oil-bearing rocks. In mining exploration,
magnetic methods directly locate ores contain
ing magnetic minerals.
Benefits and Costs of Geologic Mapping in
Illinois: Case Study of Boone and Winne
bago Counties and its Statewide Applicabil
ity, 1991, S.B. Bhagwat and R.C. Berg (ISGS
Circular 549, 40 p., $5)
Using known costs and conservative esti
mates of benefits derived from mapping, Bhag
wat and Berg calculated a range of benefit/
cost (B/C) ratios for the mapping of Boone and
Winnebago Counties. They discovered that, in
the most likely scenario, the benefits of map
ping in this area were up to 27 times greater
than the costs. They then projected B/C values
for the entire State of Illinois and found bene
fits were as much as 3 times greater than
costs in the most likely scenario.
Geologic Mapping for the Future of Illinois,
1992, Illinois State Geological Survey staff
(Special Report 1, 49 p., $4)
Currently only small scale (1:500,000) maps
are available for the entire State. Just how im
portant larger Scale (1:24,000) geologic maps
are for the State's economic development and
environmental protection is documented in this
report. What's also clear is that the ISGS is
well prepared to map Illinois at the larger scale.
You may order publications and maps by
mail (address below) or phone (217) 333
4747.
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1993 Summer Floods Hit Illinois Hard
by Michael Chrzastowski, coastal
geologist and head of Lakes, Streams,
and Wetlands Unit
When it rains long and hard, people
expect some flooding, but no one ex
pected to see the Mississippi River cover
ing the floodplain from bluff to bluff-up
against the boundaries created about
15,000 years ago during the last loe Age.
"The Great Flood of 1993," the most
devastating natural disaster in Illinois his
tory, was an extraordinary event for two
reasons. First, the chances that a flood o
f
this scale will happen in any year are
slim—about one-half of 1%. Second,
because of all the levees to hold back
Flooding stopped traffic on bridges and
roads in Western Illinois. The East Hannibal
bridge across the Mississippi was one of
Several closed because access roads were
under water (July 21).
Sand deposits 3–5 feet thick left by flood waters that damaged grain bins near the breach o
f
the Columbia levee in Monroe County (October 12).
flood water, the Mississippi has not been
free to fil
l
its floodplain for most of this
century. This summer, areas flooded that
haven't been under water in 200 to 300
years. Bigger floods occurred with the
melting of the continental ice sheets, but
this was the biggest flood along the upper
Mississippi since record-keeping began.
The impact on people was what struck
us first.
When the local National Guard unit
called the ISGS to get several sets of
topographic maps to use in emergency
efforts, we filled their request within 1 hour.
On Saturday, July 17, Chief Leighton
decided to personally deliver additional
maps to the Springfield and East St.
Louis command centers. His itinerary
included some critical areas, so I joined
him to collect information for our develop
ing files on this unprecedented flood.
We knew that topo maps would be
helpful. Rivers and streams, levees,
roads, and buildings are all plotted on the
maps, but the key information is con
veyed by contour lines showing the eleva
tions of land surface. Given a prediction
that the river would crest at a certain ele
vation, relief workers could check their
maps to find out which parts of a town
would be under water, which roads were
high enough to get trucks to the levee,
whether the town's water treatment plant
was in danger, and who needed to be
evacuated. And of course, they'd know
where to start sandbagging.
As we passed through the Nutwood
Drainage and Levee District on that
sunny midsummer day, we saw the Illi
nois River, which ordinarily empties into
the Mississippi, backed up, swollen, and
threatening to overtop the Nutwood lev
ee. We arrived in the middle of an impres
sive sandbagging campaign. There were
How geology influences and
impacts flooding is described
in the newly published ISGS
Special Report 2, The Great
Flood of 1993: Geologic Per
spectives on the Flooding
along the Mississippi River
and its Tributaries.
troops of people, al
l ages, from all over,
not just from the valley and nearby up
lands. Some vacationers had traveled out
of their way to lend a hand. They were
working side-by-side with State-organized
volunteers, Illinois Department of Conser
vation staff, and highway crews from the
Illinois Department of continued on p
.
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Never underestimate the power
of moving water
"Rivers undercut and erode, carry great
loads of Sediment and debris, and Collect
what's upstream and drop it far down
stream," warned Beverly Herzog, head of
the ISGS Groundwater Resources and
Protection Section. "To make matters
worse, rivers periodically overflow their
banks, breach levees, and pour across
the floodplain.
Along the 580 river miles of Illinois'
western border in the Summer of 1993, it
was too late for good advice. People liv
ing on the floodplain in relative peace and
quiet for several years probably didn't con
sider their homes in danger. The levees
would hold. Yet when the spring rains
tumed into summer downpours in the up
per Missouri and Mississippi River drain
age basins, rivers throughout the
waterlogged Midwest rose to record highs.
"On an average of every few 100
years, we can expect the river to reach
the levels we saw this summer. That
doesn't mean we're safe next year," she
said. "We have the same chance every
year. It could happen 3 years in a row."
As recently as the 1973 flood on the
Mississippi, the crest at St. Louis reached
just over 43 feet, breaking the 189-year
record by 1 foot. But this year's flooding
was the Worst in historical times. The Mis
sissippi flooded because of heavy rains in
Minnesota and to the West in Nebraska
and lowa. The Illinois River and its tribu
taries (Spoon and Sangamon Rivers),
already high because of spring rain,
Levee-to-levee water, bisected by a line of trees marking the normal width
of a drainage channel (above), contrasts with the overtopped levees of a
nearby channel and flooded farm land (right) near the town of Hillview in the
Illinois River valley, about 40 miles upstream of the confluence of the Missis
sippi and Illinois Rivers.
Flood water on the Mississippi River backed up the Illinois River and its
tributaries for more than 50 miles.
"Water flow, that's what we look for when we go into the field," said Mike Bam
hardt, ISGS sedimentologist. "The water will be pretty clean, if it's just rising up
because the ground can't hold any more. But stripping and carrying away soil
takes rushing water."
Where levees break, thick deposits bury the soil with all its organisms, its fri
ability...." He rubs his fingers together, as if crumbling a clod of soil. "The thick
unit of fresh sediments is not productive—nothing like the fertile soil just buried."
backed up when they couldn't discharge
into the Mississippi. The Rock River
flooded because of rain in the upper
basin but also backed up because of the
swollen Mississippi.
100-year, 500-year, and bigger floods
as far back as the last lce Age (about
15,000 years ago) have strongly affected
- __
the terrain, the course and capacity of
stream channels, and the sediments along
rivers in this region, according to Herzog,
whose area of expertise is hydrogeology
—the science of ground (geo) water
(hydro). "We study the effects of flooding,
but until we see it happening firsthand,"
she admitted, "it's al
l theory." —ew
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"The river normally looks like
a ribbon unwinding," Herzog said. Meandering is the
natural path of a river, through a broad, flat band of fields,
farms, towns, and a few big cities. At high water, the
whole floodplain can turn into the river channel.
Value of topographic maps
Anyone trying to get the whole picture
from the ground was soon frustrated.
"We couldn't see the extent of flooding," said Michael Chrzastowski
(below right). As head of the ISGS Lakes, Streams, and Wetlands pro
gram, he was in charge of a special work group looking into the geologic
aspects of the 1993 flood. "Flooding is a spatial problem. Where and how
far will the water spread? How are flood waters distributed over the flood
plain? The best way to see this is from the air."
Flying over the river valleys in helicopters operated by the Illinois
Department of Transportation (IDOT) or the National Guard, Chrzastowski
and ISGS colleagues not only carried cameras, but also topographic maps.
"You need a 3-D portrayal of land surface so you know in advance
which areas flood at certain elevations and which parts of a town are un
der water at such and such a level." Chrzastowski also found pilots using
the topo maps to figure out the terrain and what lay under the flood wa
ters. Their aviation maps were limited to airports and such flight hazards
as high power lines and transmission towers.
Topographic maps help in plan
ning ahead and orienting relief work
ers, but that's not the extent of their
usefulness. According to Mike Bam
hardt, ISGS sedimentologist, topo
sheets at 1:24,000-scale (1 inch on
the map equals about 2,000 feet on
the ground) will be very useful for
mapping the aftermath. Geologists
plot their data on the 1:24,000-scale
sheets.
"You can actually see small undu
lations on the landscape and pinpoint
them on the map easily. Combined
with aerial photos, you note tree
lines, spot buildings and other cul
tural features, and pinpoint locations
for sampling and measurement of
flood deposits." Barnhardt empha
sized that geologists are particularly
interested in erosion, transportation,
and deposition of sediments. "Map
ping the extent of sedimentation due
Flood water submerged Meyer, 15 miles north of Quincy in Adams County
(see map above), as the Mississippi River covered the 6-mile-wide floodplain
from bluff to bluff (July 21). People living in river valleys not only worry about
-
to flooding will give us a good meas
ure of the geologic processes that
were shaping the land during the
flood." —ew
how high the water will rise, but how far it will spread across the floodplain.
Water, water everywhere
and not a drop to drink
In mid-August, as flood waters receded
along the Mississippi and its tributaries in
northern Illinois, the ISGS began sending re
searchers to key areas, each representing a
different set of geologic conditions.
Dick Berg and Mike Barnhardt, from the
Geologic Mapping Section, focused on the
geologic impact of flooding on island aqui
fers. On Campbells Island in the Mississippi
River just north of Moline and Rock Island,
and on Vandruff Island in the Rock River
about 2 miles from its confluence with the
Mississippi, groundwater protection merged
with a public health issue.
Homeowners cleaning up after the flood
might not understand "geologic impact," but
they knew what it meant to have river water
3 feet deep in the living room. They knew
their wells and septic systems were out of
order, so they couldn't flush their toilets, let
alone drink the water.
Contamination was on everybody's mind.
Public health departments were telling peo
ple: "Sample your water before using it.
Come in and get a bottle. We'll test it for
free. We'll also show you how to decontami
nate." -
Many of the wells on Vandruff and Camp
bells Islands are shallow, less than 20 to 30
feet deep. Residents chlorinated their wells,
waited a few days, then sampled and found
the Water tested "clean."
"Later, we came in
,
sampled, and found
coliform bacteria—basically from sewage,"
Berg said. "Pumping wells were probably
pulling in contamination from standing water.
It's as if there were plumes of contamination
moving through the aquifer."
On Vandruff Island, Berg and Barnhardt
along with hydrogeologist Beverly Herzog
and geologist Matt Riggs sampled seven
water wells and two ponds (surface water),
and also took one sample from the river. On
Campbells Island, Berg and Barnhardt
checked out water wells at the request of the
public health department: 60% of the wells
had been under water, and samples taken
by homeowners tested "dirty." Some wells
had to be disinfected three or four times be
fore they came out clean.
"People blamed the flood for contamina
tion, but it might have been there before,"
said Berg. "Maybe it was an old problem
caused by a neighbor’s septic field."
"We had no background, no preflood
data," Barnhardt added. In October, he and
mapping assistant Madalene Cartwright
looked through records at the Rock Island
Public Health Department, thanks to the help
of Paul Guse, head of the Environmental
Health Division. Unfortunately, only one per
son had tested his well in the year before the
flood. As Barnhardt put it: "There's no way to
show cause and effect."
"Sampling shallow sediments is another
way to come at the problem," he said. Camp
bells Island did not offer great potential for
"Most people know about
erosion, but what about its
opposite?" Barnhardt asked.
"Whatever gets picked up
and carried by water gets
deposited somewhere."
About 5 inches of silty
clay was left by backwater
flooding in the Vandruff Is
land area, when the bloated
Mississippi blocked the flow
of the ROCk River. Barnhardt
(left) and Matt Riggs packed
soil clods into plastic bags
for safe transport back to an
ISGS lab. The sediments
tested fairly "clean."
continued from p
.
1 Transportation. Evel
one was exhausted after filling, hauling, an
stacking sandbags for days. Word was th
a
the river was going to rise higher than th
e
levee, so the sandbagging was a race
against time.
The next morning, Sunday, July 18, th
e
south end of the levee was overtopped an
breached. The Nutwood Drainage and Le
District flooded, submerging farm land,
roads, houses, the town of East Hardin, an
part of the town of Nutwood. Many people
lost everything. Again and again during tw
:
long summer months of 1993, we witnesse
similar events—levees overtopped,
breached, and land flooded. In the human
view, the Great Flood was truly a tragedy.
The impact of the river on the land struc
us next. In late August into mid-September
as the flood waters started to recede, ISGS
geologists were already in the field. Some
us headed northwest along the Mississipp
and tributaries, such as the Rock River, 0.
ers went west to the Illinois River valley,
south to the area near Valmeyer, Prained
Rocher, and farther south to Cairo. Knowir
the power of moving water and how much
sediment it can erode and transport, noon
expected to have trouble locating evidence
deposition. But at the margins of the flood
al
l
we saw was corn plant debris trapped if
fences or "beached" along high waterlines
It wasn't until October, when the water
had receded farther, that we saw the full
effects of erosion at the levee breaks. Deč
scour holes lay at the base of the breaché
Troughs and gullies scored the face 0.
the floodplain. Downcurrent from the levee
breaches and great scour holes, we found
sediment study—so much debris but no
t
much sediment. Water rushing over the
island was never impounded. So Bergant
Barnhardt took their study farther south.
When they crossed the Rock River to Wan
druff Island, they found the roads covered
with sediment.
It was a good spot to sample undisturb.
sediments. "Notice the polygonal structure
Bamhardt said, referring to the six-sideds
clods that he, Berg, and Riggs carefully
separated and stored in plastic bags. "dt
this a silty clay, although the cracking and
peeling of the topmost layer suggests ah.
er amount of clay. Probably, there were
three phases of deposition. The lower la
y:
is porous, which we can tell from the ves"
cles—small cavities. It contains a littlemo
sand, indicating an earlier stage of floodin
when the water was moving faster. When
the water slowed down, finer particles Seh
tled Out."
Back at the ISGS, geochemist Ivan K?
pac tested the Vandruff Island water and
sediment samples, which turned out lobe,
fairly clean. Only a trace of atrazine was."
tected in the flood deposits, but that's mo"
than was found in the samples from preo
*—
#massive sand deposits. Sand 3 to 8 feet thick
*Covered hundreds of acres in some areas
*and gave cropland the look of a desert.
, Al
l
the erosion and deposition testified to
the power of moving water. But we also saw
"how different the erosional and depositional
"processes of the 1993 flooding were from
the same processes in a strictly natural situa
*tion. We saw things not documented before.
Our research is thus significant for base
# linedata, as well as for assisting in remedial
actions. We hope to map the distribution and
'thickness of sediments, especially the thick
* Sand deposits that buried farm lands. We'll
*also map the erosional patterns across the
floodplain. By studying subsurface materials
* and features, we hope to determine how
* Sediments and stratigraphy (layers of differ
ent materials below the earth's surface) re
late to weakening and potential failure of lev
ees. If
,
as we suspect, old sand-filled river
channels beneath some levees are suscep
tible to underseepage of water and sedi
ments, we'll be able to say, "Here are the
weak points, so you can engineer for them."
Flood waters inundated private water
wells. Many homeowners found their water
contaminated and took the proper steps to
disinfect their wells, only to find that the con
tamination reappeared shortly afterward. We
hope to continue sampling and monitoring
these Wells to determine whether the COn
tamination is due to flooding or some other
geologic conditions.
As always, the immediate goal of ISGS re
search is to pass useful information along to
Near the Columbia levee breach,
ISGS geologists examine sand 3–6
feet thick, deposited like a large
sandbar or river dune commonly
found along the bottom of river
channels (November 23).
Newly flooded land used to be a
welcome sight just over 100 years
ago. Settlers along the rivers
prayed for floods to bring in nutri
ents and replenish the topsoil.
They'd end up with richer soil. Now
we hold back the floods and use
fertilizer.
State and local officials as well as private de
velopers and landowners. For the long term,
we hope to help people understand their dy
namic Earth. Although geologic processes
are typically slow, a great flood is a geologic
event that increases the rate of many geo
logic processes.
How geology influences and impacts
flooding is described in the newly published
ISGS Special Report 2
,
The Great Flood of
1993: Geologic Perspectives on the Flood
ing along the Mississippi River and Its Tribu
taries. Anyone who witnessed the Midwest's
midsummer flood is not likely to forget that
the 6-mile-wide floodplain, created by the
river over thousands of years, is no relict of
the past. —ew
f
*
Sediments lying below. Rich Cahill, who
tested the water samples for metals, re
#ported: "Nothing to worry about. Metal con
#lentwas well within water quality guidelines."
"The State Health Department checked for
nitrates and bacteria. Water wells tested
Withinhealth limits for nitrates, but several
* Wellswere contaminated with bacteria.
; The episodic contamination of shallow
# aquifers after the flooding on Vandruff Island
faises questions related to public health, but
: Berg admits to scientific curiosity as well.
When the weather clears, the ground thaws,
# andwater levels drop, the wells and sedi
ments on Vandruff Island will be resampled.
O
n Campbells Island, the ISGS will assist
th
e
Rock Island Public Health Department
as it conducts systematic, stratified sampling
of private wells.
"Only the people who were worried tested
their water, so much of the sampling has
been biased," said Barnhardt. "I
t is important
that shallow, deep, old, and new wells, and
$0me Outside the flooded area, are all sam
! Pled so that we can draw some conclusions
about th
e
wells in general.
"i
f wells are still being recontaminated,
We'll tr
y
to find out why. The problem may
turn out to be sanitation, rather than flood
ing." Barnhardt pointed out that last sum
Geologist Matt Riggs takes water samples at a
Vandruff Island home.
mer's floods increased the public's aware
ness of how easily the groundwater in wells
can be contaminated under some condi
tions, whether due to flooding or to septic
fields crowded together. Shallow wells that
draw water from highly permeable materials
such as sand are very susceptible to con
tamination.
Islands on the floodplain
Scouting for evidence of sedimentation and
erosion, Mike Barnhardt and Dick Bergen
countered standing water on fields and
roads behind an unbroken levee. People
could not get in or out of their houses be
cause the roads were impassable. About
30% of the area was under water, even
though the levee was intact.
"Flooding isn't always over a river bank,"
explained Barnhardt. "When the rains keep
on coming, the ground can't soak up any
more water and the creeks can't take any
more runoff. The water table just keeps
rising til
l
houses are cut off, like islands."
And the wells, some only 20 feet deep
like the wells on Vandruff and Campbells
Islands, may also pull in contamination from
standing water. —ew
Geologic Profile
Drilling — stepping stone
to Tim Young’s career in geology
Drilling is not a glamorous job
It means long days in almost any kind of
weather. But drilling is essential to record
ing and studying geology. And no one
knows this better than Tim Young.
"Drilling has definitely increased my
overall knowledge of geology," says
Young. From 1988 until this past summer
he operated the ISGS drilling rig for vari
ous projects such as wetlands mitigation,
mapping, and mine subsidence.
"I learned to tell the different materials
we were drilling into without sampling, to
some degree, by the way the rig reacts to
what it's drilling through. Clay, silt, till, sand
and gravel cause the hydraulic gauges
and actions of the rig to react and sound
differently. That's how well I got to know
the rig," he laughed.
Drilling also increased his knowledge
of aquifers and groundwater. Most ISGS
drilling deals with geologic mapping, hy
drogeology, and the search for aquifers
buried layers of sand, gravel, or other
porous materials that hold groundwater.
The ISGS also installs monitoring wells,
observation wells, and piezometers that
monitor fluctuations in water levels, as
well as water quality.
Why drill? "Drilling is the backbone of
mapping in Illinois," proclaims Leon Foll
mer a paleopedologist who studies an
cient soils and is an advocate and user of
the ISGS drilling service.
"The drill rig is a unique service that
we [geologists] need to carry on re
search. We test and examine new drilling
techniques that commercial drillers don't
want to experiment with such as continu
ous core sampling. Bedrock is easy to
drill through, it's hard and you can get a
nice, even core. But continuous coring
through soil material can be a mess. It's
soft. You don't know what you'll encoun
ter as you drill deeper, but for mapping
we need this geologic information," ex
plains Follmer.
"There was an increasing need for in
house drilling services with better mobil
ity, and that's why the drill was mounted
on a heavy duty truck," says Young who
started as the driller after completing a
geography major at the University of Illinois.
The drill rig, along with a 250 gallon
water tank used for rotary drilling, was re
mounted from a trailer onto a Ford F700
truck for easier access to drilling sites.
The greater weight of the 7-ton truck
compared to the trailer also allows for
6
using the drill rig's hydraulic power more
efficiently.
The rig is used for soil sampling, cor
ing, augering, and rotary drilling. Continu
ous split-spoon sampling is the most
requested drilling method for ISGS re
search, such as geologic mapping. "Con
tinuous split-spoon sampling is popular
because it produces an undisturbed 5
foot section of core, without missing any
of the formation," explains Young. Sam
ples can be extracted down to 75 feet.
Mike Miller, an ISGS environmental
scientist, said that the drill rig is critical to
wetlands studies. "We study the shallow
subsurface to characterize the hydrogeol
ogy of areas for potential wetland sites or
Young prepares to retrieve the continuous
soil sampler from the hollow stem auger.
to confirm the existence of one. To do
this we sometimes have to get into areas
that bigger commercial rigs can't enter."
Close encounters of a different
kind Cows, dogs, trees, mud roads,
Harley riders, blistering heat, subzero
wind-chills, rain, lightning, and bugs can
make drilling an interesting and challeng
ing activity. Young recalled getting the
drill rig to the top of a ridge when he was
in the field with Follmer.
"I had to drive up a very steep, slop
ing, narrow clay road after it had just
rained. The winch had to be hooked to a
tree, while we brought gravel from the
roadside below and put it under the tires
for traction. It took about 4 hours to get
the rig up the hill and planted."
But all that hard work paid off. "From
that drilling site the oldest documented
sediment in Illinois, more than 700,000
years old, was found," exclaimed Follmer.
An ounce of prevention Initially,
Young spent a "major amount of time" up
dating the rig's safety features. "The rig is
over 21 years old and requires a lot of at
tention because it takes a lot of abuse.
So maintaining it is very important. Pre
ventive maintenance is the key to the drill
rig's success and safety record in the
field. Safety is the number one priority."
"Site conditions for some drilling meth
ods can get worse as drilling continues
throughout the day. You have to become
more aware of where you're stepping be
cause of the mud, and your concentration
level increases."
Pinched fingers, getting knocked in
the head, and muscle strains are occupa
tional hazards. Young said that a com
mon misconception about drillers is that
they are missing at least one of their dig
its due to drilling accidents. "Some peo
ple jokingly ask to see my fingers when I
tell them I'm a driller," he laughs as he
holds up his hands wiggling al
l
ten fingers.
Stepping stone "Drilling can be a
stepping stone to other careers in geol
ogy," says Young, who has a new posi
tion as an Assistant Staff Scientist with
Groundwater Resources and Protection.
"Tim's drilling experience has been an
asset to the group. It has helped him to
learn the geophysical side of the logging
that he's now doing out in the field," says
Bev Herzog, senior hydrodgeologist and
his new boss. "He's On the other side of
the drill, in a sense, because he's logging
what he used to drill into."
"I think that the drilling program has
found its niche at the Survey, and I'm
proud that I was part of it." — mih
|SGS checks new
Valmeyer site for geologic hazards
The people of Valmeyer don't trust the
Mississippi River any more. The mighty
waterway, swollen by unrelenting rains
this past summer, overflowed its banks,
flooding the small town twice—first on Au
gust 2 and again on September 10. That
was enough for the townspeople. They
decided to move Valmeyer away from the
floodplain to higher ground.
The site they chose is about 2 miles in
land, on a bluff rising 300 feet above what
remains of the present town. The new lo
cation won't be flooded by the Missis
sippi, but it has potential problems. One
of the biggest worries is a nearby lime
Stone mine. Town officials called in the
ISGS to look at the mine features and
evaluate the geologic characteristics of
the entire 500 acre site.
"The townspeople wanted to be sure
of the eastern extent of the mine. They
didn't want to build out over undermined
areas, which could later collapse, and po
tentially damage their homes again," says
Anne Erdmann, one of eight ISGS geolo
gists who conducted a field investigation
of the proposed site in October 1993. The
scientists looked for potential geologic
hazards that should be considered during
development of the new Valmeyer.
The first step in the investigation was
to pull together existing information—well
logs, borehole data, and area maps. Next,
the team went to the upland site, taking
the drill rig and resistivity equipment.
"We Collected as much information as
we could in two days," says Erdmann.
"We drilled boreholes to examine the sub
surface geology and ran a number of re
sistivity survey lines to determine the
depth to bedrock and the nature of the
bedrock Surface." Scientists walked the
site, which is one of the first level spots
as you come up off the Mississippi flood
plain, to record what was there. With
Steel frame of a mobile home bent around a tree by flood waters in Valmeyer.
maps in hand, they made notations as
they went along. They went into the un
derground mine west of the site to deter
mine whether any part of it was likely to
collapse. The team discussed what they
had collected and drafted maps and cross
Sections of the area.
"The whole project from start to finish
took two weeks," says Erdmann. "This
was a fast turnaround. Everyone was
very cooperative."
What they found
"The people of Valmeyer could build a
beautiful town on this spot," according to
Erdmann. "The gently sloping upland ar
eas are good for construction and the up
per layer of the fine grained earth material
is easy to landscape."
Four potential types of geologic haz
ards identified by Erdmann and her col
leagues were loess, sinkholes, radon,
and undermining.
"The upper 30 feet or so of the site is
composed of loess, a very fine, wind
of raging water that
hit Valmeyer, a vil
lage of 900 people
near St. Louis,
moved some small
homes off their foun
dations. Water re
mained in town for
more than
2 months and de
stroyed most of the
buildings.
On August 2, the wall
blown silt deposit that erodes easily,"
says Erdmann. "So, the town will have to
be very careful about how it disposes of
water. Runoff from lawns could easily
create gullies in the loess, more so than
in areas where loess is thin or absent."
The team recommended that the town
consult the city engineers of Belleville
and Collinsville. "They are familiar with
construction practices designed for loess
material," says Erdmann.
The new location is also a karst Set
ting, with sinkholes and other collapsed
features that must be avoided during con
struction. "Building a park around a sink
hole that holds water is not a bad idea,"
Erdmann says, but she cautions against
constructing houses next to sinkholes be
cause, "the sinkholes could enlarge."
The ISGS provided the town with a
map of 14 possible sinkholes, but the sci
entists made it clear there might be more
and that others could develop.
"The presence of radon in homes was
also a concern, but we didn't rate this as
very hazardous in the area," Erdmann says.
It turns out that Valmeyer residents do
not have to worry about the limestone
mine either. The mine doesn't touch the
proposed town site at all at present. "But
if mining continues under the town site,
there is a remote possibility of subsi
dence," warns Erdmann.
"While the townspeople were con
cerned about aspects of mining under the
new town site," says Erdmann, "we are
more concerned about other potential
problems, such as buried karst features
and erodible loess.
Erdmann went to a Valmeyer town
meeting in December. She reports, "They
voted to relocate no matter what." —eal
Flooding helps in
search for new Wetland sites
Key question — is the water
table high enough?
Flooding along the Mississippi River in
the summer of 1993 unexpectedly as
sisted ISGS studies of two wetland sites.
Jim Miner, geologist in the ISGS
Lakes, Streams, and Wetlands Section,
has been working with Nancy Rorick (hy
drogeologist) and Mike Miller (wetlands
project leader) on the evaluation of wet
land mitigation sites for the Illinois Depart
ment of Transportation. IDOT offsets the
impacts of road construction on wetlands
by creating or restoring wetlands nearby.
"Near East Hannibal, construction for
an interstate highway called for a new
bridge just north of the old US 36 bridge."
Miner explained: "There was no way to
avoid going through wetlands. So the law
says they have to develop a new wetland."
A potential site, partly natural wetland
where the water table is normally at the
surface much of the year, was found just
outside East Hannibal on a farm owned
by Tom Campbell. Eight observation
Wells were drilled in November 1992 to
monitor groundwater levels for at least 1
year.
Near St. Louis on the Cahokia Creek
close to South Roxana, the study group
found another site that might be suitable
for mitigation of a road project near Alton.
They installed about ten monitoring wells
and several stage gauges, which meas
ure surface water levels.
The key question: was the water table
at these sites high enough to sustain wet
land vegetation?
"Normally, we monitor sites a long
time before determining the highest
groundwater level. But this summer,
groundwater levels rose rapidly with the
flooding," said Miner, displaying his
graphs of well readings. "We already
have our answers." At the first site, all
On July 7, at the wet
the floodplain here.
wells connected to the Mississippi River,
the regional river system.
At the Cahokia site, some wells
tapped into a perched water table not con
nected to the regional groundwater sys
tem, and other wells penetrated deeper
into a lower aquifer connected to Cahokia
Creek. Readings from the deeper wells
jumped up with the flood, while perched
aquifer wells showed moderate increases.
On July 7, 1993, Miner had checked
the East Hannibal site just a few days be
fore the river broke through the nearby
levee. On October 12, when he headed
south again, the site was finally drying
out. A crust of silty clay sediment was
cracking in some spots; mud almost 6
inches thick was drying out in others.
Campbell's home, like other houses in
the area, was uninhabitable. A septic sys
tem, ripped out of the ground, lay within
50 feet of one well. Sitting in Campbell's
yard was a mobile home that had floated
over the site. On the barn, way up on the
eaves, was the high water mark: 17 feet
of water had covered the floodplain here.
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The monitoring wells came through fine.
The flooding gave Miner, Miller, and
Rorick a basis for making some judg
ments on these sites. The East Hannibal
site is still under consideration as a wet
land because of its link to the regional
groundwater system, a constant and pre
dictable source of water. The Cahokia
Creek site was abandoned because the
perched water table, which relies on pre
cipitation and runoff, is susceptible to
drought. —ew
land study site near
East Hannibal, hydro
geologist Dave Larson
(left) and Jim Miner
measured the water
levels in the monitor
ing wells. A few days
later, the Mississippi
River broke through
the nearby levee: 17
feet of water covered
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Karst Map Project to Aid Groundwater Hegulators
About 5% of Illinois is like a coffee pot
without a filter.
When water sinks into the ground, a
process similar to a dripping coffee pot,
soil and other consolidated materials
usually act as a filter.
But when porous, permeable lime
stone and dolomite — carbonate rock —
occurs near the surface, the area is sub
ject to solution and cavity formation.
Those processes can form open caverns,
fissures and sinkholes – karst terrain.
Karst areas make it easy for storm
runoff and streams to "sink" into the
ground through sinkholes and fissures,
and travel through subterranean pas
sages. Sinkholes, caves and large
springs are typical features of karst ter
rain. Rapid drainage of surface water into
fissures means that water is filtered very
little, if at all, and contaminants, such as
pesticides and animal and human
wastes, get into aquifers.
Because of the danger of aquifer con
tamination — not to mention house-Swal
lowing sinkholes — two ISGS scientists
have been mapping karst areas. Sam
Panno and Pius Weibel head a 2-year
project funded by the Illinois Groundwater
Consortium, a group that includes the
ISGS, Illinois State Water Survey, South
ern Illinois University, and the University
of Illinois.
Karst terrain is mostly in Illinois' west,
South, Southwest and northwest areas.
ISGS scientist Sam Panno, cen
ter, gathers samples for a study
of groundwater quality in Mon
roe County. He is assisted by
Joan Bade, left, of the Monroe
Randolph Counties Health
Department, and Ivan Krapac,
an ISGS Scientist.
The South and Southwest have the dens
est concentrations. Maps of the karst
areas are expected to be printed later this
year and will be available to state and
local officials for planning groundwater
standards.
Water contamination is acute in the
sinkhole plain, rural Monroe County south
of the St. Louis metro-area, and a portion
of St. Clair County. Because Monroe
County isn't far from St. Louis, housing
developments are increasing and that
means more people will need water. A lot
of the groundwater there is contaminated.
"People are building in those areas
and some people are continued on p. 2
-
:
Karst terrain: a limestone bluff adjacent to Fountain Creek near Waterloo in Monroe County.
Blimp Tracks Water Infiltration at Landfill
No, that's not the Goodyear Blimp.
But the ISGS, using aerial photography, has
teamed up with the City of Urbana to study how
water enters the Urbana landill, located north
east of the city.
The 18-foot, helium-filled blimp's thermal
infrared cameras filmed the landfill in May. The
photos are expected to reveal where water, af
ter being contaminated by garbage, is leaking
Out of the landfill.
"We'll produce a very accurate, high-resolu
tion topographical map," said Chris Stohr, ISGS
engineering geologist. "From that we'll know the
watershed — how much of an area is collecting
water. We'll use thermal-infrared technology to
determine the areas in which water is infiltrating
quickly and which areas it is infiltrating more
slowly."
The blimp Stohr used was provided by
Hi-Shots Aerial Photography of Salem.
Stohr is working on the project with scien
tists from the geology departments at Western
Michigan University in Kalamazoo and Bowling
Green State University in Ohio. Members of the
Ul Agronomy Department are also participating.
Stohr said he is still analyzing results and
plans to meet with other scientists on the project.
continued from p. 1 using sinkholes as sep
tic systems," Panno said. "They run their
septic effluent directly into the sinkhole."
Once in the sinkhole, waste is well On
its way to an aquifer — and to people's
wells. Deep wells are no guarantee water
will be spared contamination.
"One woman we spoke to lived in a
development surrounded by sinkholes
and had a well 200 feet deep," Panno
said. "She and two of her neighbors had
cloudy water when it rained and pieces of
mud coming out in the (kitchen) sink.
They can't drink their water."
Many people in that area drink bottled
water, Panno added, but some still drink
from their Wells.
"Over half the wells (in Monroe
County) are contaminated with unaccept
able levels of bacteria, and one of every
20 wells has high levels of nitrate," Panno
said. "It's more subtle than having mud
coming out of your plumbing, but you
shouldn't drink the water."
The demand for water in the Monroe
County area is expected to increase be
cause road improvements have made
driving to St. Louis quicker, according to
Panno. More people are expecting to
work in the St. Louis area but live in new
housing developments in Monroe and St.
Clair counties.
"They're putting houses on ridges
between sinkholes in a lot of areas,"
Panno Said. "All the houses have a well
and septic system. So, they're contribut
ing to the bacterial contamination in the
shallow aquifers, and even in the deeper
aquifers." —mg
Fountain Creek littered with boulders of lime
stone that broke away from an adjacent bluff.
Coal Byproduct May Be Future Revenue Source
Research by ISGS scientists has shown
that the residue, or fines, from mined Illi
nois coal can be used to make a cleaner
burning fuel. Some day, this often dis
carded byproduct could make coal com
panies extra money.
Most utility companies, the major cus
tomers for Illinois coal, accept only limited
amounts of fines, which represent about
5% of the state's coal production annu
ally. Most fines are discarded because
they are high in moisture and ash and
don't burn Well.
But While most Illinois Coal contains
2.5% or more of sulfur, the fines generally
Contain somewhat smaller amounts after
being cleaned.
Fines, combined with calcium hydrox
ide as a binding agent, can be formed
into pellets as small as 3/16 to as large
as 3/4 inches, according to John Lytle,
senior chemical engineer and head of the
John Lytle, head of the
Minerals Engineering
Section, examines pel
lets produced by the
California Pellef Mill in
the background. The
Small machine simulates
the pellet production
process of industrial
mills.
ISGS Minerals Engineering Section. Cal
cium hydroxide acts as a sulfur-capturing
sorbent. Pellets can be used in place of
coarse coal in a stoker boiler or in a
fluidized-bed boiler (upward flow of air
that keeps coal particles in motion), or
they can be transported to a utility and
burned in a pulverized-coal fired boiler.
Pellet production, combustion testing
and analyses of potential markets for the
pellets are al
l part of the ISGS program.
Pelletization research is funded by the Illi
nois Clean Coal Institute.
Results from recent pilot-scale pulver
ized coal combustion tests conducted at
the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency showed that nearly 55% of the
sulfur in coal can be captured when the
amount of calcium hydroxide molecules
in the pellets are 2.6 times the molecules
of sulfur dioxide.
"This level of sulfur capture was higher
than we expected," Lytle said, "although
previous results from fluidized-bed testing
were promising. Coal pellets may turn out
to be more valuable than coal, especially
when they're pelletized with calcium hy
droxide. Depending on how the pellets
are burned, and how much SOrbent is
added, you can capture from 30% to 90%
of the Sulfur."
At the 55% level of capture, pellets
made with fines from low-sulfur Illinois
coals would comply with the most strin
gent requirements of the Clean Air Act
Amendments, which require the nation's
coal-burning utilities to reduce sulfur emis
sions to 2.5 pounds of sulfur dioxide per
million Btu (British thermal units) by 1995
and to less than 1.2 pounds by 2000.
"The environment for the Illinois Coal
industry is becoming more and more
competitive," said David Rapp, an ISGS
engineer. "Coal producers are continually
under pressure to reduce costs. We are
investigating pelletization of coal fines
as a near-term solution for improving
the cost-competitiveness of the overall
mining operation."
Pelletization of coal is not a new
approach. Other binders, such as corn
starch, have been successfully tested,
but the calcium hydroxide presents some
advantages, according to Lytle.
"In addition to helping to control sulfur
emission problems, it makes coal pellets
ISGS engineer David Rapp working with coal
residue, called fines, that will be formed into
pellets.
stronger, and they get better with age,"
Lytle said. "Calcium hydroxide in the pel
lets gradually reacts with carbon dioxide
in the air to form a cementing matrix of
calcium carbonate, which hardens and
improves the weatherability of the pellets.
They're stable, easily handled, and can
be used much like coal." —mg
S
Unsullied Wetlands Site Basis for State Standards
If the movie "Field of Dreams" depicted
wetlands in Illinois instead of fantasy
baseball in lowa, the mysterious voice in
the corn field might have whispered, "I
f
you build it will they come?"
A pristine ball diamond was built in the
movie and ghostly ballplayers did indeed
Come. But can Illinois "build" Wetlands
that have healthy plants, soil and water,
and that attract the animals and other
creatures natural wetlands support?
ISGS and Illinois Natural History Sur
vey (INHS) scientists have data on water
and plant quality from 14 seep communi
ties in Vermilion County watersheds of
the Vermilion River and the Middle Fork
of the Vermilion. Seeps, also called seep
age springs, are areas where groundwa
ter percolates slowly to the surface
through porous material such as gravel
and sand. Data on the seeps, which can
form wetlands, are expected to guide wet
lands management.
"We want to develop a database from
relatively undisturbed wetlands like this
one so that when we go to other wetlands
around the state we can say whether they
fall into the range of nitrates or phosphates
munity requires a certain amount of cal
cium or magnesium, for example."
The Geological and Natural History
Surveys have contracts with the Illinois
Department of Transportation to assess
wetlands affected by road construction.
The Natural History Survey checks vege
tation quality and the Geological Survey
checks the water. A lot of the road work
in the state is occurring where the state's
wetlands are also concentrated.
"There is only about 10% or less re
maining of the wetlands that were here
before European settlers came in," said
|SGS Scientist Mike Miller. "The Ones left
are mostly along rivers — the Illinois, the
Kaskaskia, the Mississippi. The major
non-river Wetlands are in northeastern Illi
nois — McHenry, Lake and Du Page
Counties, that whole area. That's where
the major population pressure is and con
sequently that's where they need roads.
"We go in and assess the hydro
geological character of wetlands in the
path of road construction," Miller added.
"I
f
we find that there will be an impact
on the wetlands, state and federal laws
require IDOT to mitigate the site. In those
ISGS geochemist Richard Cahill, left, and INHS botanist Marilyn Morris, check samples from one
of 14 seep communities they studied in Vermilion County near Danville. Seeps are areas where
groundwater percolates to the surface to form wetlands.
"Controlling the salts coming into
these wetlands may become a really criti
cal part of it all," Cahill said. "We get very
high levels of salt up in the Schaumburg
area, for example, and in these natural
areas you don't see any."
The Vermilion County seep sites are
barely affected by people or chemicals,
A lot of road work in the
state is occurring where
the state's Wetlands are
also concentrated.
that we see in the natural systems," said
|SGS Geochemist Richard Cahill.
"When we see something in a con
structed area that is quite different from a
natural system," he added, "we can say if
something's wrong, or we may be able to
tell whether a certain type of plant com
cases we go in and monitor the actual
impact a construction project has on
a wetland for as long as the regulatory
agencies require it for the site."
Salt used to keep roads free of ice is a
major threat to wetlands near road con
struction sites, according to Cahill.
but they are a convenient laboratory for
the scientists who will eventually study
Other Wetlands around the State.
"I
t has been a good place to literally
get our feet wet," Cahill said. "You don't
have to drive al
l
the way to Chicago. You
can drive 40 miles from Champaign.
Logistically, it almost makes the area like
a natural laboratory. How will we know
these IDOT constructed or manipulated
wetlands are going to work without really
knowing how natural systems work?"
Water from the Vermilion County sites
was checked in fall, winter, spring and
Summer for seasonal variations. The
water quality, considered very high by
Cahill, changed little with the seasons.
"Although there were few seasonal
variations," Cahill said, "it was lower in
January for dissolved organic carbon, for
example. Nitrates were higher in January.
There were high levels of sulfate associ
ated with a few of the samples — that
was the only thing that surprised me."
Plant debris, animal excrement, and
fertilizer are possible sources of nitrates
in water. Sulfates in water are often the
result of oxidation of sulfide minerals in
rocks. Decaying plants and animals also
are sources of organic carbon dissolved
into water. But further study is needed,
Cahill said, to know why certain chemi
cals have been found at the seep sites.
Four of the Vermilion County seeps
form wetlands on hillsides and drain into
a ravine, streams or a pond, according to
INHS botanist Marilyn Morris. The remain
ing seeps emerge near the base of a
slope and blend into larger marshes or
forested wetlands.
Water from the Vermilion County
seep sites has been analyzed for pH, tem
perature, nutrients and trace metals.
Vegetation sampling is expected to deter
mine which plants dominate others for
sunlight.
"Seeps are interesting botanically be
cause they're groundwater fed," Morris
said. "Most Illinois wetlands are fed with
the overflow from a river, or they're
Scientists Study How to Restore Wetlands
Wetlands used to be destroyed by farmers, land develop
ers, and municipalities. They were considered a nuisance,
readily drained and cleared for farming, housing develop
ments, and new roads.
But Scientists have discovered wetlands to be a
unique ecosystem, recognized for their plant and animal
diversity and useful function in the landscape.
"We now know that Wetlands Store flood waters and
by doing so they desynchronize the flood crest," says
Jim Miner, an ISGS geologist who studies water-satu
rated areas throughout the state.
Whenever road construction impinges on a wetland in
the state, the Illinois Department of Transportation
(IDOT) must compensate for negative impact by restor
ing former wetland areas or creating new ones.
That's why Miner and a group of colleagues at left are
gathered at a fen in the Hickory Grove Forest Preserve
near Cary in McHenry County. They're discussing what
they know about the site and planning how to restore
water, fauna, and flora to it. Fens are a type of wetland
characterized by waterlogged spongy ground that con
tains decaying vegetation that may develop into peat.
Before the fen in Hickory Grove was drained and
farmed, it was supported by alkaline groundwater dis
charging from a hillside spring. The ditch in the scene at
left was dug to intercept groundwater, cutting off flow to
a portion of the fen.
"You can't restore a wetland if you don't know how it
works," says Miner. Successful creation or restoration,
he says, "requires an understanding of the local geology,
hydrogeologic controls, and geomorphic setting."
To determine how water moves through the fen in
Hickory Grove, Miner and other ISGS scientists studied
the sediments and rocks, ground and surface water, and
surface features. They collected geologic samples to de
lineate the strata and installed monitoring wells to map
groundwater levels and flow paths. —eal
formed when depressions fil
l
with rain
water — that's all surface water."
Nearly 200 plant species, some of
them not typically found in the region,
were discovered at the Vermilion County
seep sites, according to Morris. Grass-of
Parnassus, black ash, swamp saxifrage,
marsh marigold, skunk cabbage and sev
eral sedges were found in the study area.
"There are plants with northern affini
ties," Morris said. "Plants usually found
farther north."
The atypical species thrived in the re
gion thousands of years ago, when it was
colder, according to Morris. The water
from the seeps, which is colder than sur
face water, has helped maintain isolated
examples of the species, which are also
protected from human intrusions because
they are located on slopes difficult to
reach.
Many seeps, Morris added, are nearly
unchanged from the days when Euro
pean settlers arrived in Illinois and
cleared the land for farming and livestock
grazing.
"Very few models or standards based
on natural wetland systems exist for com
parison," Morris said. "A lot of wetland
sites we would create would be fed by
surface water, not groundwater. It would
be helpful to look at high quality surface
water wetlands to gain a better under
standing of water quality standards for a
variety of habitats."
Cahill and other scientists are develop
ing the data needed to set those stand
ards.
"I think in time we will have a nice
study," Cahill said. "The next question is
where we should go now that we have
the Vermilion sites. We'll learn as much
as we can from what we have in Vermil
ion County and then move on to other
sites around the state." —mg
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Recovery Slow from Last Summer's Flood
Life still isn't back to normal for many
people in those Illinois areas devastated
last summer by the most severe flooding
in recorded history.
At the flood's peak, water covered the
Mississippi River floodplain from bluff to
bluff as well as the floodplain of the Illi
nois River, which flows into the Missis
sippi. The people of Valmeyer, a village
south of St. Louis, are moving to high
lands above the bluffs overlooking their
old location, which was flooded. Farmers
in areas where levees broke are still hav
ing sand and other sediment excavated
from fields.
The Mississippi flooded because of
heavy rains in Minnesota and to the west
in Nebraska and Iowa. The Illinois River
and its tributaries, the Spoon and San
gamon rivers, already high because of
spring rain, backed up when they couldn't
discharge into the Mississippi.
People living along or near the 580
river miles of the state's Western border
watched homes being swept away and
submerged by raging flood waters. Water
remained in Valmeyer for more than 2
months. Homes swept off foundations by
the flood were still abandoned as recently
as May in East Hardin, a small village on
the Illinois River about 15 miles north of
where the Mississippi and Illinois rivers
meet.
From the beginning of the flood ISGS
scientists made observations about the
geological impact, said coastal geologist
Michael Chrzastowski, head of the ISGS
Lakes, Streams, and Wetlands Unit.
East Hardin on the Illinois River in early August 1993, when the flood
was at its peak.
A farm near Columbia on the Mississippi River in late May 1994. The farm was flooded last sum
mer when a nearby levee broke. Light areas are sand deposits 3 to 5 feet thick.
"In the early stages our role was one
of gathering information. We came back
to the Geological Survey and identified to
our scientists the things we saw related
to geology," Chrzastowski said. "We
also provided topographic maps to the
National Guard and we organized a flood
response team."
The observations of the response
team, he added, resulted in the published
ISGS Special Report 2
,
The Great Flood
-
foundations.
of 1993: Geological Perspectives on the
Flooding along the Mississippi River and
Its Tributaries.
ISGS scientists also evaluated poten
tial sites for Valmeyer and identified haz
ards such as loess, a very fine windblown
silt deposit, and sinkholes, radon and un
dermining, according to Chrzastowski.
"We performed very important serv
ices at Valmeyer," he said. "We showed
our capabilities for site assessment." —mg
East Hardin in late May 1994. The water is gone but houses remain off
ISGS Estimates Pesticide Contamination in Soils
Pesticide contamination in soils at agri
chemical facilities in Illinois may not be a
serious threat to groundwater. But at
some facilities soil pesticide concentra
tions may be great enough to warrant
cleanup, and remediation costs could run
as high as $96 million.
That's the outcome of a recent study
by ISGS scientists who evaluated the ex
tent of pesticide pollution at 49 retail
agrichemical facilities, randomly selected
from more than 1,200 facilities licensed
by the Illinois Department of Agriculture
(IDOA). At each site, environmental con
sultants collected soil samples at five lo
cations. As many as four samples were
from four depths per location. They tested
822 samples and identified 55 pesticides
from a list of 62. Pesticides were de
tected as deep as 15 feet, but about 50%
of the detections were confined to the Sur
face samples.
"This suggests that in many places the
pesticides have apparently not migrated
downward," says ISGS geochemist Wil
liam Roy.
Atrazine and alachlor, popular for
weed control, were among the ten pesti
cides most frequently detected. Atrazine
and alachlor were also the two COm
pounds that most frequently exceeded the
cleanup objectives for soil contamination
proposed by the Illinois Environmental
Protection Agency (IEPA). Scientists
found chlordane, dieldrin, and DDT,
which have been banned or restricted for
at least 5 years, at more than one-third of
the facilities. This is clear evidence that
these pesticides persist in the environ
ment.
"At these mostly rural facilities, agricul
tural pesticides are mixed, stored, loaded,
and distributed to farmers," says Roy.
"Most have been in business for many
years, so there have probably been some
accidental spills of pesticides and fertili
zers."
The IDOA is concerned that pesticides
spilled at a facility could filter down
through the soil and contaminate ground
water. Guidelines to regulate pollution are
expected. The ISGS is providing the tech
nical information IDOA needs to make
regulatory decisions.
"We're trying to fil
l
the gaps in our
knowledge and generate as much data
as possible to ensure that good science
goes into the regulation process," says
Roy. He and two other ISGS scientists,
Ivan Krapac and Michael Barnhardt, pro
vided the expertise IDOA lacked in geol
ogy, soil chemistry, and groundwater.
"Land application is probably going to
be the cleanup method used most fre
quently, simply because of cost," says
Roy. Land application means digging up
contaminated material and applying it to a
field in a thin enough layer to biodegrade
or be diluted with uncontaminated soil.
"We estimate that On a statewide ba
sis, cleanup using land application may
cost from $8 to $42 million."
Roy says the dollar range is probably
low. The cost was derived by multiplying
tons of contaminated material by dollar
amount per ton to apply the material.
How much is too much?
The IDOA and ISGS scientists are trying
to decide how much of a pesticide is too
much because pesticides were designed
Geochemist William Roy checks soil materials
at an agrichemical storage facility. Samples of
the parking lot gravel-fill are being collected to
test for the presence of pesticides.
to be used in the soil. The cleanup levels
proposed by the IEPA for some pesti
cides in soils were derived from cleanup
levels for pesticides in groundwater. For
example, if the cleanup objective for a
pesticide in groundwater is 3 micrograms
per liter, the cleanup level for the chemi
cal in soil may be 3 micrograms per kilo
gram.
"The trigger levels for soil contamina
tion in Some situations struck us as ex
tremely low," says Roy. "They don't take
into account how these chemicals move
nor how they degrade. So the tactic we
took was to try to factor into the definition
of contamination the fate and transport of
the chemical, which may lower concentra
tions to environmentally acceptable levels."
The scientists conducted computer
assisted transport modeling to simulate
how the chemicals move in the environ
ment. The transport of pesticides was
modeled in the Subsurface at two sites
that were sampled more extensively than
the other 47 agrichemical facility sites.
"Hydraulic conductivity was measured
to get a handle on how groundwater
moves, at what rate and at what gradi
ent," explains Barnhardt. "We input the
information to the model."
The two sites represented the ex
tremes in geological conditions common
to Illinois. One site is over glacial till, a
mixture of sand, silt, and clay deposited
by glacial ice. Groundwater movement in
this material is extremely slow.
"On the basis of this geology, the po
tential for groundwater contamination is
small," explains Roy. Therefore, the soil
cleanup objectives for such an area could
be equivalent to the rate at which pesti
cides are commonly applied to farm
fields. If atrazine, for example, was ap
plied at a rate of 2 pounds per acre, the
cleanup equivalent would be 2,000 micro
grams per kilogram, assuming a depth of
incorporation of 3 inches.
The other site sits on top of sandy ma
terial and the uppermost aquifer is close
to the surface. At this site groundwater
moves fast and the potential for contami
nation is great.
"For areas like this, contamination lev
els proposed by the IEPA are probably
appropriate," says Roy. "About 60% of
the state is covered by areas where the
uppermost aquifer is deep below the sur
face. The potential for groundwater con
tamination from surface sources is low for
much of Illinois. The low soil cleanup ob
jectives may be a little too conservative
for many areas in Illinois. We're propos
ing that trigger levels for pesticide con
tamination in soil be linked, on the basis
of site geology and hydrogeology, to the
potential to contaminate an aquifer below
an agrichemical facility."—eal
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Prospecting for oil in the Illinois Basin?
“The hottest play in the basin," says the
Oil and Gas Section's John Grube,
lapsing into jargon that's natural for him
after 18 years as a petroleum geologist,
“is Waulsortian mounds in the Warsaw."
“Play" is an exploration prospect.
What's “hot” right now is a deeply bur
ied zone of rocks known in the oil indus
try as the “Warsaw." All the right geo
logic conditions have come together:
organic-rich rock that's the source of
oil, porous “reservoir” rock to collect oil,
dense cap rock for sealing oil in the
reservoir, and a key structure for this
exploration model—lime mudstone
mounds.
Long ago, these mounds were high
spots on an ancient sea floor where
marine organisms lived and died, and
where their remains turned into porous
rock that formed reservoirs for oil.
“Waulsortian mounds in other parts
of North America have been prolific oi
l
producers. In Illinois, independent dril
lers were finding new fields in the War
saw in the early 1990s," says Zakaria
Lasemi, carbonate sedimentologist (an
expert on how limestone forms). He
first recognized their significance while
he was involved in basic research On
the “Warsaw" interval, formally known
as the Ullin Limestone. Since his dis
covery, the study has shifted to applied
aspects. The search for Waulsortian
mounds has become the search for oil.
“One geologic consultant in the
basin told me recently, your model
works!" Lasemi smiles, pleased that
the ISGS model is an effective tool for
exploration. “They've found oil."
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Play analysis, not prospecting, is the
Survey’s business
No work, no play Lasemi didn't
have oil in mind last winter when he
started working with geologist Janis
Treworgy, head of the project for creat
ing a network of cross sections of the
Illinois Basin. Combined with geologic
maps, cross sections are useful for
everything from locating mineral depos
its to finding deep, safe places for dis
posal of wastes.-
• . . "
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“Think of cutting through a stack of
pancakes," Treworgy suggests. “That's
like a cross section, which is how a
geologist visualizes rock layers below
ground surface.” She's referring to a
vertical cut through sedimentary rocks
down to about 14,000 feet below the
earth's surface. “Each layer can be a
different type of rock, like buckwheat,
blueberry, and buttermilk pancakes al
l
layered together. Not all layers are
going to be the same thickness. Some
may be broken or folded." Rocks can
also be fractured, warped, twisted, and
folded. “Also, if you had two plates of
pancakes side by side, one of the
stacks could be missing a layer or two,
either because it was left out of the
stack or it was eaten, Or..." she
switched back to rocks, "as geologists
Say, eroded away."
“We try to solve the depositional
history of these rocks,” Lasemi explains.
“Once we know how and where mineral
bearing rocks have been deposited, we
know where to look for them. We can
continued on p
.
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“When are the school kids coming out?”
No sooner had Don Queen, USGS
driller, set up his rig next to a corn field
just east of Gifford than he declared
himself ready for visitors. The land
owner, Raymond Busboom, had gladly
allowed the Illinois and U.S. Geological
Surveys to drill a test hole on his land.
But would he mind children coming out
to the Site?
Not at all, ISGS geologist Dick Berg
discovered when he knocked at the
Busbooms' door. The local elementary
school (Gifford Community Consoli
dated School District 188) had already
requested access to private property.
The kids were curious about what was
happening.
About 75 sixth, seventh, and eighth
graders and their teachers arrived at
the site early Thursday, September 15.
Clustering around the 37%-foot-tall rig,
they learned that it could drill as deep
as 1,500 feet, down into bedrock. As
the questions started, Berg turned the
group over to field geologist Myrna Kil
ley, who has also taught geology.
Were they drilling for oil?
“No. To find oil, we'd have to drill
into bedrock somewhere else in the
state. This drilling will only be a few
hundred feet deep, going through the
sands, gravels, clays, and other earth
materials lying on top of bedrock."
Water?
“We might find water, but we really
need to know what's under the ground
so we can make geologic maps of this
area. We're mapping about 5,000
square miles in east-central Illinois."
[To learn more about how people use
geologic maps, see "Drilling is the only
way to find out what really lies under
the ground," Geonews, July 1993.]
| -'.- - -
“Do you ever wonder what's under
your feet?" Killey asked the students.
“Imagine a time called the loe Age,"
she said. “Around here about 18,000
years ago, the climate was much
colder and this land was covered by
glaciers, thick sheets of ice—not clean
and clear, but loaded with dirt and
ground-up rocks. The ice started far to
the north in what is now Canada, and it
picked up a lot of debris as it spread
down to a little South of here. That's
what you're standing on—rock debris
left when the ice melted.
“Ever thought about where your
water comes from?" Killey continued.
Several hands went up.
"Sure. We get it from the ground."
Someone else said, “Out of a well."
“Right. But how deep do we have to
drill to find water-bearing materials? We
don't know unless we drill test holes
like this one. Sometimes the drill goes
down and only brings up till, a sort of
ground-up rock that won't yield water.
Then, at a certain depth, we hit sand."
The kids collected around a cylinder
-
Cartwright and Killey show ISGS hydrogeologist Dave Larson a core, mostly sand, just pulled up from 160 to 165 feet below
About 75 Sixth, seventh,
and eighth graders from
Gifford visited the drill
ing site on a bright Sep
tember morning. As the
questions started, ISGS
geologist Dick Berg
(center) turned the
group over to his col
league, Myrna Killey
(left), who has also
taught geology.
shaped core, mostly sand, just pulled
up from 160 to 165 feet below ground
surface. “This is the kind of material
that water is coming from—maybe
enough to drink."
Splitting the core lengthwise, Killey
and Madalene Cartwright, ISGS field
technician, set one-half aside for lab
tests and used the other half for a
hands-On demonstration.
"You're the first people to touch this
material left by melting glaciers. It's
been buried since the Ice Age," Killey
told the youngsters, who were rolling
particles of silt and sand between their
fingers, testing the grittiness of sand
and rubbing clay into ribbons. They
asked to take samples back to class.
“Most kids like playing in mud,"
said Berg, who was having a good time
himself, helping Killey and Cartwright
cut and measure core samples for the
students to wrap in plastic. "It's natural
for them to develop an appreciation of
earth science at an early age. Why do
they have to wait til
l
it's taught in college?"
-6W
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the ground surface. “This is the kind of material that water is coming from," Killey said, "maybe enough to drink."
*
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“Geology is part of our lives...”
"Dust blowing. Flooding. Earthquakes and landslides.
All the geologic processes impact us—in the pocket
book, if nothing else," says John Kempton, pioneer
in geology-for-planning, an approach to land use and
development that's "down to earth" (pardon the pun,
he says).
Assumptions about nature need to be challenged, accord
ing to senior geologist Kempton, who's retired but not rest
ing on his international reputation.
Phrases like "everlasting hills" and "rock solid" bother
him. They give people the wrong idea about geology.
"Earth is always changing. You can't take stability as
the norm.” Look around, he insists. “Say it's raining. I want
you to stand by the road and observe things. A truck comes
by, hits a certain spot in the pavement and water spurts
“People like the Housers know, sooner
or later, that understanding geology is
going to benefit them."
from a crack. Each time a truck passes, more water and
sediment are forced out. That's piping. Pretty soon the
pavement caves in because there's a void underneath.
“Watch water running down an embankment," Kempton
continues. "It's fascinating to see rivulets develop on a
sheet of mud. Now you've got erosion. And as the rain falls
harder, gullies form, splaying out sediment in fans below.
“Processes like these go on al
l
the time, but we just
don't think about them, let alone try to imagine them hap
pening on a geologic time scale—4.6 billion years. Com
pare that to the average lifespan!"
Anything connected with ISGS science and products
should be tied to educational activities, in Kempton's opin
ion. “When we go into the field, we can't afford to ignore the
educational aspects. We need to gain goodwill, understand
ing, the kinds of things that make us welcome on private
property," he explains. “When we ask a person ‘Can we drill
on your property?" we get three types of responses: I don't
care. I don't want you. Or, I think that's great!" Kempton says
people get excited when they see what ISGS drill teams are
doing. So it's important to take time for a little "show and tell"
on the sequence of materials under a site and which aquifers
the local wells are tapping. “We even have people vying to get
the hole—people who know we have no other purpose than
doing good geology."
By way of example, Kempton talks about the summer of
1993. The ISGS drilled a test hole on the Houser farm on the
northeast edge of Farmer City in DeWitt County. Local inter
est was high. A reporter from The Farmer City Journal came
out to the drilling site, then wrote up a little story about the
geology of the area.
At the end of drilling, John Houser brought out a copy of
ISGS Environmental Geology Notes 83, Geology for Planning
in De Witt County. He had a favor to ask of Kempton: “My
father would like you to autograph this for him."
The Housers were so helpful while the drilling was going
on, John and Betty Kempton took them flowers as a thank
you. “A little courtesy goes a long way. We leave a bit of a
mess. Drilling mud is pretty obvious. We fil
l
the hole, clean up
as much as possible, and of course we go back at least once
to check whether we need to do any more cleanup." Kempton
adds, “Any time we get permission to drill on someone's prop
erty, we owe them more than a letter of thanks.”
“People should get information in return for Survey sci
ence," he says. “We tell them, we're here to help you.
“When we drill on your property, we give you the information,
interpret it for you, use it to help you—and your community—
At a test drilling site on Donald Horsch's land near Foosland in
Champaign County, Kempton took time-out to talk to members of
the landowner's family. He showed them samples of sand and
gravel that the drill core had brought to the surface.
find water, construct highways and buildings, decide where to
put landfills, and learn about the limitations of the land and
hazards to watch out for." Geology-for-planning is what Kemp
ton is talking about—the comprehensive educational vehicle.
“People like the Housers know, sooner or later, that under
standing geology is going to benefit them.”—ew
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Are pesticides spilled on the ground any
threat to groundwater?
Accidents will happen. Pesticides are
sometimes spilled in parking lots and
loading areas at rural agrichemical
facilities. Operators worry that the
chemicals could contaminate soil or get
into groundwater. The ISGS, with the
support of the Illinois Groundwater Con
sortium, conducted lab analyses of
gravel fil
l
and soil samples from 49 of
about 1,200 facilities throughout Illinois.
Some contamination was detected
in samples from as much as 15 feet
deep. [See "ISGS estimates pesticide
contamination in soils," Geonews, Sum
mer 1994.] But apparently, much of the
pesticide that was spilled stayed at the
surface.
“In many cases, pesticides don't
seem to be leaching from the fill," said
William Roy, geochemist and principal
investigator, "so do these spills' pose
any threat to groundwater quality?"
The only way to answer the ques
tion, as Roy and fellow geochemist
Ivan Krapac knew, was to recreate the
problem in the field.
“We didn't know how much, how
often, or when pesticide was spilled at
each commercial facility," Roy ex
plained. "So we decided to build our
own parking lot—complete with instru
ments, then spill atrazine on it and ob
serve the results."
On November 29, geochemist Joe
Chou, agricultural engineer Bill Dey,
Krapac, and Roy suited up against the
cold wind sweeping across a newly
harvested corn field on the south farms
of the University of Illinois. Dey, sur
veyor for the job, had the study area al
l
laid out. Squinting through the eyepiece
of the level, he checked the site against
his chart-squares plotted within
squares like a board game—while Kra
pac staked out the area. The backhoe,
deftly maneuvered by J.R. Barbee of
the U
l Operation and Maintenance Divi
sion, scooped out a pit that would be
9x9 meters square, 0.9 meter deep in
the center, and 0.8 meter at the edges.
Why dig the hole? Why not just
spread some gravel?
"Before we spill one drop of atrazine,
we have to put down a liner so it won't
escape the test cell," Roy said.
Krapac, an old hand at constructing
clay liner test sites, described what
makes up the test cell: sand, then geo
textile (a woven fabric), 20-mil PVC
sheet, more sand, gravel (the under
drain system), another piece of geo
fabric, soil, and finally the top layer of
gravel. The cell will also be divided into
quadrants to allow for replication within
the experiment.
“When we remove the soil, we
know we can't maintain its stratification.
It will go back in as a mixture," Roy
said. “We'll use a rototiller to break up
soil clods so there won't be any voids
that could function as preferential flow
paths when the soil is placed back into
the cell."
At Krapac's feet sits the barrel for the
sump pump, which will keep the test cell
from filling up like a bathtub. The area is
staked out in quadrants so that different
experiments can be conducted at the
same time.
Sometimes the only way
to solve tough environmen
tal problems is to recreate
conditions in the field. Geo
chemists William Roy and
Ivan Krapac, agricultural
engineer Bill Dey, Mark
Kason (Roy's assistant),
and chemist Joe Chou
decided to bulld their own
"parking lot," install instru
ments for monitoring fluid
flow, spillatrazine on it
,
and observe the results.
The way water moves through the
earth can influence how the atrazine
moves. Instruments placed in the test
cell will record rainwater falling on the
gravel surface and percolating into the
soil. A sump pump sitting in a barrel at
the center of the site will prevent the
cell from filling up like a bathtub. Water
will be collected, analyzed, and dis
posed of.
The researchers planned to let the
site settle for a week, see if any prob
lems develop, then add the top gravel.
After that, they'll wait out the freeze/
thaw cycle of winter/spring.
"One spill event is al
l
we plan right
now. In the spring of 1995, we'll dump
about 400 milliliters of a formulated
atrazine solution in each quadrant and
walk away."Roy said they'll "watch the
atrazine move,” which means they'll
monitor and measure any migration of
the chemical. Rainfall is also critical.
The Illinois State Water Survey, located
just across the field, will supply precipi
tation and climate data. “This is a "true
experiment. We really don't know how
much or how far the pesticide will move.
The preliminary lab work has been a
little contradictory."
“The owner-operators of ag chem
facilities are really concerned. This is
not a casual inquiry." Roy added that,
afterwards, they hope to find a good use
for the contaminated fill and soil in a re
mediation project. The most likely can
didate is a field test of Joe Chou's lab
work using a fungus to degrade atra
zine, or surfactants (the active ingredi
ent in soap) to “wash" contaminated fill.
Bill Dey (above), surveyor for the job, laid
out the study area. Before putting the top
layer of gravel fil
l
on the soil, Joe Chou
(right) pours bentonite, a swelling clay,
along the lines separating the quadrants.
Join us for spring 1995 field trips
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Pennsylvanian bedrock exposures in creek near Pekin.
Salem April 22
The Salem area is in the northern part
of southern Illinois astride the boundary
between the almost level Springfield
Plain on the northwest and the low, Sub
dued topography of the Mount Vernon
Hill Country on the southeast. For the
most part, surface topography reflects
an eroded bedrock surface covered by
glacial drift of Illinoian age of varying
thickness deposited 250,000 to 200,000
years ago.
Bedrock of Pennsylvanian age (the
Coal Measures) underlies this area and
is exposed in stream valleys, roadcuts,
and quarries. A variety of fossils can be
collected from Pennsylvanian strata in
the area. The oil fields in this area have
yielded several hundred million barrels
of oil from rocks older than the Pennsyl
vanian. Field trip participants may see
an oi
l
well being drilled.
Meet at Salem Community High School,
approximately 0.7 mile north of the inter
section of Broadway (IL37) and Main Street
(US 50) on the east side of the street, be
fore 8:15 a.m.
Pekin May 20
The Pekin area in Central Illinois lies at
the scenic boundary between the Bloom
ington Ridged Plain formed by Wiscon
sinan glaciers nearly 22,000 years ago
and the Springfield Plain formed by Illi
noian glaciers about 200,000 years
ago. The Shelbyville Morainic System
of Wisconsinan age rises sharply to
nearly 150 feet above the gently rolling
Illinoian til
l
plain to the south.
The Illinois River valley is much
younger here than to the north and
south. Part of the interesting geologic
history of the Ancient Mississippi River
and present Illinois River is revealed in
the field trip area. Bedrock belonging to
the Carbondale Formation of mid-Penn
sylvanian age is exposed along the val
ley walls of the river and its tributaries.
Coal was formerly mined in this area.
Bedrock exposures along streams
and in roadcuts and glacial deposits in
gravel pits will afford good specimen
collecting in this scenic area of central
Illinois.
Meet at gazebo adjacent to the lagoon
in Mineral Springs Park, Pekin, just north of
Court Street (IL 9) and east of 14th Street,
before 8:15 a.m.
Jerry Glogowski, head of Administra
tive and General Services, planned
and supervised the many stages of
refurbishing the ISGS wing. He
worked with State officials to obtain
funds for the project and coordinated
the contractors to get the work done.
During remodeling, people and their
office furniture and personal belong
ings had to be temporarily relocated.
Glogowski scheduled all those
moves and, with his assistant Mary
Peters, provided updates and room
directories to all the staff.
* | -
A lot of indoor work and heavy lifting were required of (from left)
Mike Dodd, Oscar Richter, Chris Wilson, Jim Neal, and Steve Wild
man of the Maintenance, Operations, and Design Unit. They shifted
and moved tons of furniture in and out and around the Survey for
nearly 12 months. They stored office equipment temporarily and
helped staff members hook up their telephones and computers and
resettle into their new quarters. "Basically, everybody was moved
twice—once out and once back again into their rooms," said Joe
Kaczanowski, the unit supervisor. Sometimes more for a few people.”
What a mess they made!
After a room was emptied,
the flooring was stripped
and craftsmen hauled in
trolleys of electrical wire,
cartons of light fixtures,
and tools of their trade.
This fourth floor studio
was being readied for re
wiring, extra outlets, and
new fluorescent lighting.
Brighter offices look biggerm
The Survey's got a new look—on
the inside
Step into any office and you'll notice a fresh coat of
paint, new light fixtures, acoustical ceiling, window treat
ment, and light-colored vinyl flooring under your feet.
Not so obvious is the extensive electrical upgrade.
The entire building was rewired with miles of wire.
Gone are falling and buckled plaster, chipped dull
green floor tiles, leaky ceilings, and dim rooms.
The $3.44 million renovation to the Survey's 162
room home office—known as the Natural Resources
Building on the University of Illinois campus—began in
July 1993. Phase one was completed this past summer.
Phase two is now in progress. The parking lots and
service drive have been paved and the hallways and
stairwells are being refurbished. Air conditioners more
than 10 years old and the deionized water system will
also be replaced.
The two phases are a joint renovation project of the
ISGS and the Illinois Natural History Survey to correct
safety hazards. The entire building, shared by both sur
veys, is being remodeled. —eal
Their job done, electricians cleared out, moving
on down the hall. In came a painter to add a *
splash of color. She applied the first coat to this "
lofty studio ceiling. Nearly every remodeled
room got a fresh coat of paint. *
*
| Workmen prepare to tuckpoint one of the
four leaking chimneys at the east end of
the building.
*L
Almost ready, this office gets an application of
adhesive before the new flooring is installed, the
final step before the occupant moves back in
.
Don't worry. The workman left himself an escape
"Oute,
*
Heavy equipment digs in to remove an underground fuel tank near the
garage. The gas tank was replaced to meet new Environmental Protec
tion Agency codes.
The building also got
three new elevators.
Sections of wall and
floor were demolished
So the east and west
elevators could serve
the fourth floor.
Postupgrade room in Business and Financial Services Unit. Look
at the swell lights and lowered ceiling!"I'm delighted to be back in
my office," said fiscal assistant Yan Liu (background). "It's bright spa
cious decor reflects our cheerful, friendly, up-beat attitude." Newcomer
Torie Strole (foreground) missed all the shuffling back and forth.m - - - - -:
continued from p. 1
also make a model of the way fluids,
such as water or oil, move through the
rocks. Put the depositional and fluid
models together, and we come up with
an oi
l play."
A good example of how this works
is the “Warsaw" or Ullin project. Focus
was on this limestone interval, depos
ited during mid-Mississippian time
about 350 million years ago.
“I found well preserved bryozoans
and Crinoids, and also a lot of lime mud
Stone that's characteristic of Waulsor
tian-type mounds." Lasemi adds, “We
knew this needed more study."
Paleontologist Rod Norby, special
is
t
in animal fossils, joined the Lasemi
and Treworgy team in the fall of 1993.
After hours of examining samples and
plotting intricate cross sections, it was
time to test their data in the real World.
Collecting evidence Making the
rounds of outcrops and quarries in
southern Illinois, Lasemi and Norby
looked for evidence of the mud mounds.
They also went after fossil specimens
for dating rocks. Three times, they
loaded a Survey carryall to capacity
and collected al
l
in all, nearly a ton of
rocks. Back in the lab, Norby set about
destroying al
l
that rock.
"After it's Crushed to the size of Wal
nuts, the rock goes into acetic or formic
acid. The limestone dissolves, includ
ing bryozoans and crinoids. Some of
what's left is conodont parts—the same
material as human teeth and bones,"
he says. Conodont fossils look some
thing like fish teeth, although it takes a
microscope to make out the details.
Lasemi and Norby scouted quarries for an
Illinois Basin field trip, attended mainly by
petroleum producers. The trip's purpose,
in Norby's words, was to show them
what these oil-bearing formations look like
in surface exposures.”
$: - £ *:: ---
A little more than halfway to the bottom of Reed Quarry, field trip participants observe
the western flank of Waulsortian mounds.
#. *: -- - ---."
“Studying conodonts helps us deter
mine the age of rocks they're found in
.
“Did the age of our Waulsortian
mounds match the ages of similar
mounds around the world? In England,
Ireland, northern Europe, and the U.S.,
they al
l
seemed to be clustered in early
to mid-Mississippian time," Norby says.
“We can't use bryozoans and crinoids
for this age-dating because the rocks
don't contain enough identifiable parts.
Conodonts are better anyway because
they evolved fast, so we can use each
distinctive fossil to pin down an interval
Of time.”
Lasemi and Norby also scouted
locations for a spring field trip to be
conducted by the ISGS and the Illinois
Geological Society in the southern part
of the Illinois Basin. Together with Tre
worgy, Grube, and Bryan Huff (presi
dent of the society at the time), they
organized the event, mainly for petro
leum producers in the basin. The trip's
purpose, in Norby's words, was “to
show them what these oil-bearing for
mations look like in surface exposures.”
First stop was the Reed Quarry just
across the Illinois–Kentucky border.
The group got the chance to view the
Lasemi/Norby discovery: a complex of
Waulsortian-type mounds about 60 to
70 feet thick and 500 feet wide.
“People were impressed," Norby
recalls.
The carbonate mounds looked very
similar to those in other areas, accord
ing to Lasemi, who added a couple of
historical details. The first official identi
fication of these features occurred dur
ing the 1860s near the Belgian town of
Waulsort (hence the name). Geologists
looking at outcrops of once deeply
buried rocks noticed the Mississippian
mud mounds, which resembled reef
mounds but didn't contain any remains
of framework-builders such as corals.
The mounds, found in many places
Two levels below the Waulsortian mounds,
on the floor of the Reed Quarry, former
Chief Leighton and Treworgy notice a
strong petroleum odor.
around the world, often take on a dis
tinctive appearance in outcrop, depend
ing on the environment.
“In Algeria," says Grube, “there's a
row of mounds on the desert. From a
distance, they look like pyramids. Every
thing around them is flat, eroded away."
“Mounds can be small or—like the
ones in Ireland—more than 3,000 feet
thick and covering tens of thousands of
square miles,” Lasemi explains. “Where
the seas were relatively shallow, topo
Fossilized bryozoans look like a handful
of miniature wheat chex Treworgy says,
“We rarely see pore spaces at this scale.”
graphic highs like these mounds pro
vided platforms for the development of
organisms such as crinoids or bryo
zoans." He holds up a cream-colored
Chunk of “Warsaw" limestone. The fos
silized bryozoans look like a handful of
miniature wheat chex. "It's the bryo
zoans we're interested in because their
skeletal remains can turn into oil reser
Voirs."
Bryozoans grew in colonies, and
SOmetimes reservoirs can be found
where they lived. When storms
churned the Colonies, their skele
tons—basically calcite—broke apart.
The fragments were carried along by
currents and deposited like sandbars
Or Sandwaves. These features, rather
than the original colony sites, are more
likely to be reservoirs.
All three quarries visited during the
spring 1994 trip gave ample evidence
“Your model works, one Illinois
Basin consultant told me.”
Lasemi smiles. His model for
predicting Waulsortian mounds
in the “Warsaw” is effective for
exploration. “They've found oil.”
of mounds, ancient bryozoan colonies,
and storm-tossed fragments that
formed sandwave reservoirs.
ISGS Chief Leighton retires
Morris W. Leighton, state geologist and leader of the ISGS for 11 years, retired
August 31. His retirement marks the end of a long successful career.
Leighton's father, Morris M. Leighton, was also state geologist and chief of the
Survey for 31 years. He retired in 1954.
“Both Leightons, father and son, have had tremendous influence on the history
of the Illinois State Geological Survey and al
l
the Illinois State Surveys,” said
Jonathan H
. Goodwin, who is acting chief until a successor is named.
“Since 1983, Dr. Leighton has directed the Survey's efforts to help the state
achieve both a healthy economy and environment," said John S. Moore, director of
the Department of Energy and Natural Resources, of which the ISGS is a division.
"Leighton," Moore said, “has helped maintain the reputation of the ISGS as a
leading scientific research and service organization that provides sound, unbiased
information about the geology of Illinois' energy and mineral resources, groundwa
ter supplies, geologic hazards, and the environment."
Under the helm of Chief Leighton,
the Survey strengthened its research
programs for cleaner coal, improved oi
l
recovery, groundwater protection, de
tailed geologic mapping, and safe sit
ing of facilities. Leighton worked to
ensure that research and service were
relevant to the state's needs and that
the ISGS provided useful and timely
geologic information to the public, pri
vate, and governmental sectors.
Leighton has received numerous
awards in recognition of his outstand
ing public service. Most recent kudos
include the honorary title of Chief
Emeritus from the Survey's governing
Board of Natural Resources and Con
servation, and the Gaylord Don
nelley–Nature of Illinois Foundation
Award for his significant achievements
in Science and Conservation in Illinois.
In a recent tribute to Dr. Leighton
(published in The Nature of Illinois),
Goodwin, a long-time associate, wrote,
Morris W. Leighton
“The histories of al
l
the Illinois Scientific Surveys have included chiefs whose
visionary leadership and achievements left an indelible stamp on their agencies.
Morris W. Leighton, like his father before him, has been such a chief. The 11 years
of Morris Leighton's leadership of the Geological Survey have been marked b
y
achievements that have significantly enhanced the Geological Survey's value to
the citizens it serves and strengthened its reputation as the premier State Geologi
cal Survey in the country."
"We've been chasing the Warsaw'
in the basin, searching for Waulsortian
mounds, and modeling the environment
these mounds developed in," Lasemi
says. As ISGS Illinois Basin studies
show, "Warsaw" rocks are widespread
in southern Illinois and Indiana, and
western Kentucky. The potential for dis
covery of new reserves of oi
l
is excellent.
-eW
If you'd like more information, contact the
ISGS for copies of the guidebook and the
cross Sections:
Waulsortian Mounds and Reservoir
Potential of the Ullin Limestone ("Warsaw")
in Southern Illinois and Adjacent Areas in
Kentucky, ISGS Guidebook 25.
11:30 O'Clock Cross Section in the Illi
nois Basin, ISGS Open File Series 1994-6,
J.D. Treworgy, S.T. Whitaker, and Z. Lasemi.
Other cross sections of the Illinois Basin:
ISGS Open File Series 1990-3, 1990-4,
1990-5, 1992-2, 1992-3, 1992-4, 1992-10.
Attention: Order Department
Illinois State Geological Survey
615 East Peabody Drive
Champaign, IL 61820-6964
(217) 333-4747
Survey honors its own
The ISGS honored three Scientists for
“distinguished achievements in research"
at its Annual Review and Poster Fair in
November 1994.
Massoud Rostam-Abadi, senior
chemical engineer, Minerals Engineer
ing Section, received the Distinguished
Achievement Award for his work rela
ted to the control of air pollution gener
ated by coal combustion.
A Special Lifetime Achievement
Award went to 79-year-old geologist
emeritus Herbert D. Glass, and the Out
standing New Staff Member Award for
1994 was given to Zakaria Lasemi, an
assistant geologist in the Oil and Gas
Section.
Rostam-Abadi, internationally rec
ognized for his research on coal com
bustion and gas clean-up, has
attracted about $2 million in research
funds since 1984.
“One of his most important accom
plishments," noted Jonathan H. Good
win, ISGS acting chief, “was the devel
opment, with his co-inventor David
Moran, of the high-surface-area hydra
ted lime material and the process for
making it." The material has been pat
ented and may eventually be used to
remove sulfur from combustion gases.
Glass conducted some of the Sur
vey's original research on clay mineral
ogy and the use of mineral composition
to aid in the analysis of Quaternary stra
Massoud Rostam-Abadi Herbert D. Glass Zakaria Lasemi
tigraphy (arrangement of rocks depos
ited from about 2 to 3 million years ago
to the present).
“Herb's wide influence in Quater
nary geology and clay mineralogy
throughout the United States and his 46
years of service to the ISGS certainly
justifies this special recognition," said
Goodwin. At least 150,000 samples are
in Glass's analytical database. Hardly
any new work begins in this subject
without reference to his files.
Lasemi was recognized for his sig
nificant work in the field relationships of
modern and ancient carbonate sedi
ments and rocks and the understanding
of limestone formation. He also devel
oped a depositional model of two rock
formations in the Illinois Basin—a
model that may be useful for oi
l explora
tion (see "Prospecting for oil," p
.
1).
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Al URBANA-CHAMPAIGN-“Canyons” of the Midwest$120 million—the price tag on 30 million tons of crushed stone.
That's almost half of Illinois' yearly output of rock, supplied by only
22 quarries in four counties of the Chicago metro region. Will
County leads with 11 quarries. Cook follows with five, Kane with
four, and Kendall with two. The much-needed material is used
largely for construction within 50 miles of where it's produced.
Chicago can use al
l
the crushed stone
it can get. The construction industry
mixes aggregate in concrete and uses
it for everything from raising the walls
of the city to paving its 5,000 to 6,000
miles of roadways. But the city is pav
ing over its resource.
-
"Urban development is crowding
out quarries. High-quality stone is only
found in a few places near Chicago,"
says geologist Don Mikulic. For 10
years, he's studied quarry sites for the
|SGS Industrial Minerals and Mineral
Economics Section. "We're limited as
to where we can get the resource, let
alone economically quarry and truck it
Out. We need it close to the surface
no deeper than 50 feet—and close to
markets.”
Thick beds of dolomite, a magne
sium-rich rock that makes superior
aggregate, lie under northeastern Illi
nois. This ancient bedrock (405 to 435
McCook Quarry spreads over 600 acres in west-central Cook County.
million years old) is mostly buried by
about 100 feet of much younger clays,
sands, and gravels. But the dolomite
crops out in the Des Plaines, Kanka
kee, and Fox river valleys and lies near
the surface in eastern Cook County.
The resource hasn't always been
hard to come by, but hauling stone to
where it's needed has never been
easy. In the 1830s, before paved roads
and railroads, neighborhood quarries
filled the demand. By the late 1800s,
quarries on the outskirts of the city
were shipping stone to the center by
rail and canal. As many as 250 quar
ries have supplied the area with stone
at some time in the last 150 years, but
only 22 are still open. Many quarries
have been abandoned, not because
their operators ran into poor stone, but
because the city overran the sites.
Today the largest reserves, in fact
the largest parcels of land, are held by
Thornton Quarry covers 550 acres in
southern Cook County.
two companies. Thornton Quarry,
owned by Material Service Corpora
tion, COvers 550 acres in Southern
Cook County, and McCook Quarry,
owned by Vulcan Materials Company,
spreads over 600 acres in the west
central part of the county. Both opera
tions extract rock to a depth of 300 to
500 feet. When that's used up, the com
panies can drive shafts down through
200 feet of Shale and mine another 300
foot thickness of dolomite underground.
Stone producers in the Chicago
area have enough reserves at present
sites to fill the demand for Crushed rock
until the middle of the next century,
reports Mikulic. So urban sprawl is not
the worst of their worries.
Right now, McCook's and Thornton's
operators are dealing with a dilemma,
not of their own making, but due to the
public's conflict of interest.
Kurt Leighner, Vulcan Materials' manager
of engineering.
Held in reserve for Chicago
"McCook produces 7 million tons of
stone per year. Our reserves of 800 mil
lion tons should keep us going until the
year 2060 or 2070," says Kurt Leighner,
Vulcan Materials' manager of engineer
ing, “except, the sanitary district wants
220 acres at the heart of the property."
Gain or loss? The Chicago
area may lose 50% ofproven
stone reserves at McCook and
Thornton quarries, and gain
two manmade lakes of storm
water laced with sewage.
The Metropolitan Water Reclama
tion District of Greater Chicago plans to
use parts of McCook and Thornton
quarries as reservoirs for TARP—their
Tunnel and Reservoir Plan.
“Chicago is flat and poorly drained,"
explains Mikulic. “In the older parts of
the city, waste water and rainwater run
through the same sewers. When rains
get heavy, pumping and treatment sta
tions can't handle the extra load and
it's dumped into waterways. The tunnel
and reservoir system is supposed to
store this excess storm water mixed
with sewage.
The deep tunnel, 32 feet
across, bores through cool
gray rock for 109 miles
under the Chicago metro
area. "It's not dirty or claus
trophobic, like people
might think," says ISGS
geologist Don Mikulic,
who's made several trips
into the huge tunnel, 200
to 250 feet underground,
to study the Silurian-age
dolomite-some of the
same rock quarried at
McCook and Thornton.
Designed to keep city
basements dry, the tunnel
will capture storm overflow
mixed with sewage, and
store the water while it
waits its turn at the treat
ment plant. Every meter of
this tunnel can hold about
80 tons of water.
“The tunnels are 32 feet in diameter
and hold a tremendous amount. But a
few times a year, the reservoirs will be
needed as backup, to hold water until it
can be treated and discharged."
When there's flooding and people
have filthy water in their basements,
the deep tunnel sounds like a sensible
plan. But to make it work, the water rec
lamation project may rob the region of
a large share of its stone reserves.
“Where will they get 7 million tons of
Stone if Thornton's not here?" Wonders
Lyndon Dean, geologist for Material Serv
ice Corporation, which owns the 550
acre, 500-foot-deep quarry in southern
Cook County. "A lot of our customers are
public. Take away part of Vulcan's pro
duction at McCook too, and the city's in
Every year, Thornton and McCook
Quarries together produce about 15 mil
lion tons of crushed stone (also called
construction or industrial aggregate) for
delivery largely within a 30- to 50-mile
radius. Dean shakes his head, “Smaller
quarries are not the answer."
Not in my backyard
“You can't go anywhere to open a
stone quarry and not run into opposi
tion. It's been a problem for a couple
of decades—and not just in Chicago,”
Mikulic says. In rural areas, too, the
opposition blocks zoning changes and
permits to open. “People don't want to
live next to a quarry. They worry about
losing their groundwater—which usually
isn't affected. And they worry about
noise, dust, and truck traffic—which
Can all be controlled."
Quarries can make good neighbors.
The Illinois Association of Aggregate
Producers encourages quarry operators
to make friends in their communities.
“With a little long-range planning, a
quarry site can be reclaimed for a nice
recreational or residential area," says
Subhash Bhagwat, head of the Indus :i
Subhash Bhagwat and Don Mikulic at
Thornton Quarry.
trial Minerals and Mineral Economics
Section at the ISGS. “But there are
immediate benefits too. Having a
quarry near your town adds jobs and
tax dollars, and gives a boost to local
businesses."
Without stone, we can’t
build much of anything
All Construction that uses Concrete
needs aggregate—stone that's crushed
into different sizes and shapes.
Mikulic ticks off a list: "Aggregate is
used in concrete roadbeds. There's
aggregate in asphalt too, even though
it's basically a petroleum product.
Tarred roads are not just tar dumped
Out On dirt."
Sidewalks are poured concrete.
Most buildings have concrete founda
tions, and although a steel framework
Urban expansion vs. mineral extraction
The Survey's new Chief, Bill Shilts (right),
tells mineral economist Subhash Bhag
wat that he's well aware of the compet
ing demands for urban space,” especially
the conflict over some of the Chicago
area's prime geology: 300-foot-thick beds
of dolomite, the magnesium-rich rock that
makes the State's best construction
aggregate.
holds up the roof, concrete masonry
units fill in the walls. Even the floors are
about 3 inches of reinforced Concrete
over metal decking.
Shoreline and coastal defense de
pends on structures of steel sheetpile
filled with crushed rock, according to
Mike Chrzastowski, coastal geologist
for the ISGS. Big blocks of quarried
rock, called riprap, are also piled along
lake shores and in sea walls to protect
against wave erosion.
“Around here, you'll see riprap lin
ing ditches," Mikulic adds, "or where
there's a dammed-up lake, you'll find
riprap in the spillway."
“No other material can take the
place of aggregate," warns mineral
economist Bhagwat. “When reserves at
present sites are gone, we'll pay a lot
more to get the resource from some
where else."
Who knows more than the
|SGS about where the best
stone lies?
“Only the Survey can study the geology
of the region, calculate stone reserves
for the entire area, then figure out what
the market impact of losing available re
serves would be,” Mikulic says. “That's
something most quarry operators aren't
equipped to do."
The Survey has saved more than
one quarry business from getting into
substandard stone. Many quarries
have their own geologists but still call
on Mikulic, a regional geologist, like
bringing in a specialist on a tough
Case. At the North Central Material
Company in Manteno, for instance, he
looked at lateral (sidewise) changes in
the stone at the quarry, showed the
Owners which (continued on back cover)
Every community needs crushed
stone. In the next century, extract
ing construction aggregate is
likely to be the most valuable
mineral industry in Illinois.
But when local sources of
stone disappear, as ISGS min
eral economist Subhash Bhag
wat points out, hauling it from a
distant pit to where it's needed
will greatly boost the cost.
distance, you still pay for loading
and unloading. This charge could
be $2 to $3.50 per ton.
“NOW look at the actual num
No Wonder We need
quarries in the neigh
borhood! Every year,
we produce enough
stone, sand, and
gravel in the United
States to supply every
man, woman, and
child with 7.8 tons.
c. -
“Crushed stone costs about #
•
$4.40 per ton at the quarry. Add 4-
trucking costs and the price can - -
double for delivering stone 8 to • © ££ miles
24 miles from the quarry," he >f from quarrysays. “Fifty miles away, the price
can be 2 to 3 times higher. 2–
“You may gain economies of
scale with distance, but only be
cause the average cost for each Stone price is
mile will be less if you transport $4.40/ton
aggregate 50 miles away,” Bhag- 0 F.O.B.
quarry
wat continues. “Regardless of the O 20 Miles 20 60
ber of dollars out of your pocket. If crushed stone is worth $4.40 at the mirie,
then it costs $8.80 eight miles away and $13.20 fifty miles away. You can
50 miles from quarry
price is 2.5–3.0 times
8- the quarry head price
6
Cost of transporting crushed stone by truck.
easily triple the price of aggregate if
you transport it 50 miles.”
Suppose the 15 million tons of
stone supplied each year to the Chi
cago market by the two largest local
quarries, McCook and Thornton, were
no longer available. That $66 million
worth of stone, trucked from the next
nearest source 50 miles away, would
jump in cost to $198 million.
The consumer (you and I) would
have to pay the difference. -6w
Geological Perspectives
A lone economist amongst geologists
Subhash Bhagwat occupies a unique
niche at the Survey. He's spent 16
years applying his specialized training
as both a mining engineer and mineral
economist to provide the Survey with
what he likes to call “the big picture" for
now and the future.
"Mineral economics has evolved
over the past 15 or 20 years," says
Bhagwat, head of the Industrial Miner
als and Mineral Economics Section,
“from primarily reporting what was pro
duced, where it was produced, and
how much it was worth to providing eco
nomic analyses of the causes and ef
fects of changes in production. We also
suggest remedies to correct for nega
tive effects on the State's economy.
“Look at Illinois coal,” he says. “I
t
has suffered in the market and sulfur
was identified as the problem. But re
moving sulfur is not enough. Our coal
has to be economically competitive be
Cause that's what matters to the utili
ties. They need to produce electricity
as cheaply as possible, within the con
straints of the law.
“The whole chain of cost factors
needs to be considered. Start with the
cost of mining and add the costs of
cleaning, transportation, combustion,
and simultaneous removal of sulfur.
Policy makers must be aware
of the fact that zoning decisions
and environmental concerns
have costs and that materials
have values
The total of these helps us decide what
is best from an economic perspective."
Bhagwat also applies this viewpoint
to other ISGS research activities on in
dustrial minerals, oil, minerals engineer
ing, and geologic mapping. He plans to
expand the scope of his analyses into
groundwater and other environmental
area.S.
“We can help guide research en
deavors by providing an economic
rationale for various programs. This is
important because ultimately the Geo
logical Survey must spend taxpayers'
money in a prudent way."
Growing populations need minerals
Bhagwat has studied the use of con
struction aggregates (limestone and
Subhash Bhagwat likes to make good
economic sense.
*
sand and gravel) in the six-county Chi
cago area. His results reflect common
sense: population growth leads to new
roads, highways, and buildings. New
Construction and infrastructure needs
correspond with an increasing demand
for construction materials.
“How can we reconcile our con
Cerns about the environment and our
needs for these materials?" he asks.
"This problem is most acute in the Chi
cago area, which has grown so tremen
dously that most quarries and pits have
no room to expand. If they have too
many restrictions on land use, the op
erators have to resort to mining with
much more expensive underground
methods, or materials must be trans
ported from farther away."
But the price of this material can
easily double or even triple if it is trans
ported even 20 or 50 miles. Such
added costs would represent a tremen
dous burden on the State's economy
(see sidebar p
.
3).
“I
f
we had to get al
l
of the material
currently produced in Illinois from out of
state, we would not only lose the $500
million our aggregate industry gener
ates each year, but we would also
have to pay $1 billion or more to get
these materials from somewhere else.
Policy makers must be aware of the
fact that zoning decisions and environ
mental concerns have costs and that
materials have values." —bw-
Maps—We've Goi
When geologists take to the field, they often :
measure and interpret what is found at and
below the earth's surface. Then they plot
that information in relation to other geo- $
graphic features to make a map. Today |computer technology is changing the way
|SGS geologists make and use maps. They 1
.
can now create maps using computer soft- 4
ware, and tailor them to specific needs of ;
Survey projects.
The technology they use to compile
and output maps is the geographic infor
mation system, or GIS. With this computer-,
based technology, geologists can plot. "
various geologic features along with other i
map elements, such as roads, municipal a
boundaries, and streams. It is easy to 3
.
select individual features, such as the dis-,
tribution of mineral resources, aquifers
susceptible to contamination, or a bedrock :
structure favorable for oi
l production, and .
make specialized or derivative maps *
from the original information. ".
“I
t
takes a lo
t
of work and time to build -
up databases," says geologist Rob :Krumm, who heads up Spatial Analysis
and Map Production. But he adds with a
smile, “Once the data are in the GIS sys
tem, then the fun begins." :
What makes GIS such a powerful tool :
is demonstrated (at right) by different *:
views of the same area on four statewide :
maps. Monroe County is seen from four ''
perspectives: buried bedrock topography, ,
surface topography, sensitivity of aquifers ,
to contamination, and karst terrain (sink- &
holes and caves). Coverages of earth :
hazards, landcover, resources, ground
water, soils, cultural features—more than
200 basic units of data storage on Illinois
can be brought together and assembled
on one map.
:
';
Curt Abert, of the Spatial Analysis and Map
Production Section, consults with geologist
Pius Weibel. -
|linois Covered
Recent GIS products
Nitrate Leaching Classes of Illinois Solls
OFS 1995-2)
Aquifer Sensitivity to Contamination by
| Nitrate Leaching in Illinois (OFS 1995-3)
Pesticide Leaching Classes for Illinois
Solls (OFS 1995-4)
Aquifer Sensitivity to Contamination
by Pesticide Leaching in Illinois (OFS
| 1995-5S, state map; OFS 1995-5C,
county maps)
| 1995, Donald A. Keefer, scale 1:500,000,
statewide maps $25.00 each, county
maps $2.00 each.
This series of maps shows the distribution
ofaquifers (geologic deposits that yield
groundwater for public and private water
supplies) and how sensitive they are to
Contamination by agricultural chemicals.
The Illinois Department of Agriculture
Wanted me to develop a tool for predicting
Waterquality," says hydrogeologist Don
Keefer, "and they wanted to have it avail
able in advance of pesticide-use regula
ions proposed by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency.
* "Being able to compare these maps
Withwater quality data in the future, will
giveus more insight as to how these
Chemicals are moving into aquifers," he
! Says.
" _ The maps are companion pieces to
EG 148, Aquifer Sensitivity to Contamina
io
n
from Agricultural Chemicals in Illinois.
.
Shaded Relief Map of Illinois, 1995,
Curt C. Abert (OFS 1995-6, scale
1500,000, $25.00)
Abert's map gives you the perspective
difying over the state at sunset, when
shadows highlight the land's relief. What
slands out are the natural shapes of the
and, the tree-like (dendritic) patterns of
Manching streams, and the “flat" land
$Capethat Illinois seems famous for
ul
y
91% of the state.
*rst Terrains and Carbonate Bedrock
: llinois, C. Pius Weibel (scale
500,000, coming soon).
"nois has more karst (sinkholes and
*Wes) than people realize. If you're living
'ne of these areas, you would want to'. Weibel says, "because it's so easy
"contaminate the aquifers in karst."
Aquifer Sensitivity to Contamination by
Pesticide Leaching in Illinois
Karst Terrains and Carbonate Bedrock
of Illinois
Buried Bedrock Surface of Illinois, 1994,
Beverly L. Herzog, Barbara J. Stiff, Cheri A.
Chenoweth, Kelly L. Warner, Jennifer B.
Sieverling, and Charles Avery (Illinois
Map 5, scale 1:500,000, $3.50)
The map represents the first statewide
revision of the bedrock topography map
since 1957. New data were compiled from
drill holes, samples, surface observations,
and geophysical data from downhole log
ging and surface studies. Special atten
tion was given to data for known buried
bedrock valleys because they have some
of the most extensive and productive aqui
fers in the state. The map is useful for
groundwater resources planning, engi
neering geology, and earthquake hazard
mapping.
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At Your Service: New Lab
for Groundwater Research
Like a drop of dye in the Mississippi
River, so is the amount of tritium in a
sample of groundwater. The quantity is
infinitesimal, so it's difficult to detect
but not impossible for a small band of
sleuths at the ISGS.
In a newly established laboratory,
ISGS scientists "enrich" (concentrate)
tritium to make it more easily detectable.
Up and running since September 1995,
the tritium enrichment lab is one of only
three nationwide to offer this service.
“Tritium analysis is a powerful tool
for quantitative groundwater research,"
says Jack Liu, principal geochemist and
head of the ISGS Isotope Geochemis
try Laboratory and the associated trit
ium lab, "because it's a useful tracer of
underground water movement."
Dating water by tritium
Detection of tritium takes advantage of
the small amounts of radioactivity it
emits. Tritium is the unstable, radio
active form of hydrogen, and because
it loses half of its radioactivity every
12.43 years, scientists can use tritium
to estimate how long water has been
underground and to trace its flow.
Tritium is produced naturally in the
upper atmosphere by cosmic radiation.
Oxygen atoms combine with the radio
active hydrogen atoms (tritium) to form
radioactive water molecules, which
reach Earth in rain. This radioactive
water seeps into groundwater, where
the tritium decays with time.
By measuring the concentration of
radioactive tritium in a groundwater
sample, geologists can approximate
the age of the water and pinpoint
'. -
Before tritium enrichment begins, lab tech
nician Hue-Hwa Hwang must distill the
groundwater sample to remove impurities.
where the water recharges (replen
ishes) and discharges (exits) from an
aquifer.
The youngest groundwater is
close to the recharge area and
has the most tritium. If we know
where the recharge area of an
aquifer is, we can protect it from
contamination.
“The tritium level in young ground
water is about the same level as in
precipitation," Liu says. “As the water
moves downward and laterally, the trit
ium concentration decreases with time.
So Older water has less tritium and is
closer to the discharge area."
3d groundwater:::::::::::deep aquite:
"I
f
the deep aquifers don't contain
tritium, then we know they're not con
nected to modern recharge and aren't
susceptible to sources of contamination
from the surface,” says Hackley.
From tritium analysis, geologists
can also estimate groundwater flow
rate and direction and determine wheth
er water from a shallow aquifer has a
ready pathway to a deeper aquifer.
“Groundwater moves vertically and
laterally very slowly," says Keith Hack
ley, a geochemist and colleague of Liu,
“therefore by the time it reaches a deep
aquifer, there should be no detectable
tritium in it since tritium almost Com
pletely decays in about 100 years." If
tritium is detected in water from a deep
aquifer, it is connected to a shallow
aquifer. In Illinois, for example, much of
the drinking water is from deep and old
aquifers. These aquifers should not
contain any detectable tritium.
These criteria are important in siting
low-level nuclear waste facilities and
landfills, according to Liu.
“Characterization of the underground
water system is essential in Illinois," he
says, “because it is a principal source
of the drinking water in Illinois and the
most likely conveyor of contaminants
from wastes stored beneath the ground."
Enriching tritium
Testing groundwater for tritium is a
complicated, laborious process that re
quires the attention of two doctoral can
didates—Hue-Hwa Hwang and Hong
Wang-hand-picked and trained by Liu
and Hackley. Although Liu did not de
velop the testing method, he established
the analytical procedures. They involve
purifying the water sample, concentrat
ing the tritium, and extracting the triti
ated water into a scintillation Cocktail.
The tritium content in a sample is
initially pretty low, so after distilling the
water to remove clay minerals and or
ganic matter, Hwang enriches or con
centrates the tritium by electrolysis.
Electricity breaks down the water mole
cules into hydrogen and oxygen gases.
“Our routine reduces 200 cc (about
1 cup) of water to 10 cc (about 2 table
spoons) and concentrates the tritium to
a level that can be detected by a liquid
scintillation counter," Hwang says. The
electrolytic enrichment process takes
about 5 days and increases the tritium
concentration by about 20 times. Hong
Wang then uses the lab's liquid scin
tillation counter to detect and register
radioactive emissions from the tritiated
Water.
Much of the major equipment in the
new lab had to be customized. Liu de
signed the tritium enrichment system
and led a team of in-house experts to
construct the hardware and set up the
instruments. Oscar Richter, craftsman
in the Maintenance, Operations, and
Design Unit, constructed the distillation
unit and electrolysis ice box. Joe Kacza
nowski, electrical technician, wired the
ice box. Wang helped assemble, test,
and calibrate the equipment.
The Isotope Geochemistry Lab is
the only one in the Midwest that con
ducts tritium and radiocarbon testing and
other isotope research. “We can test
for Carbon-14, tritium, and five stable
isotopes: carbon, hydrogen, oxygen,
nitrogen, and sulfur," says Liu proudly.
The first to use the new tritium
analysis service will likely be the ISGS
scientists screening the state for a safe
place to bury low-level radioactive
wastes. Such waste generally consists
of materials contaminated with a small
amount of radioactivity- clothing worn
by utility workers, test tubes and syr
inges from hospitals, and equipment
used in university and private research.
“The tritium lab is important in the
screening process," Liu says, “because
groundwater systems have to be char
acterized at sites being considered for
burial of low-level radioactive wastes."
—eal
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Geological Perspectives -
New ISGS Chief challenges everyone —
Who cares about your work?
Why are you doing it?
Who really benefits from it?
"GeoSurvey people work with each
other but for the people of Illinois," says
new Chief Bill Shilts, who comes to us
Retired Chief Brud Leighton and new
Chief Bill Shilts.
from the Geological Survey of Canada.
"I'd like to improve communication be
tween our staff and Our clients—the
public.
“We Can't afford the attitude of—I'm
a scientist, it's up to the general public
to understand what I'm doing.
-
“Whenever we have the opportunity
to communicate with people throughout
the state, we should be clear about
how we meet their needs and how they
benefit from our work. We must go
more than halfway to explain how
they—the taxpayers—get very good
return on their investment in us."
Speaking of the economic and envi
ronmental benefits of geological re
search, Shilts advises that “we be pre
pared to give the benefit/cost ratios of
projects. How has our work helped in
the discovery, development, and con
servation of our natural and environ
mental resources? How have we saved
the citizens of the State grief, dollars,
and jobs?”
The structure and functioning of the
ISGS—our mission—is mainly applied
research.
Call it basic research, if you like,
Shilts cautions, “but we expect people
to use our maps, to apply our geologic
data in their decision-making."
Applied research splits into two
types, he explains: “Reactive, when
somebody comes to us to study an
earth science or engineering problem
that's giving them trouble, and pro
active, when we initiate research that
anticipates the information people are
going to need on down the road."
Earth Scientists should be able to
see beyond the daily needs of people
to what they may need in the future.
No issuing edicts “Let's encourage
the team approach in al
l
our endeav
ors," Shilts says. “We want al
l
staff to
feel a sense of pride in the Survey's
achievements.
“I see the organization, not as a
hierarchy, but made up of people who
participate as part of a continuum.
Scientific and support staff are integral
to the research process, and we al
l
share the responsibility for communi
cating the results of our research to our
customers."
Mike Chrzastowski (right) shows Shilts
some badly eroded Lake Michigan shore
line.
her geology class for Survey support staff into the field.
-- -- | -
Shilts about to descend into the deep tun
nel with geologist Mike Bruen from HARZA
Consulting Engineers and Scientists.
What can Survey staff expect from
the Chief?
“Hands-on contact. On-site famili
arity with what people are doing," he
promises. “You need somebody who
takes a personal interest.
“Not that I'l
l
be working on projects,
but I'l
l
need a working knowledge of
our projects."
True to his word, Shilts makes two
to three field reviews of ISGS projects
each month (groundwater contamina
tion in Monroe County's karst terrain,
midcontinent neotectonics, Lake Michi
gan coastal erosion, urban encroach
ment on Cook County's stone resources,
the Chicago sanitary district's deep tun
nel project, glacial features and ground
water supplies in Champaign County,
coal resources in Central Illinois, fluor
spar mining in southern Illinois—the list
goes on). Just so no dust settles under
his feet, Shilts sandwiches in talks to
professional groups in and out of state,
and exchanges ideas
and information with
staff, colleagues, and fel
low administrators at
more meetings than he
cares to count. In early
September, Shilts toured
the Pontiac-Streator
area, along with nearly
300 people taking the
Survey's geoscience
field trip.
“The Chief's job,"
Shilts sums up, “is to
represent the GeoSurvey
to the new Department
of Natural Resources
and its clients, and to de
termine which research
directions are viable for
the future." -eW
(continued from p. 3) way the high-qual
ity rock was trending, and gave them a
fix on which direction to mine for the
best Stone.
A company may also drill a hole or
two, pull up some long slim cylinders of
rock core, then want to know how likely
the core is to represent bedrock in the
rest of the area. The drawback, Mikulic
says, is that “looking at just one core,
you may see something good or bad
that only holds true for that spot."
This summer, at the Tuscola Stone
Company in Douglas County, ISGS
geologists Zak Lasemi and Rod Norby
began examining a 150-foot core
drilled from the floor of the quarry,
which is already 200 feet deep.
“The reason the quarry is here,"
explains Lasemi, “is a small anticline,
where the bedrock arches upward and
comes close to the surface. We'll study
the regional trend of this arch' and
analyze the rock core. Then the com
pany can decide whether to dig deeper
or spread out."
Historical sleuthing sometimes
unearths an abandoned quarry at a site
that, years later, a developer considers
likely for extracting stone.
“In one case,” Mikulic recalls, “the
same company that wanted to develop
Working with the Tuscola Stone Company in Douglas County are geologists Zak
LaSemi and Rod Norby.
there 60 years before. What they had
was really a big hole filled in with trash.
“We can help quarry companies
and their communities," Mikulic says,
"because we do Our homework, in
other words, study the geology of
whole regions.
“We're the only outfit that can do
this kind of geologic research for the
State. Nobody else does it. Nobody
a site had owned the quarry that was else will.” -6W
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There’s plenty of coal in the ground,
if we can get to it|
People in the coal business
have known for years that
not all of what we call
reserves is minable
“There may be coal in the ground," says
Colin Treworgy, lead researcher into the
availability of coal resources in Illinois,
“but for One reason Or another, We Can't
touch it."
How much coal is actually available
for future development? To find out, the
U.S. Geological Survey is supporting
coal availability studies at the state
level. In the mid-1980s, the program
started in Appalachia, moved into the
Illinois Basin, and now includes the
western states. The Appalachian states
found—to no one's surprise—that they
can take out only a small portion of
their coal-in-reserve.
Almost all of Illinois is underlain by
coal deposits.
Off limits Cities, major highways
and railroad lines, active oil fields,
cemeteries, and environmentally sensi
tive areas such as floodplains restrict
mining, but only eliminate 5–10% from
the tally of available reserves.
Geologic and engineering factors
are more significant constraints on
minability. In Illinois, for example, the
bedrock directly overlying a coal seam
may not be thick enough to support
al
l
the layers of earth materials lying
above an underground mine. A seam
150–200 feet below ground surface
may have a 100–150-foot overburden
of sand, gravel, and pebbly clay, which
can't be held up by the roof rock that
remains after mining.
Where one minable seam closely
Overlies another, the rock between
them may not be thick enough to allow
mining both seams. Given these condi
May 1996
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Coal geologist Colin Treworgy
tions, a coal company selects the seam
that will bring the best return on its
investment.
Rock can also get in the way of min
ing when it's found within the seam.
These “partings" usually occur where
coal is interbedded (continued on p. 6)
Coal ash—an environmental bonus
|SGS scientists field test
new reclamation technology
at coal mine
Cleaning and burning coal leave
behind millions of tons of wastes that
must be properly discarded.
Illinois coal producers not only dis
pose of their own coal cleaning wastes,
some of them also take back several
types of ash from coal-fired power
plants and dispose of it at their mines,
as an incentive to attract customers for
their high-sulfur coal.
As a result, the wastes accumulat
ing at one Illinois mine include the
sand-sized particles washed from coal
at the mine's cleaning plant and a type
of ash produced by a relatively new
burning process, called fluidized-bed
combustion (FBC). The sand-sized
coal particles at this mine are mixed
with water to form a slurry and pumped
through pipelines into a retaining pond.
Usually 30 to 40 feet deep and up
to V2 mile wide, coal slurry ponds are
constructed at the edge of the mine's
coal processing plant. At a separate
disposal site the size of several football
fields is the FBC ash, trucked to the
mine from coal-fired power plants and
dumped in heaps 20 feet high.
To restore the land surrounding
mines for other productive uses and
Perfect substitute for soil
cover may turn out to be FBC
ash piling up at coal mines
minimize potential threats to human
health and the environment, coal Com
panies are required by law to clean up
their slurry ponds after mining ceases.
The conventional remediation ap
proach is to cover slurry disposal sites
with 4 feet of soil, then seed them with
(continued on p
.
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Last year, groundwater troubleshooters Brower and Young
answered more than 700 calls for help
> "I just bought a place in the country,” says a new homeowner.
“Now I need a water Well."
> "We're planning to subdivide 40 acres just outside the city,” says
a developer, "and we're interested in the water resource potential."
> "We've been getting along with our dug well for 30 years,” says a
housewife, "but we just added all new appliances and don't seem
to have enough water. What are our chances for a new well?"
> "I've drilled through 100 feet of pebbly clay, and I expected a nice
sand and gravel by this depth," says a water well driller. “How
much deeper do I drill?”
Carol McGuire
of Maroa and
geologist Ross
Brower
“Our well has been in my husband's
family for about 100 years," says Carol
McGuire, who lives on an 80-acre farm
near Maroa in Macon County. She's tell
ing her groundwater troubles to Ross
Brower, whose 28 years of helping
people find water earned him an ISGS
Distinguished Service Award in 1995.
Behind them in the GeoSurvey's booth
at the Illinois Speciality Growers' Trade
Show in Decatur this January, a sign pro
claims “Groundwater—A Vital Resource.”
“Since the drought in 1988,” she
worries, "we've had problems."
The water from their 60-foot-deep
well used to have a lot of iron and a
slight rotten-egg smell. Now they have
a water softener and a filter system for
drinking water, but there never seems
enough to meet their needs.
"You probably used more water
after the drought," Brower says.
She nods. "That's when our daugh
ter was born."
“You may have to drill deeper,"
Brower says, showing her a map of
water-bearing earth materials, techni
cally called aquifers.
“There's likely to be 70 to 120 feet
of sand and gravel, what we consider a
major aquifer, in your area. The edge
of it may lie beneath your farm. I'l
l
have
to check the database at the Survey,"
Brower says, handing Mrs. McGuire his
card. “A deposit that size would give
you an adequate supply of water."
“The fertilizer plant across the road
drilled east of route 51." She shakes
her head. "Not enough water."
“What's adequate for your home
could be a dry hole for the fertilizer
plant." Brower adds that a household
can get by pumping 10 gallons per
minute. If the yield is only 1 to 2 gallons
per minute, just install an extra-large
holding tank. “You calculate the
amount of water needed during 1 hour
of heavy use—the peak volume,” he
says, “then save it up."
In short supply
"Most calls come from people out in the
country, people with no access to pub
lic water supplies," says Tim Young,
who works with Brower in the Ground
water Resources and Protection Sec
tion at the ISGS. When he picks up the
phone, he may be talking to a county
health officer, city engineer, consultant,
or administrator of a water district, but
usually it's a homeowner or farmer. “In
most cases, they're desperate. They've
had one or more test holes drilled—
with no success."
Young uses electrical earth resistiv
ity (EER) methods to "map" what lies
underground (see p
.
3). “EER doesn't
find water but tells us where there
could be a deposit of sand and gravel,
which is most likely to yield water, and
where we'll only find till, a pebbly clay
that won't supply water.”
“Real need is our first requirement
for doing EER," Young says. “Take
the gentleman near Trivoli in Peoria
County. When he called last summer,
he had six dry test holes, large-diame
ter borings, most drilled to 90 feet deep
—at about $10 per foot.
-
"He wanted to build a house for his
son's family, but they had to find water.
His own well was dry most of the year,
so it was not promising.
"They drilled everywhere on his 24
acres in hopes of encountering sand
and gravel," says Young. “Then the
driller referred this man to us. Consider
ing the time and money he'd already
invested, we agreed to cover as much
ground as possible.
"We set up a grid of 24 resistivity
stations on his land," Young explains
(see map, p
.
3). “We were taking read
ings of earth materials at 10-foot depth
intervals. How deep we go depends on
our prior review of the Survey's records
to find out which layers may contain
sand and gravel. The (continued on p
.
6)-
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Geologist Tim Young
You’ve invested in test drilling for water and come up dry—more than once
Try EER—electrical earth resistivity—successfully practiced by the ISGS since 1932,
now used around the world for groundwater exploration
What you need to know
* EER, electrical earth resistivity,
won't tear up your land in the search
for water. It's a noninvasive method
used by geophysicists (scientists who
explain the physical world mainly in
math instead of words).
* An EER survey can be set up to
screen a large area, in contrast to the
spot coverage of test drilling.
* Electrical current sent through elec
trodes into the ground passes through
different earth materials with different
physical properties. For example, clay
is a relatively good conductor of elec
tricity, so its resistivity is low.
* Low resistivity values usually indi
cate fine-grained, compact clays and
silts that won't yield much water.
* High resistivity values generally indi
cate highly porous, coarse-grained,
loose materials such as sand and
gravel that could yield generous sup
plies of water.
* EER shows areas of high resistivity
—the higher the resistivity values, the
better the chance for finding water
bearing deposits of sand and gravel.
electrodes
0 ft
What We need to knoW
* Where is the water needed—home,
farm (animals or irrigation), subdivision,
commercial or municipal development?
How much water?
* How many dry test holes? We need
to know you've tried your best.
m Acres? The more area we have to
survey, the more likely we are to find
water-yielding materials. But we have
to watch out for fences, power lines,
and buried cables, gas lines, and sep
tic systems.
* Legal description of your location:
the ISGS has surveyed about 3,000
locations, so we may already have an
EER write-up on the location you're
interested in. (The old report is free!)
* Your driller's record, or “log," of the
earth materials bored through at the
unsuccessful test site(s) will be needed
to match with our data from all wells
within a square-mile of your location.
Ross Brower writes the groundwater
“possibilities" report—basic back
ground for the EER survey.
* Last but not least, we'll need four
able-bodied volunteers to help us with
the field work.
resistivity
meter
20
40
Turning on the resistivity meter turns on an electrical field in the ground—instantly—like
switching on the light in a room. Electrical current is flowing through the cables, the two
outside electrodes, and the ground below.
What happens on your land
* The resistivity stations will be laid out
in a grid to give full coverage of your
property (see below). The EER survey
usually begins at a test hole.
* At each station, We'll roll Out a line of
cables connecting four evenly spaced
electrodes (2-ft-long steel rods) to the
battery in a resistivity meter at the center.
* TWO electrodes set between the
Outer electrodes and the center station
record the resistance of earth materials
as current goes through them. The
farther apart the electrodes are, the
deeper the readings.
* Once we interpret the data, we can
recommend the most favorable loca
tions to drill for water. Sometimes there
are none.
* Our final report may include poten
tial depth of sand and gravel, recom
mended size of well (large or small
diameter), and most important—the
best drilling site.
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In karst terrain, streams don’t just
meander over the landscape,
they slip in and out of bedrock
The grassy hills and wooded dales of Monroe
and Randolph Counties look like the ideal set
ting for the home of your dreams, but buyer be
ware. You're standing on karst terrain with a
honeycomb of caves and streams just below
the surface. This rolling farm country in south
western Illinois attracts people tired of living on
small plots in Belleville and St. Louis. But they
give up city water and sewers for the vagaries
of well water and septic systems. Applying for
a permit to construct a septic field, a new land
owner may be turned down by the county
health officer, Joan Bade, if sinkholes punc
ture the property less than 75 feet in any direc
tion from where the septic field could go.
About 5,000 square miles (9%) of Illinois
has similar karst features formed in limestone
or other carbonate rock that dissolves easily.
The main problem is that groundwater flows
through karstified rock like tap water through a
pipe, according to a 4-year ISGS study partly
supported by the State's Environmental Protec
tion Trust Fund. When ISGS geologists Sam
Panno and Pius Weibel and geochemist Ivan
Krapac sampled wells and springs throughout
both counties, they found barely detectable
amounts of agrichemicals in the springtime,
but higher-than-recommended levels of bacte
ria in the Summer.
Now you see it
,
now you don’t
In karst terrain, streams don't just meander
back and forth over the landscape. They slip
in and Out of bedrock.
In September 1995, Panno invited Chief
Bill Shilts to come with him to Monroe County,
to track a typical stream from start to finish.
Bird’s-eye view of Monroe County,
dotted With sinkholes
(2) East C
(1) Dry Run Creek starts in a valley and Panno
where 20 feet of soil overlies karstic pockmarke
limestone, although no sinkholes A shor
break the surface. pany past
Panno, county health officer supplies w
Bade, Sam Indorante from the U.S.
Department of Agriculture, Leon
Follmer (the Survey's resident soil
scientist), and Chief Shilts cross a
tilled field to a low-lying woods
where springs feed the creek year
round. Panno pulls undergrowth
away from a shallow pool about 1%
feet across.
“The landowner said the spring
was exposed by pigs rooting
around the base of the tree," he
says, filling a sample bottle. "Water
chemistry is identical to water from
a bedrock well a half-mile away."
|
|
% mile
(4
)
A leap away from the SWa,
the cave that Dry Run Creek0.
into—until the spring rains of 1
f Dry Run Creek, as Shilts, Indorante, Bade,
observe on a topographic map, the area is
'd by sinkholes within sinkholes.
hike across a pasture takes Panno and com
a 25-foot-deep sinkhole. A pump at the bottom
ater for livestock.
J) Kelly% Spring
Cave @
entrance
linois Caverns
LL Road
(6
)
Kelly Spring is where old
Dry Run Creek and another
cave stream break into the
open and merge under a
natural bridge of rock. “After
a big rain," Panno says,
“muddy water roars out of
the caves."
At the cave mouth, the
head waters of a new Sur
face stream, Horse Creek,40W hole i
s
:00 :* spring from the earth. The
cycle begins again.
–Ellen Wolf
(3
)
Farther along is a swallow
hole, so-called because Dry Run
Creek goes underground there
swallowed by the earth.
“Five inches of rain in the
spring of 1994 flooded the creek."
Panno points to an uprooted tree
On the South side of the stream
bed. “High water undercut the
tree. When the water receded, the
rootball diverted the flow." The
creek cut through the south bank
and dropped into the sinkhole.
The sides of the hole started
to collapse. By the summer of
1995, thousands of cubic feet of
soil had disappeared down the
hole along with the stream, like
water running down the drain.
(5) In Krueger's Dry Run Cave,
the Creek and water from sources
nearby flow together in a sinuous
stream. Panno Walks into clear
water up to his knees. Adjusting
hard hats, everyone hunches
over and wades after him. Circles
of light from head lamps and
flashlights bounce along the roof
and walls (about 10 feet apart),
light up weathered
layers of rocks and
silver threads of
fungi, and startle
a bat.
(continued from p. 2) driller's record is
important to us,” he says. “This driller
found nothing but silt and clay in each
test hole, down to about 90 feet deep."
Interpretation of the resistivity read
ings convinced Young that three loca
tions were favorable for test drilling,
although there were no guarantees.
The driller agreed to come back, and
at 18 to 20 feet deep, they hit water—
800 gallons per day, more than enough
to supply a household's needs.
Thar she blows!
Not al
l groundwater emergencies can
be handled by the ISGS. For example:
"You're in the bathroom taking a long
shower and don't realize gas is escap
ing from the water and building up in
the air," Brower says. “You towel off,
switch on the hair dryer—and blow
yourself out of the room."
How can that happen?
"Some people have gas in their well
water," Brower explains. Methane, pro
duced by decomposition of organic
matter buried in glacial deposits, can
migrate to the sand deposit supplying
your water. The gas goes into solution,
so when you pump the well, some gas
comes along with the water.
"Vent the well and the water-supply
system," Brower advises. More costly
remedies include redesigning the well
or drilling to a safer depth.
Brower and Young believe they've
heard every hard luck story having to
do with groundwater. Do you have a
buried fuel storage tank you suspect is
leaking into your water? Do you need a
permit to operate a landfill on a site that
may lie over an aquifer? Does your
water well driller need to know target
depth to water?
Call the ISGS groundwater "hotline"
(217-333-ISGS) for Brower and Young,
at your service. —Ellen Wolf
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Do we still need coal in this country?
“We produce and use more coal in the U.S. today than ever before
more than 1 billion tons per year," says ISGS coal geologist Colin Trew
orgy. “That's about 20 pounds per person per day."
Without coal, many of us would be without electricity. Almost 60% of the
nation's electricity is produced by burning coal. More than 85% of the coal
produced in the U.S. is used by power plants.
The demand for coal has grown steadily along with the demand for elec
tricity since World War II. In 1994, the top producer, Wyoming, supplied
the market with 237 million tons of coal. Kentucky and West Virginia each
contributed 162 million tons. Pennsylvania added in about 62 million tons,
and Illinois, another 53 million tons of coal.
“People think of coal as a 'dirty fuel," Treworgy says, “because burning
it gives off sulfur dioxide and other substances we don't want to breathe.
But we've solved that problem through legislation and technological ad
vances." In spite of the increased use of coal, there's been no increase in
sulfur dioxide (SO2) emissions. They're lower than they've been in 50 years.
i
that there's coal in the ground."
Ten states contain 90% of the
total US demonstrated coal
reserves
IN
Resources versus reserves The term “resources" applies to all coal
(of a minimum thickness) in the ground (see map of Illinois, p
.
1)
.
“We calculate total resources, a very large number, from al
l
sorts of
information, including geologists' estimates of how far coal beds extend,"
says Treworgy. “Another category called 'demonstrated reserves is
based on reliable proof-from coal exploration drill holes, for example—
(continued from p
.
1) with shale or other
rock. Mining this coal may be techno
logically possible, but not economically
feasible.
“Measurement of available coal is
just looking at coal that's minable with
today's technology and at today's
prices," Treworgy says. “I
f
we're willing
to pay a lot more for our coal, a lot
more could be mined."
Who benefits? “At the end of these
studies, we hope to have the state's re
source estimates categorized by cost
of mining," Treworgy says. "For exam
ple, how much coal can be mined at
$10 per ton, $20 per ton, etc."
Who could use the information?
* mining companies, when decid
ing which mining sites will be most prof
itable.
* electric utilities, which depend on
reasonably priced coal supplies, and
their consumers, who want reasonably
priced electricity.
* lawmakers, when setting emis
sion standards for burning coal contain
ing sulfur or other noxious elements.
* local governments and busi
nesses, where coal mining is important
to the community's economy.
* landowners, who wonder how
valuable their property is in terms of
Coal resources. —Ellen Wolf
Coal availability studies have been com
pleted for the Middletown (C 554), Galatia
(IM 113), and Mt. Carmel (IM 114) Quadran
gles. Coming soon-studies for the Atwater,
Collinsville, Newton, Nokomis, and Prince
ville Quadrangles.
Freeman United Coal Mining Company
offered the Crown Ill coal mine as the site
to field test a reclamation technique devel
oped at the ISGS. ISGS principal investi
gator Gary Dreher (left) and Freeman
engineer Bill Giles, who oversees the
Crown Ill waste management program,
are poised to demonstrate the technique
to reclaim coal slurry waste this spring.
(continued from p
.
1) a grass mix. It's
an expensive reclamation technique,
and ISGS scientists are researching a
cheaper alternative.
“Our hope is to reclaim coal slurry
solids without the need of a thick soil
cover," says Gary Dreher, head of the
Analytical Geochemistry Section. The
perfect substitute for soil cover may
turn out to be some of the FBC ash
piling up at the mines.
Dreher is developing a method to
reclaim coal slurry solids by mixing the
Waste material With FBC ash. This
spring, he and analytical chemist John
Steele will work with University of Illi
nois agronomist Robert Darmody and
David Tungate, a graduate student of
Darmody's, to field test their reclama
tion method on part of an active slurry
pond at the Crown III Mine of Freeman
United Coal Mining Company near
Farmersville in west-central Illinois.
They will spread a layer of FBC ash
and fertilizer over dry coal slurry waste,
mix them well with a tiller, and then
sow three types of plants (fescue,
sweet clover, and alfalfa). They plan to
let the plants grow for a least 2 years,
“so we can study second and third gen
eration plants and development of the
'soil," Dreher says.
“If this reclamation method is suc
cessful, and the regulatory authorities
accept it, it could alleviate the need for
soil cover, which now costs the industry
up to $10,000 per acre," Dreher says.
"We're working under the assump
tion that our procedure will save mines
money," says Steele. “I
t
will cost the
mines to engineer a means of incorpo
rating FBC ash into coal slurry solids,
but at this stage we're not in a position
to evaluate the cost of adapting our rec
lamation method to a large scale."
Acid buffer
Coal slurry solids, a byproduct of the
cleaning required to reduce the coal's
sulfur and ash content, can contain a
high concentration of pyrite. When
pyrite (iron disulfide), also known as
‘fool's gold, reacts with water and air,
it can generate sulfuric acid.
“I
f
this is allowed to happen in a
coal slurry pond," Steele says, “the acid
could eventually migrate and contami
nate groundwater."
A fortunate characteristic of the
FBC ash is that it is alkaline because
pulverized limestone is injected into the
furnace during fluidized-bed combus
tion of high-sulfur coal. The limestone
traps the toxic sulfur gases emitted by
the coal. After combustion, the FBC
residue consists of coal ash, gypsum,
and substantial amounts of lime, an
alkaline and acid-neutralizing agent.
The ideal solution is to combine or
“codispose" of the alkaline FBC ash
and the acid-generating coal slurry sol
ids to create a neutral foundation to
support vegetation.
buffer acid production in coal slurry
solids," Dreher says. “Our research is
different," he continues. “We are not
restoring soil. We're trying to convert
coaly material into a medium that will
grow vegetation like soil."
Some promising results have al
ready been obtained in 4 years of labo
ratory investigations of the interaction
of coal slurry solids with FBC ash. "Un
der varying conditions found in nature,
such as saturation and cyclical wetting
and drying, FBC ash seems to be a
good means of inhibiting acid produc
tion by coal slurry solids," Steele says.
He and Dreher followed up their ex
tensive lab work with a collaborative
greenhouse study with Darmody, who
looked at germination and growth of dif
ferent plant varieties commonly used in
reclamation at Coal mines.
"Darmody was able to show that
two of those varieties could germinate
and grow in mixtures of FBC ash and
coal slurry solids," Dreher says. "Now
we're taking our experimentation from
the lab and greenhouse to the field.”
The goal is to find proportions of FBC
ash and coal slurry solids that best sup
port vegetation. The scientists expect
Dreher has been waiting for this section of the slurry pond to dry out so he can start
the field experiment. Last summer, Giles shut down this discharge point at Crown III's
active slurry pond. The "black, sandy beach" will be ready when it is dry and strong
enough to support people.
Codisposal of the two wastes is a
new take On an idea researchers at
Southern Illinois University at Carbon
dale have tried. They applied pulver
ized limestone to coal slurry solids and
found it effective in creating an accept
able wetland environment. Other scien
tists have substituted FBC ash for lime
in agricultural practices and in reclama
tion of acidic soils at coal mines.
"The results of their studies sug
gested to us that FBC ash could also
the plants will thrive in the field demon
stration as well as they did in the lab.
Dreher and Steele believe their re
mediation approach of neutralization
and revegetation will prove to be practi
cal and affordable. "Codisposal may
not only provide a use for FBC ash,
which is now viewed as waste," Dreher
says, "but it may also restore coal
slurry solids at a manageable cost."-E. Anne Latimer
Who’s afraid of math and science?
Not the young women in school today
Nearly 300 6th to 8th grade girls
crowded workshops and exhibits on
natural science, medicine, engineering,
environmental law, and finance at the
annual career fair hosted by the Univer
sity of Illinois in Springfield this February.
The ISGS was well represented by
earth scientists Janis Treworgy, who
led a workshop, and Jennifer Hines,
who handled questions at the “Women
in Geology" display.
Earth science to the rescue
Treworgy, a hands-on-science advocate,
skipped the lectures and got straight to
the point with the middle school girls in
her workshop. She wanted to help them
understand “why geology is so impor
tant in our everyday lives."
“Ever seen a landfill?" she asked.
“Garbage goes into the ground and
decomposes. When it rains, water
pours in
.
Would you want to drink that?"
No way!
“I
f
we want to protect our drinking
water," she said, “we don't want Our
landfills to leak."
When city councils decide where to
put waste disposal facilities, they need
to know what lies between ground sur
face and any sand-and-gravel layers
that yield important water supplies.
“Wastes have to go into earth mate
rials that won't let water through," Trew
orgy said. “You each have samples of
three types of material. Let's test them."
The sand-and-gravel mix was first.
"Feel the separate grains? They don't
hold together. Next, try the tan sample.
Work it with your fingers. What's it like?"
“Think of this as a thick vertical slice of land under a typical Illinois town," said Treworgy
(right), demonstrating with a plexiglas model. There's gravel at the bottom, then a thin
layer of clay (called a "confining layer") that separates the gravel from the sand above.
"I
f
sand in the ground is filled with water, just like this, it's called an aquifer."
Clear tubes inserted into the upper sand "aquifer" and the lower gravel “aquifer"
worked like wells, drawing water from different depths. Next, water tinted with red food
coloring was injected into a tube. As the future city council members watched, a plume
of "contamination" spread into the sand around the bottom of the “well."
Geologist Jennifer Hines
“Powder," someone said. That was
the silt—dust-like particles called loess.
"Squeeze the last one. Feels like
clay with a few pebbles? It is mostly
clay—a very fine-grained material we
call till, put down by a glacier," she
Said. “Now let's see which materials
work best for a landfill."
The test, as the girls realized, was
to make a “confining layer" that (in the
real world) would seal off a landfill from
any aquifers in the neighborhood.
Lining sieves with sand, silt, and clay,
they poured water in, simulating rain
water soaking into the ground.
The winner? The clayey stuff called
till. The silt was runner-up.
Meanwhile, back at the exhibit
“Rocks were the big attraction," said
Jennifer Hines. The girls wanted to tell
her what they knew about rocks and
minerals. “Oh I have one of these,'
they'd say, ‘I got it in Colorado."
A fascination with rocks and miner
als is one of the early warning signs for
someone coming down with a lifelong
interest in earth Science.
"Not every young woman will want
to be a geologist, but they'll al
l
be bet
ter citizens if they learn a bit about how
our earth works," Hines said, echoing
Treworgy's workshop theme. “Educa
tion is not just for jobs. It's for life."
–Ellen Wolf
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"On this field trip," continues Mikulic,
who organized the tour and raised
funds to subsidize some participants'
They have come to Illinois to explore
what was once an ancient sea floor.
The attraction? A chance to learn what
the midwestern United States was like
during the Silurian Period about 400
million years ago, and to take home
fossils of animals that flourished long
before the age of the dinosaur.
The fossil seekers from England,
eastern Europe, and China have more
than a casual interest. All experts on
Silurian geology and paleontology, they
travel the world to study Silurian-aged
rocks and fossils.
Geologists Donald Mikulic of the
|SGS and Joanne Kluessendorf from
the University of Illinois are guiding the
paleontologists and sedimentologists
on a comprehensive tour of the Silurian
System in the central United States.
The small international contingent is
exploring such famous Silurian sites as
the Thornton Reef, Waldron Shale, and
Niagara Escarpment in Illinois, Ohio,
Indiana, and Wisconsin.
“New discoveries have been made
in this area," says Mikulic. Studies on
conodonts (tiny toothlike fossils) were
Can you name this fossil?
You will likely find it in a setting like
Lehigh Quarry. It belongs to a family
of Shellfish
Called brachio
pods, the most
common fossil
group found in
Silurian rock.
The animal
lived at the
bottom of the
warm, Shallow
Sea that COV
ered much of
Illinois about
400 million
years ago.
Like al
l brachiopods, its soft body
was enclosed by a pair of top and
bottom shells. That's why they're
conducted by ISGS geologist Rodney
fees, “we are highlighting these recent
studies, as well as past research on
Silurian rocks and fossils in Illinois and
surrounding states.
Norby and sedimentological work was
performed by Mikulic and Kluessendorf.
- - - -
- -- * -
About 400 million years ago, the quarry floor on which these scientists stand was the
bottom of a warm, clear sea. Life in the form of marine animals, corals, shellfish,
and sea lilies once flourished here. The remains of these animals form the thick lay
ers of fossil-rich Silurian limestones.
bivalves. Anchored close to the Sea
floor by a hard fleshy stalk that ex
“The tour members are especially
interested in comparing Silurian strata
in our region with similar rocks in their
native countries," says Mikulic, whose
planning ensured that the foreign geolo
gists, straight from the Second Interna
tional Symposium on the Silurian System
in Rochester, New York, could concen
trate on their particular interests.
tended from its
body, the animal
slightly opened
it bivalves to
Suck in Water,
Which carried in
food and oxygen
and Washed the
wastes away.
Lehigh Quarry
At Lehigh Quarry, 5 miles west of Kan
kakee, Illinois, the scientists find much
to absorb their attention. The quarry,
one of more than 50 sites on the 11-day
field trip, “exemplifies what most Silu"JoleM - - - -! rian sections look like in northeasternMolleus Jejeld ||||s
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Illinois," Mikulic says. A towering wall of
Silurian rock formations rises from the
bottom of the quarry, and fossil fauna
lie hidden like jewels in the rocks just
waiting to be discovered.
Lech Teller and Anna Kozlowska
Dawidzuik gently hammer out the shell
of a tiny sea-dwelling brachiopod they
have just found in a chunk of limestone.
Back in Poland, the two members of
the Institute of Paleobiology and the
Polish Academy of Sciences study
graptolites, a marine colonial animal
much more common in Europe than in
the United States.
Peering over their shoulders is
Professor Adam Urbanek. A paleon
tologist and member of both the Russian
and Polish Academies of Sciences,
Urbanek is in the United States to exam
ine Silurian rock layers and to try to
Correlate them with Silurian Strata of
the east European plains. Urbanek
Towering wall of Silurian rock
rises from the quarry floor, and
fossil fauna lie hidden like
jewels in the rocks
also studies graptolites. “He is the most
prominent graptologist in the world,"
says Teller. “He etches them out of
rock, bleaches them, and describes
them. He also created a standard Zona
tion for graptolites in the Polish part of
the Baltic.”
The brief 2 hours
in Lehigh Quarry
passed quickly,
for these visitors,
but they had
enough time to
stop and examine
samples—many
of which they
took back to
Europe for their
collections.
"Graptolites are the most important
fossil for dating rocks in the Silurian,
and quite popular among European
researchers," says David Loydell, a
research fellow at the University of
Portsmouth in Great Britain, who also
studies graptolites.The rocks Loydell
works on “were in deep water and
strongly deformed. I joined the trip," he
says, “because I was interested in
rocks from shallow water—rocks that
are lying flat, just as they were laid
down."
With a lot to see, and plenty of time
to stop and explore, sedimentologists
on the field trip carefully examine the
Silurian strata to determine the environ
ment in which the sediments were origi
nally deposited.
Anna Antoshkina, from the Institute
of Geology in the Russian Academy of
Sciences, discovers a glauconitic rock
lying on the quarry floor. Glauconite, she
explains, is a dull green, earthy mineral
rich in potassium and iron. “This pro
cess—glauconite mineralization—is
very widespread in marine sedimentary
rocks," she says. "I'm taking this sample
back home for students in our institute.
It's a small department, and we don't
have a good collection of rock samples
from other regions." Glauconite minerali
zation, Antoshkina explains, is a very
interesting process not readily seen in
Russia. "In the Urals, we don't see
such exposed outcrops because the
area is in the forest."
Farther uphill, along the face of a
rock formation, sedimentologist Rein
Einasto, of the Estonia Academy of
Sciences, recognizes a pattern of rock
deposition he has seen in Silurian for
mations in his native Estonia. “This is an
example of pure and clear dolomite,"
he says. “I
t
is very similar to the Silu
rian Section in Estonia. It's Wonderful."
Another British geologist, Stuart
McKerrow, from the University of Ox
ford, made the trip to examine Silurian
exposures he has not seen on previous
trips to the United States. McKerrow
has constructed maps that show the
position of the continents through geo
logic time, including the Silurian Period.
To tap into the oil and gas reserves
scattered through his country, sedimen
tologist Tingshan Zhang, of the China
National Petroleum Corporation, stud
ies how reefs are formed. Illinois Silu
-
| *…"
Anna Kozlowska-Dawidzuik shows the
illustration of a new type of graptolite she
found in the Polish part of the east Euro
pean platform. She presented a paper
about this new discovery before joining
the field trip.
rian reefs are famous because of clas
sic studies by ISGS geologist, the late
Heinz Lowenstam. Zhang has come to
compare Illinois reefs with those back
home. Illinois reefs might help him
determine what sedimentary and fossil
environment is best for oil source rock.
Silurian rock, says Zhang, is important
economically as a source rock for oi
l
and construction material.– E. Anne Latimer
Galen Arnold oversees care and feeding
of Survey’s computer network
"I'm the one officially to blame when
any of the computers crash," freely
admits Galen Arnold, of the computer
applications staff at the ISGS, and
Galen Arnold.
recipient of the Survey's 1995 “Out
standing New Staff Member Award."
Don McKay, who manages the
computer section, wrote that Galen's
“knowledgeable, thoughtful, and user
oriented approach to managing net
worked computers has led the survey to
the forefront of geoscience computing."
Says McKay, "Although the Survey's
computer users may not be aware of it,
Galen's work has steadily increased
network speed, improved the efficiency
and reliability of backups, and made
the connections between hardware
systems seamless.”
Working at his PC, Galen may be
wearing one of three hats.
As network administrator, he COOr
dinates a team effort that manages
the computer networking in the Survey.
Four to five scientists may be using
the network at a time, and each needs
access to the data and programs on
up to ten other machines in the building.
As systems administrator, Galen
carries out what he calls “the day-to
day care and feeding" of the 36 scien
tific workstations used in the Survey.
As a systems analyst, he supports
the users of the Survey's computer
systems by installing commercial soft
ware, writing computer programs, and
answering and solving daily questions.
Galen says part of the art of providing
good customer service is "keeping up
the illusion that I'm working on every
one's problems at the same time.”
One serious problem now faced by
Galen and all network administrators is
the threat of outside hackers breaking
into the network. Galen is ensuring the
security of the Survey's systems and
data by building in defenses and moni
toring against unauthorized use.– Tom McGeary
Like many others, Galen only fell
into a career in computing by chance.
While pursuing his bachelor's degree in
mathematics at the University of Illinois,
he worked for 2 years supporting a
large UNIX computer system on cam
pus. He says, “I found keeping UNIX
systems going a much more marketable
skill than math."
Survey geologists
remember former Chief
Several long-time Survey geologists recall the contributions of their former col
league Robert E. Bergstrom, who worked at the Survey from 1953 until he retired
in 1983. Bergstrom passed away on September 28, 1996.
An internationally recognized expert in groundwater, his work exploring for
groundwater took him from the deserts of Kuwait and Saudi Arabia to the jungles
of Vietnam. He also took an important role in developing the field of environ
mental geology at the Survey. Bergstrom joined the Survey in 1953 and be
came head of the Groundwater Section in 1963 when he returned from Kuwait.
He became Assistant Chief in 1979 and Chief in 1981.
“Bob was a well-founded scientist of the old school of geology as a field sci
ence," says hydrogeologist Keros Cartwright. Paul Heigold, Bergstrom's Survey
colleague for 32 years, adds, “Bob believed in having people in the field because
data is the lifeblood of any science. You don't get data by sitting at home."
By his own example, Bergstrom created a rigorous, demanding, and critical at
mosphere for all who worked with him. "He was a 'hard sell'—very critical," recalls
Heigold. “When you went to him and started talking about science, you had to
know what you were talking about." Ross Brower, a
groundwater specialist who worked with Bergstrom
since 1963, speaks for everyone when he says, "Bob
was a superb gentleman. If he spoke negatively
against something at a meeting, he wanted people to
know it was nothing against them personally." As Cart
wright recounts, “He could run meetings where people
would argue strongly with each over some technical
issue, and then go out afterwards for beer and have a
good time."
Bergstrom had strong, clear ideas about the Sur
vey's mission. “He believed geology is an important
tool for leading mankind to a better life," says Dave
Reinertsen, a classmate of Bergstrom's at Augustana
College in the mid-'40s and later a colleague at the
Survey. “He felt that geologists need to reach out to the public with the message
that geology can help make our surroundings better and help us make better use
of materials." As Heigold says, “He recognized the basic survey tenets: Keep the
interest of the taxpayer in mind, and always strike a good balance between ser
vice and research."
Above all, Bergstrom is credited for recognizing the importance of the new con
cept of environmental geology. “He was head of the groundwater section when the
idea was invented at the Survey in the early '60s," says Cartwright, "and he recog
nized very early it was important, and he encouraged it in the people working for
him." Adds Heigold, “He took the rigor of classical geology and brought it to the
new field of environmental geology." – Tom McGeary
Geophysicist hits pay dirt
Before arriving at the ISGS less than a
year ago, Survey geophysicist John
McBride spent 5 years at the University
of Cambridge in England studying the
structure of the earth's crust beneath
the oceans. His research took him to
the Mediterranean Sea, as well as off
the coasts of Great Britain, West Africa,
Iceland, and Indonesia. So how is he
faring in land-locked Illinois?
Quite well, according to Dennis
Kolata, Senior Geologist and Head of
the Sedimentary and Crustal Processes
Section. "John is an outstanding scien
tist. He's Creative and has a worldwide
perspective on the geological sciences.
In the 10 months he's been at the
ISGS, he has written several insightful
papers on the structural underpinning
of the Illinois Basin and has negotiated
with major oi
l companies to obtain high
resolution seismic reflection data.”
Oil companies traditionally have
been somewhat Secretive with their
seismic data, but McBride has been
successful in getting them to open up
their archives and release Seismic
reflection data—to the tune of 1 to 2 mil
lion dollars worth in a recent agreement
with Mobil Oil—at no cost to the Survey.
“This is a major breakthrough for the
ISGS," says Kolata.
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Seismic reflection profile from south-cen
tral Illinois showing interpreted reverse
fault within Precambrian basement rocks.
Unlocking the oil company vault
“The oi
l companies have an incredible
amount of data, but it hasn't been avail
able for our use," says McBride. “I've
been able to get the records by work
ing with the oil companies—writing
letters asking for help, following up,
and explaining our research goals.
Some companies are not especially
keen on releasing their private data,
but they are more willing when they
see there is a legitimate public interest,
such as advancing our understanding
of earthquakes in southern Illinois.”
Seismic records are created using
a Series of loud shocks at the surface
to generate sound waves recorded by
instruments known as geophones. The
recorded sound waves produce an
image of structures deep beneath the
Surface. Most of the information
received from this type of test is
unwanted "noise." Geophysicists like
McBride must sort through the mass of
data to Search for reflected waves that
have "bounced off" rock layers. Differ
ent layers, such as granite overlain by
sandstone, will show up on the record
because they have distinct seismic
properties.
“These records give us a better pic
ture of the deep structure of the Illinois
Basin," says McBride. “Up to now, we've
had to rely on well records, which are
spotty—one well here, another one
some miles away. Seismic reflection
data give us a very detailed image of
"Seismic records
give us a better
picture of the
deep structure of
the Illinois Basin,”
says geophysi
cist McBride.
the entire Subsurface — what the rocks
look like — down to 15,000 feet or
more in Some cases."
McBride's goal in southern Illinois is
to look at the pattern of recorded histori
cal earthquakes and see if these pat
terns are associated with fractured or
ruptured structures, or zones of weak
ness, indicated by the seismic data.
McBride may have been successful
doing just this with the magnitude 5.5
earthquake that occurred near Brough
ton in Hamilton County back in 1968.
“If we can better understand what
controls earthquakes in this region,"
says McBride, "it will help in assessing
earthquake risk and planning the siting
of facilities for such things as waste
disposal or power plants."– Bob Wathen
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Scientists advise on emergency rule
for the Livestock Management Facilities Act
ISGS studies hog waste lagoons
Seeing a need for more detailed
information, GeoSurvey scien
tists Ivan Krapac and Bill Dey
are currently studying the poten
tial effects of hog waste lagoons
on groundwater quality.
Components of hog waste,
such as nitrate or chloride, might
migrate from the lagoons and
through the soil into groundwater.
“We want to determine
whether local geologic condi
tions, such as the type of soil or
distance from an aquifer, pre
vent that happening," says Kra
pac, "so that the quality of
groundwater isn't affected.”
To see whether leakage
OCCurs and how local Conditions
affect migration, Krapac and Dey
evaluated 11 sites, looking at
the geology and groundwater
resources. They selected two
sites representative of two differ
ent geologic settings at current
hog facility operations. Both
facilities use soil-lined lagoons to treat and store the waste. One site could have a
moderate potential for aquifer contamination. There is a
from the State Geological Survey
Facilities Act (LMFA).
Protecting groundwater and surface
water from contamination was the pri
mary concern addressed by scientists
(ISGS), Water Survey, and Waste
Management and Research Center
(WMRC), when they were asked for
advice on the proposed emergency
rule for the Livestock Management
Groundwater geologist Don Keefer
(ISGS) and biologist John Marlin, Assis
tant to the WMRC Director, met with
officials from the Illinois Department of
Agriculture, Governor's Office, and
other State agencies from October 21
to 29 to make recommendations On the
tant to the WMRC Director.
ISGS groundwater geologist Don Keefer
consults with biologist John Marlin, Assis
Ivan Krapac measures the water level in a moni
toring well at a study site. Water samples from
these wells are analyzed for chemicals and bacte
ria that can indicate whether materials from the
lagoon are migrating into the groundwater.
(continued on p. 6, col. 2)
emergency rule, which was adopted on
October 29.
The issue was waste lagoons at
hog facilities and it's no small concern:
Illinois is the fourth largest producer of
hogs in the country. Ten years ago, a
facility with 2,000 hogs was considered
large. Today, facilities have ten times
that many animals.
“The LMFA was enacted in 1996,"
says Keefer, “with a provision for a final
rule concerning the siting of waste
lagoons at large livestock facilities to
be added later." Because of intense
public interest in this issue, an emer
gency rule was proposed to take effect
until the final rule could be adopted.
"We made recommendations on the
siting criteria for lagoons, procedures
for installing and building lagoon liners,
the operating definition of aquifer, and
the installation and use of groundwater
monitoring wells," says Keefer. “The
lagoon siting criteria and definition of
aquifer were two of the most important
features of the proposed rule."
Using site-specific information was
strongly recommended. Test drilling
should include collecting a continuous
Core of earth materials to at least 50
feet below the lowest point in a pro
posed lagoon. A qualified professional
would then evaluate the core for the
presence of aquifer materials beneath
the site.
Assessing aquifer materials
The depth from the lowest point of the
lagoon to the top of any aquifer materi
als was the recommended criterion for
determining whether a liner or ground
water monitoring wells would be
required. If an aquifer were lying within
20 feet below the lowest point of the
lagoon, then a clay or synthetic liner
and at least three monitoring wells
would be required. If the uppermost
aquifer materials were between 20 and
50 feet below the lagoon bottom, then
only a liner need be installed. If no aqui
fer occurred within 50 feet of the lowest
point of the lagoon bottom, neither liner
nor wells would be necessary.
An easy-to-use definition of an aqui
fer was needed so drillers and geolo
gists could identify one in the field. The
standard definition depends on hydrau
lic characteristics, meaning an aquifer's
ability to (continued on p
. 6, col. 1)
(LMFA continued) transport water, (lagoon study continued) shallow aquifer present, but an overlying layer of fine
which is much more expensive to deter- grained til
l
protects it. The likelihood of contamination at the other site is quite low
mine. A definition using geologic because the soil is clayey and there is no aquifer beneath the facility.
materials and thickness was proposed, Monitoring wells have been installed around each lagoon. The wells monitor
So that if a driller finds 2 feet of sand shallow groundwater from about 13 to 25 feet deep. “We collect groundwater
and gravel or 5 feet of sandstone, for samples on a monthly basis," says Krapac. "The samples are analyzed for chlo
example, he considers it an aquifer. ride, nitrate, sulfate, bacteria, and several other items. We will compare the results
There's no need to go to the time with background concentrations to see whether there have been any changes
and expense of testing its hydraulic that might be explained by the facility."
properties. Only preliminary results are available and no conclusions have been made at
“We served as a technical this time, but the geologists will be looking for indications of leakage. — Bob Wathen
resource for the regulatory agencies,
allowing them to protect environmental
resources without imposing undue eco
nomic impact on the industry,” says
Keefer. “The changes we proposed .
should not pose significant economic
barriers to livestock producers. At the
same time, they offer groundwater pro
tection proportional to the risk.” . :
The emergency rule was enacted
on October 29 and the proposed final
rule has been sent to the Pollution Con
trol Board.
"By providing concise technical
input at a critical phase," says Marlin,
"the Surveys and WMRC greatly
strengthened the proposed rules,
especially in the areas of groundwater
protection and structural integrity of
the lagoons." – Bob Wathen
Steve Sargent gathers data on water level, precipitation, and evaporation from a hog
waste lagoon. Wastes from hog-raising facilities are typically pumped into such lagoon:
Bacteria decompose the organic materials in the wastes and other chemical reaction:
also occur, forming a mat of sludge on the bottom of the lagoon. The sludge and liqui.
which contain nitrogen, potassium, and phosphorous, can then be pumped out and
applied to soil as fertilizer. In the past, the lagoons were constructed by either damming
ravines or excavating ponds. Typically, no liners were placed at the bottoms of the
lagoons.E
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